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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 

This thesis investigates a single object: Martha Custis’s Washington’s purple silk gown in the 

collection of the New Hampshire Historical Society. It examines the gown as a biographical 

object, subject to its own timeline of experiences in a nexus of manufacturers, makers, and 

wearers. The close examination of this garment provides more accurate dates for manufacturing, 

gown construction, and wearing, employing interdisciplinary methodologies to demonstrate that 

objects are conduits of human dignity, a topic not often discussed in material culture writing. 

This research expands what is known about the aesthetic hertiage of eighteenth-century Swedish 

silk designs, and more accurately characterizes the scale and importance of the Swedish textile 

and sericulture industry. It confirms previous findings on the permeability of Atlantic trade and 

contributes to our understanding of material culture and fashion historiography’s current 

“embodied turn” through the identification of evidence signalling we are currently anticipating a 

“somatic turn,” which incorporates a reliance on proprioception and phenomenological 

approaches. Through the activation of “experience-near” lenses, it identifies that the gown’s 

network of makers and wearers included enslaved women who served the Washingtons as 

seamstresses. The participation of these women in the making and preservation of the gown 

through their hand-sewed stitches embedded in the gown offers tangible evidence of their 

existence, captive labor, and the limited exertion of their personal agency. 
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Introduction 

 

It is necessary to look at the actual objects, and pretty as they are, they are real historical 
facts of greater significance, in my opinion, than any statistic. 

 
—Natalie Rothstein 

 

It was May 26, 2017, a few days before the month of Martha Washington’s birth. Today I would be 

examining one of three surviving, intact gowns owned and worn by Martha Dandridge Custis Washington. The 

occasion felt celebratory, and expectant, as if part of her would be there, some sort of proxy, some entrance into her 

inner, private self. The gown was neatly spread on the table in the collections storage at Mount Vernon, Virginia, 

surrounded by nineteenth-century portraits of George Washington, shelves of twentieth-century White House 

presidential porcelain, period furnishings, paintings not exactly suitable for interpretation in the Mansion, and 

other textiles belonging to Martha Washington, which were pulled for the group to examine in conjunction with 

the purple gown.  

The dress rested on the table, skirt and bodice carefully arranged, its overall well-preserved condition and 

consummate construction immediately and beautifully apparent. As the front of the faded dress was opened and 

turned, the scalloped silk trim curiously stuffed with wool batting carefully lifted, riotous color was revealed 

beneath: deep, saturated purple crowned with an almost-neon magenta undertone. Bold, flaring yellow punctuated 

the unconventional tripartite, semi-naturalistic floral repeat, comprised of complicated warp and weft floats.  

  

Martha Custis Washington’s Purple Silk Gown: Previous Knowledge, New Inquiry  

I first “met” Martha Washington’s purple silk gown, owned by the New Hampshire 

Historical Society, herafter the NHHS, in the collections storage of The Mount Vernon Ladies’ 

Association on May 26, 2017. The gown, acquired by the NHHS in 1919, is one of  three 

known, surviving, intact Martha Washington gowns; the two others are held in the collections of 

the Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association in Mount Vernon and the Smithsonian National Museum 
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of American History in Washington, D.C.1 As a doctoral student at Georgetown University 

working on early American material culture and textiles and a former staff member at George 

Washington’s Mount Vernon, I was invited to view the gown, on loan from the NHHS, during a 

study session at Mount Vernon alongside historical costumers, character interpreters, and 

curators from Washington, D.C. and Virginia.2  

At the time, I did not imagine that this single moment – a few hours’ exploration – 

would fling open the door to investigating some of the most exciting and underrepresented 

collections of eighteenth-century textiles in European archives and museums. Nor did I imagine 

that the investigation of this single object, and the methodologies I chose to employ, might 

enable a new, multi-strand and intersectional understanding of Martha Washington’s unique and 

sometimes unconventional personal preferences – choices that did not always follow the latest 

high-fashion trends from Paris or London or march lock-step with local Virginia society’s 

fashion status quo.  

These findings press against the beliefs that Martha Custis Washington was America’s 

“First Fashionista,”3 the emphasis that as a widow she was “young, pretty, rich. . . ”4 and the 

                                                                    
1 Martha Custis Washington’s purple gown: object 1903.009.02, the New Hampshire 

Historical Society; Martha Washington’s silk taffeta gown: object 1987.0080, the Smithsonian 
Musuem of American History (not currently on view); Martha Washington’s brown gown: object W-
1523 in the Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association (not currently on view). 
 

2 The group convened courtesy of the New Hampshire Historical Society, independent 
researcher Renée Walker-Tuttle, and Susan Schoelwer and Amanda Isaac of The Mount Vernon 
Ladies’ Association, who graciously hosted and facilitated the dress study session. 
 

3  The Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association, “The First Fashionista,” accessed October 10, 
2018, https://www.mountvernon.org/george-washington/martha washington/martha-washingtons-
style/. 

 
4 For the assertion that Martha Custis was a young, pretty, and rich widow, see Mary V. 

Thompson, A Short Biography of Martha Washington (Massachusetts: Benna Books, 2017), 7; and 
Brenda Haugen, Martha Washington: First Lady of the United States (Signature Lives: Revolutionary War Era) 
(New York: Compass Point Books, 2005), 23. 
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assertion that “her contemporaries knew her as a woman of . . . high fashion.”5  One of Martha 

Dandridge Custis Washington’s recent biographers claims, “From her mother, Martha 

Dandridge learned to love fine clothing, especially dresses from London, as did many women in 

New Kent County. The Dandridges, like most, imported their suits and dresses from expensive 

shops in London. Martha appreciated luxurious dresses and bonnets at an early age and enjoyed 

the company of other girls who enjoyed being well dressed.”6 Unsubstantiated statements such 

as these continue to influence public understanding of Martha Custis Washington and her 

consumption patterns.  

Custis Washington might have selected textiles and owned pieces that would have been 

considered “high fashion,” such as her exquisite purple wedding shoes, but she cannot be 

categorized exclusively, or pigeonholed, as a high fashion individual. 7 The constant consumption 

of luxury goods was not a trait or pattern of behavior she possessed during the entire course of 

her life. Not only are individuals in general more three-dimensional than performing clothes 

horses, evidence attests that Martha Dandridge Custis Washington was too practical to be given 

such a label.  

In 1764, Custis Washington took it upon herself to write directly to Mrs. Shelbury, a 

milliner on Dean Street in London, regarding items of clothing for her nine-year-old daughter 

                                                                                                                                                                                                         
 
5 The Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association, “The First Fashionista,” accessed October 10, 

2018, https://www.mountvernon.org/george-washington/martha washington/martha-washingtons-
style/. 

 
6 Bruce Chadwick, The General and Mrs. Washington: The Untold Story of A Marriage and a 

Revolution (Naperville, Illinois: Sourcebooks, Inc., 2007), 37-38. Chadwick does not provide a source 
for this assertion. 

 
7 For a detailed discussion of Martha Custis Washington’s purple silk wedding shoes, see 

chapter four. 
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Patsy. Having been dissatisfied with the previous order from Shelbury, and wanting to take 

matters into her own hands rather than go through her London factor Robert Cary & Company, 

she politely but pointedly wrote, 

Such things as Misses of her age usually wear here I have sent for; but if you can get 
those which may be more genteel and proper for her, I shall have no objections to it, 
provided it is done with frugality, for she is only nine years old a superfluity, or expence 
in dress would be altogether unnecessary - . . . 8  

Washington positioned herself in two ways, first, she established herself as a member of 

the Virginia gentry who expected to be treated as an affluent Englishwoman with her request 

that items for her daughter to be “more genteel.” And secondly, she insisted she would not 

overpay or be taken advantage of by being sent lesser goods or conversely, items that would be 

wholly ostentatious and therefore inappropriate for a young girl.  

In later years, Martha Washington wrote to her granddaughter, Eleanor (Nelly) Parke 

Custis, that she “cannot help reminding you that it is necessary to be carefull of all your cloths – 

and have them kept together and often look over them - . . .”9 Such a prudent admonishment is 

characteristic of Washington. In her lifetime of letters to her sisters, niece, and granddaughters, 

rather than describing frequent exorbitant purchases, she references the remaking or refreshing 

of dresses and dress accessories; and taking care of and reused items already in her possession. 

There is no evidence that Cutsis Washington was solely focused on possessing luxury goods; her 

prudence and frugality, which were essential aspects of her character, would have forbidden it.  

                                                                    
8 Martha Washington to Mrs. Shelbury, August 1764 in Joseph E. Fields, ed., Worthy Partner: 

The Papers of Martha Washington (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1994), 148. As a general note, all of 
Martha Custis Washington’s letters are transcribed as they appear in Fields and reflect her own 
spelling and grammar usage. Martha Washington did not indicate Mrs. Shelbury’s first name in this 
correspondence.  

 
9 Martha Washington to Eleanor Parke Custis, January 14, 1796 in Joseph E. Fields, ed., 

Worthy Partner: The Papers of Martha Washington (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1994), 290. 
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While it is outside the scope of this thesis to address every counterfactual belief assigned 

to Martha Custis Washington, it is important to note that these claims in particular make 

unsubstantiated statements on her level of attractiveness, and automatically assign her an identity 

without studying the full complement of primary sources – to include objects.10 In Tangible 

Things, Making History through Objects, Laurel Thatcher-Ulrich argues that “. . . the mobilization of 

material things can enhance any comprehensive historical inquiry. . . that is too often constrained 

by reliance on written materials alone.”11 This thesis seeks to demonstrate what is gained when 

objects converse with textual evidence. 

Through the investigation of Custis Washington’s purple silk gown as a primary source 

document, and in addition to written materials, evidence suggests that she simply wore what she 

                                                                    
10 As my research of Martha Washington continues, it will be necessary to trace treatments 

of her in scholarly and non-academic works that broadly describe her as the wife of George 
Washington, and those that focus specifically on her life, 1850 to present. Works will include, but are 
not limited to: Irving Washington, George Washington: A Biography. Reprint edition. New York: Da 
Capo Press, 1856; George Washington Parke Custis, Recollections and Private Memoirs of Washington 
(Washington, D.C: William H. Moore, 1859); Elswyth Thane, Mount Vernon Is Ours: The Story of the 
Preservation and Restoration of Washington’s Home, First Edition (New York: Duell, Sloane and Pearce 
Publishers, 1966); Cokie Roberts, Founding Mothers: The Women Who Raised Our Nation (New York: 
Perennial, 1994); Helen Bryan, Martha Washington: First Lady of Liberty (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 
Inc., 2002); Joseph J. Ellis, His Excellency: George Washington (New York: Vintage Books, 2005); Brenda 
Haugen, Martha Washington: First Lady of the United States (Signature Lives: Revolutionary War Era) (New 
York: Compass Point Books, 2005); Bruce Chadwick, The General and Mrs. Washington: The Untold Story 
of A Marriage and a Revolution (Naperville, Illinois: Sourcebooks, Inc., 2007); Patricia Brady, Martha 
Washington: An American Life (New York: Penguin Books, 2008); Ron Chernow, Washington: A Life 
(New York: Penguin Group, 2010); Edward G. Lengel, Inventing George Washington: America’s Founder, 
in Myth & Memory (New York: Harper, 2011); Flora Fraser, The Washingtons: George and Martha Partners 
in Friendship and Love (New York: Vintage Books, 2015); Matthew R. Costello, The Property of the 
Nation: George Washington’s Tomb, Mount Vernon, and the Memory of the First President (Lawrence, Kansas: 
The University of Kansas Press, 2019). 

 
11 Laurel Thatcher-Ulrich et al., Tangible Things: Making History through Objects (Oxford, 

England: Oxford University Press, 2015), 3. 
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liked and what she felt was proper.12 Her fashion choices were a blend of what she felt was 

quality, what she held dear, and what she felt was fitting to the occasion and company in which 

she found herself, unique to her alone. Breaking with the normalized impression that popular 

historical imagination has mapped onto Martha Washington as an elite consumer of luxury 

goods, she at times demonstrated the rejection of a slavish devotion to eighteenth-century fast-

fashion trends.13 Through conscious decisions on what she chose to purchase, wear, and re-wear, 

and a set of values-based character traits and social manners she learned when a young woman, 

she prepared her body for both public and private identities. These choices give us insight into 

how the social mores of eighteenth-century colonial Virginia intersect with young women who 

possessed a certain amount of personal agency, afforded by family wealth.14 Such early choices, 

and the freedom to make them, influenced Mrs. Washington’s later conduct as the “Wife of His 

Excellency.”15  

The close examination of this gown also underscores that not all affluent colonists were 

wearing English silks, and that consumption patterns in early America actually demonstrate that 

                                                                    
12 The other two surviving Martha Washington gowns in the collections of the Mount 

Vernon Ladies’ Association and the Smithsonian American History Museum are excluded from this 
discussion due to the unique value proposition of focusing solely on the purple silk gown: that it was 
worn by Washington as a young woman, and that it previous examination had produced conflicting 
conjectures to include the previously unknown origin of the silk textile. 

 
13 The Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association, “The First Fashionista.” See also Thompson, A 

Short Biography of Martha Washington, 7. Regarding “fast fashion” in the eighteenth century, see Chloe 
Wigston, Fast Fashion: Style, Text, and Image in Late Eighteenth-Century Women’s Periodicals. Edinburgh 
University Press, 2018. Smith contends that the fashion coverage in periodicals such as The Lady’s 
Magazine (1770–1832) modeled an early form of “fast fashion,” in which detailed textual descriptions 
of full-length fashion plates of the latest trends provided detailed and accessible visual guides to 
emulating styles – which would be replaced by the following issue’s next new trends. 

 
14  See chapter two for a full discussion of manners and reputation in the eighteenth century. 

 
15 The term “First Lady” emerged in the nineteenth century. Therefore, Martha Washington 

would never have been called “First Lady” during her lifetime, but would instead have been referred 
to by titles that identified her as Washington’s wife when he was the General of the Continental 
Army and President of the United States. 
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not all colonists of means were necessarily concious of projecting “Britishness” through their 

sartorial choices, a belief that continues to be debated in the field of eighteenth-century 

founding-era fashion history and material culture writing.16 Similarly, goods transported to the 

colonies did not always come legally on English merchant ships. While scholars have proposed 

these as predominant patterns, instead, a whole host of possibilities could explain why the textile 

used to construct young Martha Custis’s silk gown is not from any Western European country, 

and yet still arrived on Virginia’s shores. The gown is a product of global nexus of makers. 

Through their multiple and overlapping narratives, this dissertation also asserts that a single 

object has the power to envoice diminished, misinterpreted, or underrepresented individuals.  

It is not only Martha Custis Washington as the wearer of the gown that is relevant, or 

the makers of the materials, but also the individuas who created and refashioned the garment. 

The embodied presence of enslaved seamstresses within the gown provide evidence of their lives 

and the stitched signals they left behind. I assert that the presence of these captive female 

laborers, and their presence in, and participation with the gown is just as important as Martha 

Washington’s and that objects can act as conduits of personal agency (or lack thereof) with the 

power to envoice human stories, thus encouraging the flourishing of human dignity.  

 
Discussion Overview 

This thesis sets out to use a close investigation of this single gown as an avenue of 

inquiry into Martha Washington and her world, emphasizing that within this one gown is an 

embodied global narrative of makers and wearers. The organization of these chapters follow a 

course from introducing the gown and describing the methodologies and foundational 

frameworks upon which this discussion relies in Part One, and analyzing the dual concurrent 

                                                                    
16 See chapter 4 for a fuller discussion on “Britishness,” “Anglicanization,” and personal 

agency in the American colonies, and a discussion of the earlier works that provided the foundation 
to Breen’s assertions in Timothy Hall Breen, The Marketplace of Revolution: How Consumer Politics Shaped 
American Independence (London: Oxford University Press, 2004), 172. 
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biographical timelines of the textile/gown, and Martha Dandridge Custis Washington in Part 

Two. 

 The inital chapter will introduce Martha Washington’s surviving purple silk gown by 

first looking at the previous research conducted on the gown and the resulting assumptions and 

conclusions. I will begin to press against these understandings, describing how this gown is an 

outlier in garments normally worn by eighteenth-century British American elite due its color, 

textile design and pattern. I will also examine the problematic curatorial classification of the 

textile’s country of origin, and revise the range of dates curators and historians have previously 

assigned to the gown. As I will discuss at length in further chapters, I maintain that the gown 

was originally created in 1757, with alterations occuring in the 1770s to 1780s.  I also believe that 

the textile of the gown was manufactured 1740 to the early 1750s. This chapter will provide 

background and context to include normalized fashion and textiles of France and England, an 

overview of bizarre and Chinese silks, other European textile industries, a look at two gowns 

from the early American South of the same decades, and my initial reactions to objects within 

these classifications in comparison to the purple silk textile. 

The second chapter outlines the anthropological, methodological, and theoretical 

frameworks upon which my central thesis rests and re-examines evaluative approaches in 

material culture studies. It will extrapolate on what Hilary Davidson calls “the embodied turn” 

by introducing the notion of “the somatic turn,” and will highlight the benefits of replication and 

replicated experience to public history and material culture writing.17 After, it will discuss the 

limitations and challenges of material culture studies and its potential avenues for further 

                                                                    
17 Hilary Davidson, “The Embodied Turn: Making and Remaking Dress as an Academic 

Practice,” (Fashion Theory, 2019): 2-35, accessed June 18, 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1080/1362704X.2019.1603859. 
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development and refinement, I will outline the methodological approach and lenses unique to 

this object and its discussion. 

The third chapter introduces the new evidence that suggests purple silk textile has a 

Swedish provenance. After looking at an estimated 725 French silks and 650 English silks from 

various surviving fragments, textile sample books, museum collections and study collections, I 

was unable to find silks with similar combinations of visual genetics, color palette, and weave to 

the purple silk, even given this fairly extensive sample size. My broader examination of patterns 

and colors typical to men’s suiting silks and tobines in Western European and Chinese silks from 

1740-1760 did not yield any conclusive evidence that the purple silk textile originated from those 

locations, either. This lack of visual and documentary corroboration encouraged me to look 

elsewhere, including royal portraiture in Northern Europe, and particularly the vibrant silk 

industry of eighteenth-century Sweden. 

This chapter will also explore the biographical timeline of the purple silk gown from 

when it was manufactured as a flat textile to when it was first constructed to its final alterations. 

The timeline approach validates that objects possess their own unique lifespans and that the 

gown’s existence is dynamic and susceptible to transformation along its timeline. It relies upon 

the notion that an object can be an adaptive product of several time periods and influences. And 

from multiple intersections, projections and conclusions about the object and its owner, wearer, 

and ecosystem, can therefore be drawn and tested.  

Tracing Martha Dandridge Custis’s biographical timeline, chapter four will first set out 

to address how her personal choices, driven by memory, agency, and emotion, led Martha Custis 

Washington to continually wear the gown throughout several decades of her life and likely led to 

the preservation of her familial and domestic identity. This chapter will also explore Martha 

Dandridge Custis’s developmental years from her childhood to her first marriage to Daniel Parke 

Custis, during which her character and choices were actively shaped by the multiple intersecting 
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influences that surrounded her, to include the consumer shopping practices of colonial Virginia, 

and the identifiers assigned to her. I will graft the timeline of the purple silk textile into the 

discussion of Martha Washington’s biography so that the two timelines may intersect and 

dialogue with one another. 

The fifth chapter introduces how investigating the ecosystem of an object enables us to 

glean new knowledge that might validate and envoice the individuals and their narratives that 

have been underrepresented or previously unexamined, as many human lives were in part 

responsible for the production or wearing of an object. Their involvement colored and 

influenced the object as a result. Doing so allows us to not only examine the life of Martha 

Washington more holistically and with the intention of moving closer to her truth; it also 

acknowledges, as much as we can know, the truths of the others who were responsible for the 

gown’s creation and preservation: the voiceless enslaved seamstresses who lived and  labored at 

Mount Vernon. Ultimately, tracing human dignity through the lens of material artifacts confirms 

that objects are conduits of personal agency with the power to envoice human stories therefore 

encouraging the flourishing of human dignity.  

 

The Methodological Structure Employed in this Discussion 

Investigating an object is concurrently both scientific and subjective. Researchers can 

certainly approach an object using prescribed, uniform research phases, but there exists a need 

within the broader discipline of material culture to recognize that how one engages, examines, 

and dialogues with an object can, and I argue should, be fluid. 18 Scholars such as Jules Prown, 

and Ingrid Mida and Alexandra Kim have suggested that research must fall into neat phases, 

governed by a series of repetitive questions that are the same for each object miss the 

                                                                    
18 For an analysis of methodologies by Prown, Mida, and Kim that suggest prescribed phases 

in approaching objects, and for a full discussion of the methodologies used in this thesis, see chapter 
two. 
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conversation one can have with an artifact, a conversation that can make observations, reflect, 

and analyze sometimes in the same moment. Governed by this insight, this dissertation does not 

reflect research conducted in distinct, prescribed phases, but acknowledges that research is a 

reflexive conversation that relies on and combines transdisciplinary observation, reflection, and 

analysis. The difference in my approach, and a key aspect of my central thesis, is that along with 

traditional research approaches, I have incorporated the intersectionality of the methodologies of 

multiple disciplines in the quest to underscore that objects are conduits of human dignity.  

These disciplines by nature have approaches that might be discordant with one another. 

For instance, a purely curatorial approach is dissimilar to how one would analyze a country’s 

economic history. However, when such diverse lenses are activated, we can see an object and the 

conditions in which it was created and used in a new and perhaps clearer way. As a result of this 

approach, this present discussion is a dialogue in narrative form: how one discovery led to 

another, how one lens activated an entirely different conversation, evident in how I engaged the 

purple silk textile in chapter one from the first investigation to the questions that undeniably 

sprang from looking, engaging, and questioning, paired with the activation of prior knowledge. 

This fluidity allows for normally inconsonant or siloed methodologies from a multitude of 

disciplines to converse together, each empowered to make rich and truthful statements without 

speaking over one another. I will use this approach as my discussion continues. 
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Chapter One 

 
Placing Washington’s Gown in Material, Social, and Historical Context 

 
July 9, 1757: White House, New Kent County, the Colony of Virginia 

 It is daybreak on the ninth of July, 1757, and Martha Dandridge Custis rises from her bed. White House, her 

husband’s plantation, is already filled with the searing heat of a Virginia July, its members stirring with the familiar 

bustling routine of early morning. She sits at her dressing table as an enslaved maid, Doll, passes a brush through her hair. 

Her husband Daniel Parke Custis, aged 45, died suddenly the day before – a heart attack or stroke, most likely. His 

clothes are still in their usual places, his wigs, and things for shaving. She surveys the contents of her chamber. Her husband 

died intestate, meaning one-third of all that surrounds her, in addition to multiple estates and nearly 300 enslaved people, 

are now under her custodianship, the other two-thirds belonging to her only surviving children, one year-old Patsy and three 

year-old Jacky, when they come of age. She is still mourning the death of her precious daughter Frances, who died just 3 

months ago at the age of four. Her father John Dandridge died last summer, just shy of a year now. And she lost her three 

year-old son, also named Daniel, three years prior to that. Martha Custis closes her eyes. Jacky cries from across the 

hallway, still feverish with an illness. Will he now depart this world, too? Tears sting. The cadence of sickness, death, and 

loss has been constant. She is only 26 years old.  After a moment in prayer, consoling her sick son, and attending to the 

men who were already waiting downstairs to see her, she writes a letter to local dressmaker Elizabeth Vaughan with the 

request to have two new gowns made.1 What Martha Custis chose to wear that day, and in the days to come, would be 

crucial.2  

                                                                    
1 Elizabeth Vaughan to Martha Custis, August 31, 1757 in Joseph E. Fields, ed., Worthy Partner: The 

Papers of Martha Washington (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1994), 8. In later chapters, I discuss why I 
believe the purple gown was one of the items of clothing Martha ordered, as reflected in Vaughan’s invoice to 
Martha Custis. 

 
2 I employ a narrative approach in setting up an imaginary stage on which Martha Custis, a widow for 

mere hours, engages the prospect of her future for the first time. The danger in this approach is the potential 
for such treatment of unknown events to come across as cloying or saccharine, or more historical fiction than 
fact. The inclusion and application of primary source documents and specific historical moments temper this 
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Introduction to the Gown and Previous Hypotheses 

What had generally been known about Washington’s purple gown before the first study session 

included basic “tombstone” information provided by the New Hampshire Historical Society (hereafter 

the NHHS) and a smattering of conjectures and areas for further study offered by curators and 

historians. The information provided by the NHHS included basic understanding of the textile, its 

construction, and how the gown arrived in its collection.  

Past curators who examined the gown initially assigned the silk textile the manufacturing date 

range of 1745-85.3 The New Hampshire Historical Society dates the original construction of the gown to 

1770-1785. The Smithsonian Museum Conservation Institute echoes this date range. The textile’s weave 

is understood to be a tobine in a small floral pattern, a type of weave with a supplementary warp float.4 

Tobines, as Florence Montgomery believes, were generally intended for men’s suiting. While many 

textiles would have been appropriate for both sexes in the eighteenth century, there was also an apparent 

sense of gendered ornamentation and fashioning. During this time, some types of textiles and patterns 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
threat, and create a stable and scholarly basis on which to introduce emotion as the primary motivation of 
individual choices. For more on this performative, narrative approach, see my discussion in chapter two, 
which explores and extrapolates Bjørn Sverre Hol Haugen’s performative approach, described in Bjørn Sverre 
Hol Haugen, “Reflections on Dress Practices and How to Get to Know the Past,” in Fashionable Encounters 
Perspectives and Trends in Textile and Dress in the Early Modern Nordic World, ed. Tove Engelhardt Mathiassen 
(London: Oxbow Books, 2014), 119–31. 

 
3 This range is an aggregate of dates offered by the curators of the Mount Vernon Ladies’ 

Association, Linda Baumgarten of the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, the curators of the New 
Hampshire Historical Society, and curators from the Smithsonian Museum Conservation Institute . The 
ascribed or suggested dates for the purple silk textile are as follows: The Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association: 
1745-1755. Linda Baumgarten: 1755-1765. The New Hampshire Historical Association: 1770-1785. The 
Smithsonian: 1750-1759. 

 
4 Florence M. Montgomery defines a tobine as “A wide variety of dress materials from fine silks to 

silk and worsted, and linen and cotton combinations that have warp-float patterns of small flowers or 
intermittent stripes and dots.” For this, and additional description on tobines, see Florence M. Montgomery, 
Textiles in America: 1650-1870: A Dictionary Based on Original Documents, Prints and Paintings, Commercial Records, 
American Merchants’ Papers, Shopkeepers’ Advertisements, and Pattern Books with Original Swatches of Cloth (London: 
W. W. Norton, 1984), 367. 
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were intended for women’s gowns, while others were meant for men’s formal suits. Others were 

intended specifically for decorative furnishings.5 

Curators and historians from multiple institutions have dated the gown’s textile anywhere from 

1745 to 1785, a range that indicates the difficulty in visually placing the textile. Until now, a precise date 

of the gown’s construction has also proven elusive. The following chapters argue that the gown was 

likely created in 1757, when Martha Dandridge Custis was in her twenties – a decade of heartbreak and 

rapid change. If so, then the textile was obviously manfactured earlier. In the February 2018 dye analysis 

report conducted by the Smithsonian Museum Conservation Institute, the gown is assigned a 

construction date. The report indicates that “Curiously, the fabric has a complex small patterned 

polychrome weave structure, associated with the 1750s,” while “the style of the dress is truer to the 

period 1770-1785.”6  

The Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association possesses fragments of this same silk textile in varying 

conditions, which they date to the decade 1745-1755 (figs. 1, 2, 3).7 All small in size, these fragments and 

their individual provenances serve to further identify the gown and validate its first owner and primary 

wearer as Martha Dandridge Custis Washington. These three fragments are likely pieces of trim that had 

been removed from the lower edge of the sleeves, the now-missing stomacher, or from a skirt panel, 

rather than areas cut from the body of the gown directly, as the garment is intact and exhibits no missing 

areas. One of the textile fragments demonstrates the presence of scalloped edges, consistent with those 
                                                                    

5 For an extensive discussion on furnishing practices and upholstery fabrics in eighteenth-century 
England and America, see Florence M. Montgomery, Textiles in America: 1650-1870: A Dictionary Based on 
Original Documents, Prints and Paintings, Commercial Records, American Merchants’ Papers, Shopkeepers’ Advertisements, 
and Pattern Books with Original Swatches of Cloth (London: W. W. Norton, 1984), 1-239. This portion of the book 
deals extensively and specifically with furnishing textiles. 

 
6 Chika Mori, Mary W. Ballard, and Paula DePriest, “Dye Analysis on a Silk Sample from Mount 

Vernon Belonging to Martha Washington’s Dress Fabric,” Dye Analysis (Washington, D.C: The Smithsonian 
Museum Conservation Institute, February 2018), 7. 

 
7 Object W-3248, Gift of Mrs. Osborne O. Ashworth, 1988, The Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association; 

Object W-544/C, Gift of Miss Chapman, 1890, The Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association; Object W-970, Gift 
of Elizabeth and Margaret Norton, 1927, The Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association. 
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present along the gown’s attached neckline trim (fig. 3). Another fragment of the same silk is well-

preserved and is an excellent example of what would have been a truer match to the brightness and 

vivacity of the textile’s original colors (fig. 2). The Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association identifies the 

textile as possibly French.8 Due to its style – a one-piece skirt with attached bodice – the gown was 

determined to be a closed robe, a one-piece gown with attached skirt. Initially, it was believed that the 

gown experienced several generations of refashioning and remaking. These first alterations were said to 

have been made in the 1770s and the second set around the mid to late-nineteenth century. 

During the 2017 study session at Mount Vernon, the assembled group discussed the content of 

the object’s original catalogue sheets and the previous understanding of the gown, offering their opinions 

and potential theories. 9 The discussion continued post-observation via email exchange with the curators 

of the Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association, adding to what already comprised a host of rich and 

expansive yet often-conflicting conjectures.  

On August 14, 2019, I returned to Mount Vernon to study the gown again with the following 

objectives: to take measurements, identify areas of fading and potential sources, re-examine the 

selvedges, determine evidence of remaking and patching, identify the number and location of colored 

threads and ascertain their fiber composition, and observe and capture images of the textile under 

magnification using a Dino Lite digital microscope.10 I also wanted to fully investigate why later reports 

and projections offered by members of the initial study session identified the gown as possibly German 

                                                                    
8 See reports for objects W-3248, W-544/C, and W-970, The Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association. 
 
9 The group convened courtesy of the New Hampshire Historical Society, independent researcher 

Renée Walker-Tuttle, and Susan Schoelwer and Amanda Isaac of The Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association, 
who graciously hosted and facilitated the dress study session. 

 
10 On August 14, 2019, Amanda Isaac, associate curator at Mount Vernon, generously hosted the 

author and Dr. Kimberly Alexander in a study session of Martha Washington’s purple gown, which had been 
on loan to the Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association by the New Hampshire Historical Association since 2017. 
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(in addition to it possibly being French), and that it was likely constructed in 1770-1785 as I believed that 

both these conjectures diverged from material evidence. 11  

Between Spring 2017 and August 2019, a study had been conducted on the dyes used in the silk 

textile by the Smithsonian Museum Conservation Institute. Initial curatorial observation postulated that 

the purple dye was produced from logwood, a dyewood probably imported from England. Logwood is a 

species of flowering tree in the legume family, indigenous to southern Mexico and northern Central 

America. The tree was of significant economic importance from the seventeenth to the nineteenth 

century, when it was continually logged in massive quantities for exportation to Europe for its use in 

dyeing fabrics in a range of colors from dark charcoal to purple. 12 

The Smithsonian report concluded that the source of the yellow dye is highly likely to be weld 

(Reseda luteola L.). Regarding the primary purple ground, the report states that the “source cannot be 

detected,” but that among the purple fibers, compounds of “lichen, indigotin, and an unknown purple 

were detected.”13 This eliminates logwood from further consideration. Dye composition will play an 

important role in later discussions of the textile’s origin as dyes can be traced not only to global sources, 

but to specific areas of textile manufacture. 

In future chapters, I will support what I believe to be a more precise date for the construction of 

the gown – 1757 – which I determined by examining its timeline in parallel to Martha Custis 

Washington’s biographical timeline and in concert with surviving eighteenth-century European silks and 

                                                                    
11 This date was from a report created by the Smithsonian Museum Conservation Institute by Chika 

Mori, Scientist, Department of Conservation & Scientific Research, Freer & Sackler Galleries and Mary W. 
Ballard, Senior Textiles Conservator, Museum Conservation Institute with assistance from Dr. Paula 
DePriest, Deputy Director, Museum Conservation Institute, February 2018. (LNR 9069 Freer|Sackler/MCI# 
6756). 

 
12 For further discussion on logwood dyes, see Anne Cordy and Kwan-nan Yeh, “Blue Dye 

Identification on Cellulosic Fibers: Indigo, Logwood, and Prussian Blue,” Journal of the American Institute for 
Conservation 24, no. 1 (Autumn 1984): 33–39, https://doi.org/10.2307/3179599. 

 
13 Mori, Ballard, DePriest, “Dye Analysis,” 7. 
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extant gowns. This rigorous approach will locate a more accurate date of construction in keeping with 

the changes the gown underwent along its lifespan. The application of multiple methodologies allows for 

the convergence of important milestones and data points: when gown was created, the textile’s date, 

origin, dye composition, and what was occurring in Custis Washington’s life at the time. When examined 

collectively and in coordination, intersections will emerge that will usher in new knowledge about the 

gown’s dating, the gown’s wearer Martha Custis Washington, its potential significance to her, and its 

larger historical significance, grounded in material evidence. 

 

Background of the Gown: The Journey from Virginia to New Hampshire 

When describing this gown to others, one of the first questions I am often asked is: “How did 

Martha Washington’s gown end up in New Hampshire?” According to NHHS records, the gown was 

acquired by Dr. Claudius B. Webster (1815-1902) from Concord, New Hampshire. His obituary indicates 

that he served in the Union Army for three years during the U.S. Civil War as acting assistant surgeon.14 

Records suggest that he worked at the Freedman's Bureau at Arlington, Virginia from Fall 1863 through 

Spring 1864.15 

Arlington House – the grand estate now part of the U.S. National Park and Arlington National 

Cemetery in Arlington, Virginia –  was built by Martha Washington’s only grandson, George Washington 

Parke Custis, known fondly to his family as “Tub” or “Washy.” General Washington and Martha 

Washington never lived to see the stately Greek Revival mansion as construction began in 1803 – one 

                                                                    
14 “Obituary of Dr. Claudius Buchanan Webster, A Native of Hampton and the Donor of the 

Webster Memorial Chapel, December 10, 1815 - September 7, 1902,” Hampton Union, September 12, 1902, 
The Lane Memorial Library, Hampton, New Hampshire. 
http://www.hampton.lib.nh.us/hampton/biog/obits/websterclaudius.htm. 

 
15 “Obituary of Dr. Claudius Buchanan Webster,” 1902. 
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year after Martha Washington’s death in 1802 and four years after General Washington’s in 1799. 

Construction on the mansion’s facade was finally completed in 1818.16   

Extremely fond of his grandmother and adopted grandfather, George Washington Parke Custis 

maintained a large collection of Washington memorabilia and artifacts at Arlington House. Upon his 

death in 1857, the Arlington estate was left to his daughter Mary Anna Custis Lee for her use during her 

lifetime. The executor of Custis’s will was none other than Mary Anna’s husband, Robert E. Lee, who 

fatefully resigned his commission in the United States Army four years later on April 20, 1861. The Civil 

War had come to Virginia – and to Arlington House.17  

The Union Army was cognizant of the property’s unique value proposition: its high ground 

provided an excellent strategic (and perhaps ideological) military position over the Potomac River and 

into Washington, D.C. As a result, Arlington House was soon seized by the U.S. federal government for 

failure to pay property taxes levied on “insurrectionist” land. On January 11, 1864 Arlington House was 

auctioned off, and the U.S. government won the property for $26,800.18 It is also likely that during the 

winter of 1864 Webster purchased the Martha Washington gown (part of the George Washington Parke 

Custis collection of his grandparents’ belongings) at auction, or the gown was given to Webster by the 

U.S. federal government, either at his request or as a presentation for his service. Historian Marla Miller 

indicates that Webster additionally purchased a waistcoat said to have belonged to George Washington, 

as well as a button.19 

                                                                    
16 The National Park Service (NPS), “Arlington House, Architecture and Construction,” Arlington 

House, The Robert E. Lee Memorial (blog), January 27, 2017, 
https://www.nps.gov/arho/learn/historyculture/architecture.htm. 

 
17 “Arlington House,” The National Park Service (NPS), 2017. 
 
18 Rick Atkinson, Where Valor Rests: Arlington National Cemetery (New York: The National Geographic 

Society, 2009), 25. 
 
19 Marla Miller, to the author, via note on thesis received December 12, 2019. 
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In The Age of Homespun, Laurel Thatcher Ulrich tells us that “Nineteenth-century Americans 

understood that objects tell stories.”20 While we do not know precisely how Dr. Webster felt about 

Martha Washington, we do know that he intentionally preserved her gown, sending it north to New 

England to be kept by his family. This act of care displays veneration for the Washingtons, or at least the 

idea of what historian Karal Ann Marling calls a “traditional colonial America.”21 In preserving the gown, 

the ideological character of the Washingtons as the central family responsible for creating, shaping, and 

unifying a national American identity of disparate states is also safeguarded – stabilizing ideals that 

Webster likely believed in due to his military service in the United States Army.  

However the gown and the other artifacts might have come into his possession, Webster ought 

to be given credit for its intact survival. Had the gown not been revered as a whole and complete object, 

its fate might have included being cut apart and disseminated piecemeal as relics, disposed of, completely 

remade, or reworn and reused until it became rags. Many Martha Washington gowns met with these fates 

as only three of her intact gowns remain from a wardrobe that spanned a lifetime.22 In fact, according to 

family tradition, Martha Dandridge Custis Washington’s sister Elizabeth Dandridge Aylett Henley 

requested in her will that her daughter-in-law cut up a beautiful silk gown she had worn in her youth and 

use the material for furniture coverings.23 Thankfully, Henley’s dress–-a beautifully constructed, highly 

                                                                    
20 Laurel Thatcher Ulrich, The Age of Homespun: Objects and Stories in the Creation of an American Myth 
(New York: Vintage Books, 2002), 4. 

 
21 For a deeper examination of the Washingtons in popular culture, see Karal Ann Marling, George 

Washington Slept Here: Colonial Revivals and American Culture, 1876-1986 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 
Press, 1988). Marling discusses how Washington and the repackaging of a “Golden Age” or the notion of  a 
“traditional colonial America” was often leveraged for political, social, and ideological reasons particularly 
during the American Civil War. The images of the Washingtons were also leveraged for the marketing of 
consumer products in the latter half of the nineteenth century as a fractured America was grappling with its 
post-war identity.  

 
22 See objects W-2370/B, W-1482/A, W-182/B, and W-2151, among others, in the Mount Vernon 

Ladies’ Association. According to the MVLA, these objects were fragments of Martha Washington’s gowns. 
 
23 Linda Baumgarten, What Clothes Reveal: The Language of Clothing in Colonial and Federal America: The 

Colonial Williamsburg Collection (The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation in Association with Yale University 
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fashionable gown and an excellent example of a 1750s Spitalfields silk from London–-survives intact in 

the collection of the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation.24 Just as providentially, Martha Washingtons’s 

purple gown survived in the Webster family for nearly fifty years until Dr. Webster's sister-in-law, Susan 

M. Webster (1835-1919) of Concord, New Hampshire, donated the gown to the New Hampshire 

Historical Society sometime before her death in 1919.25  

 
Observational Approach: Employing Prosopopoeia and Proprioception 

 Leveraging the gown’s current curatorial labeling and more recent conjectures, I will validate, 

build upon, or introduce new insights grounded in both new evidence and the use of cross-disciplinary 

lenses. I will approach the observation of the gown using traditional techniques rooted in curatorial and 

art historical practices, but will also engage the gown as what Janet Hoskins calls a “biographical object,” 

a unique entity with its own set of experiences, changes, and aging, similar to those seen over the course 

of a human life.26 

The concept of an object’s lifespan lends itself to discussion of an object’s broader ecosystem, 

and draws its foundation from current scholarship. Recent work by Kate Haulman “links material and 

discursive worlds, and allows for exploration of broad, transatlantic themes and trends while maintaining 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
Press, 2002), 86. 

 
24 Object G1975-340, 1-2, Gown and Petticoat, Spitalfields, England, gown worn in Virginia by 

Elizabeth Dandridge Aylett Henley, silk textile ca. 1750, remodeled ca. 1770. Silk brocaded with silk, bodice 
lined with linen, trimmings padded with cotton, gift of Mrs. R. Keith Kane and daughters, Mrs. James H. 
Scott, Jr., Mrs. Lockhart B. McGuire, Mrs. Timothy W. Childs, and Mrs. N. Beverly Tucker, Jr., The Colonial 
Williamsburg Foundation. 

 
25 It is interesting to note that Ms. Webster did not donate the gown to the Mount Vernon Ladies’ 

Association in Mount Vernon, Virginia, the home of Mrs. Washington and the Commonwealth in which Mrs. 
Washington was born. Ms. Webster instead chose to donate the gown to her local state historical society that 
had no direct ties to the Washingtons. 

 
26 Janet Hoskins, Biographical Objects: How Things Tell the Stories of People’s Lives (London: Routledge, 

1998), 7. See also Sophie Woodward’s connection between clothing and biography in Sophie Woodward, 
“Looking Good: Feeling Right - Aesthetics of the Self,” in Clothing as Material Culture, ed. Susanne Küchler 
and Daniel Miller (London: Berg Press, 2010), 21–38. 
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a concern for local, colonial social experiences.”27 In another study grounded in a single object, Zara 

Anishanslin eschews a traditional chronological historical narrative approach for an “episodic history that 

travels back and forth across time an space in the eighteenth-century world of the British Atlantic. The 

embedded stories, characters, and meanings. . . unfold as a series of narratives, each building on one 

another to create layers of historical discourse around this single object.”28 Timothy Brook connects the 

local to the intercontinental, employing art historical, material culture, and historical methodologies in his 

examination of objects within seven art works by painters Vermeer, Van der Burch, and others, 

suggesting that objects should be looked at past their location of use, as the object also inhabits the 

greater world.29 The outcome of the approaches of Haulman, Anishanslin, and Brook is the potential to 

not only identify and understand the end-to-end global supply chains responsible for the creation of 

objects, but to give voice to the rich matrix of individuals and/or human stories associated with them in 

a non-linear, reflexive dialogue.  

Prosopopoeia is a rhetorical technique in which an inanimate object is given a voice.30 In Feeling 

Things, Objects and Emotions Through History, Stephanie Downes, Sally Holloway, and Sarah Randles state 

that they “. . . are convinced that the most productive line for historians of the emotions is to appreciate 

objects as actors which do not emote; which produce and transmit feeling, but do not, themselves, feel.”31 

                                                                    
27 Kate Haulman, The Politics of Fashion in Eighteenth Century America (Chapel Hill, North Carolina: The 

University of North Carolina Press, 2011), 3. 
 
28 Zara Anishanslin, Portrait of a Woman in Silk: Hidden Histories of the British Atlantic World (Chapel Hill: 

University of North Carolina Press, 2009), 13. 
 
29 Timothy Brook, Vermeer’s Hat: The Seventeenth Century and the Dawn of the Global World (New York: 

Bloomsbury Press, 2009), 10. 
 
30 Gideon O. Burton, “Prosopopoeia,” in Silva Rhetoricae (Brigham Young University, n.d.), 

http://rhetoric.byu.edu/Figures/P/prosopopoeia.htm. 
 
31 Stephanie Downes, Sally Holloway, and Sarah Randles, “A Feeling for Things, Past and Present,” 

in Feeling Things: Objects and Emotions through History, ed. Stephanie Downes, Sally Holloway, and Sarah Randles 
(London: Oxford University Press, 2018), 8–23. 
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While I will refrain from fully envoicing, anthropomorphizing, or personifying the gown, this object, like 

all objects, posseses a lifespan. This gown was a witness to various stages of Martha Custis 

Washingtons’s life and therefore aids in the cultivation of her identity at different points in time. It also 

experienced subsequent alterations, wearing, and material changes in later decades, locations, and 

generations. There were many individuals involved in its making, wearing, and preservation, and as a 

result, the object’s episodic narrative extends beyond Martha Washington. 

Too often, a disconnect emerges between a garment laying on a table in collections storage and 

the garment’s owner or wearer (if known). Both are isolated: the biography of the person and the 

analysis of the dress are researched and investigated separately. However, when the two are connected 

and allowed to intersect and interact in a manner that describes the context of the actual wearing of the 

garment, it activates a sense of embodiment, emotion, providing evidence for daily behaviors and 

activities of the wearer, reminding us that there are deposits of the person left in the gown, and that the 

object is evidence of that life – and the multiple lives and hands used to create it. 

As a result, objects speak as primary sources. The gown is a primary source, a document worn 

next to Martha Custis Washington’s own skin and a type of material integument. Its purple silk closed 

snuggly around the solidness of her stays, bending with her as she knelt to pick up her two surviving 

children, her son Jacky and daughter Patsy, sleeves slipping up her arms as she reached for ingredients in 

a hot Virginia kitchen, its neckline carrying her scent, underarms creased with the perspiration that 

saturated through her linen shift. 32  It lay folded in her hands as she showed the enslaved seamstresses at 

Mount Vernon how to mend areas around the waist, its skirts rustling gracefully as she sat to entertain 

visitors for tea at White House, the home of her first husband, Daniel Parke Custis. The gown moved 

with her, held her bodily soils, thus becoming a part of her and receiving parts of her, a covering she 

chose to wear in everyday life, representing her not only as a signifier of  her myriad social and familial 

                                                                    
32 For a deeper analysis of the bodily soils that had been transferred on to the lining of the purple 

gown as a result of Martha Custis Washington’s (or others’) frequent wearing, and for scholarship that 
addresses connections between cleanliness, gentility, and the “whiteness” of linen, see chapter five. 
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roles, but as an individual with favorite colors, preferred dress styles and textile patterns, as well as 

choices based on sentiment – what she valued and held dear. 

In my observation and description of the gown and its textile, I will focus on the body and 

wearing in an attempt to provide a haptic understanding of what an individual in a particular time period 

and/or culture might have felt like through proprioception, which is the spatial sense and the awareness of 

the body in movement. The term proprioception is derived from the Greek prosopon, which translates to 

“face,” or “person” and the word poiein, “to make.”33 While it is impossible to know how someone might 

have felt in their own clothes, an experience solely belonging to that person, we can use other evidence 

and methodologies to move a bit closer to reality.34 I will discuss those methodologies and primary 

sources in the second chapter. 

 
Purple Silk Textile Pattern and Gown Construction 

The following discussion will analyze the motifs and colors of the silk’s textile pattern and 

provide an overview of the gown’s construction. In order to focus my description, I will limit the present 

discussion to these aspects only.  The textile’s weave structure will be discussed more thoroughly in later 

chapters when it is relevant to my assertion that the textile had been previously mislabeled as a tobine.  

 

 

 

                                                                    
33 “Definition of Proprioception,” accessed November 6, 2019, https://www.merriam-

webster.com/dictionary/proprioception. See also Viccy Coltman, “Material Culture and the History of 
Art(Efacts),” in Writing Material Culture History, ed. Anne Gerritsen and Giorgio Riello (New York: 
Bloomsbury, 2015), 20, for a discussion of how this technique of envoicing an inanimate object is based off 
of the Prownian concept of letting an object “speak.” 

 
34 John Styles speaks to the inability of the historian to recapture an object’s emotional charge; 

similarly, one cannot recapture how a person felt in the clothes they wore. See John Styles, “Objects of 
Emotion: The London Foundling Hospital Tokens 1741-60,” in Writing Material Culture History, ed. Anne 
Gerritsen and Giorgio Riello (New York: Bloomsbury, 2015), 165. 
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Floral Motif 

The purple silk textile of Martha Washington’s gown is visually striking, even despite so much 

color loss and areas of abrasion, fading, patching, and wear. The pattern is brimming with a compact 

repeat of tripartite floral designs and a curious curvilinear repeating diagonal. There are three colors 

central to the composition, comprised of a purplish, almost magenta-colored ground, a darker inky 

purple implemented in the outlining of the tripartite floral elements, and a shocking, almost-neon yellow 

that forms the flower “heads,”areas of shadowing or shading, and an unusual abstracted undulating 

curve and  zig-zag/lightning bolt (fig. 4). 35   

The small, compact floral motif maintains a sense of static precision. With a 2.25 inch repeat the 

composition of three daisies, sunflowers, or a similar type of flower that possesses ligule (petals) is quite 

dense. These flowers, most likely daisies rather than sunflowers given their well-defined and rounded 

petals, grow from a series of concentric circles in yellow and inky purple with a purple center. This area 

indicates the center of the flower, where seeds for regermination are located on a living specimen. The 

labeling of the silk originally describes the floral motif as semi-naturalistic, but it is better classified by the 

term “stylized” as the grouping is closer to an abstraction due to its flatness and lack of modeling that 

only suggests through basic shapes and lines what the eye recognizes as a type of petaled flower. The 

central, larger daisy features seven scallops suggesting petals. The daisies to the left and right of the 

central form feature six scallops. Depending on the placement of the grouping within the repeat, the 

stylized flowers can either appear as if bending to the right or left. Each grouping of three heads are 

positioned on stems that connect to a central base. The base is ornamented by small, inky-purple leaves 

with bright yellow shadows.  

 

 
                                                                    

35 Initial labeling of the three purple silk fragments found in the Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association 
indicate that there is a maroon thread in addition to a purple thread present in the weave structure. However, 
the dye analysis conducted by the Smithsonian did not mention or sample a maroon thread, nor is a distinct 
maroon thread visible under any form of magnification. 
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Serpentine and Zig-zags 

Pattern elements of an abstracted zig-zag/lightning bolt motif set beneath an undulating 

serpentine alternate diagonally the length of the textile. Set beside each floral motif and arching either to 

the right or left depending on its placement within the repeat, this feature is a highly unusual element in 

the pattern (fig. 5). It is comprised of a three-crest curvilinear serpentine form with rounded ends created 

from yellow weft floats above purple warp floats and darker inky purple weft floats. This entire form 

appears below a parallel undulating gathering of monochromatic purple diaper patterning within the 

tabby ground.  

Immediately beneath the tricolor serpentine of alternating floats are five parallel zig-zag or 

“lightning bolts” in alternating colors that float perpendicularly to a purple warp background that fills in 

the uppermost negative space between the tricolor serpentine and the first zig-zag. The first zig-zag is 

constructed from yellow weft floats, the second from purple warp floats, the third from yellow weft 

floats, the fourth from purple warp floats, and the fifth and final zig-zag from darker, inky purple weft 

floats. When read together, and in context to its immediate placement beside the stylized tripartite flower 

groupings, the serpentine and zig-zag appear to be placed together intentionally.  

This unified motif hints at something organic, similar to how the shapes of petals and stems 

suggest natural floral forms that we might understand to be daisies. It is possible that this shape, and its 

contextualization to the vegetal, organic, and natural, suggest highly stylized caterpillars inching beside 

patches of daisies. If the diaper pattern above the zig-zag serpentine pairing is intended to form a single 

entity, the diaper pattern could also reference the shell of a snail. Perhaps as a coy statement made by the 

silk designer or manufacturer, the form might suggest a giant silk moth caterpillar.  

Caterpillars (or moths) were often subjects of naturalist sketches in the eighteenth century. For 

example, silk moths are depicted in “Giant Silk Moths and Purple Coraltree” by German-born naturalist 
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and scientific illustrator Maria Sibylla Merian.36 Published in 1730 in Amsterdam by Jean Frederic 

Bernard, the book Over de voortteeling en wonderbaerlyke veranderingen der Surinaamsche insecten, or, About the 

Breeding and Miraculous Changes of the Surinamese Insects contains colorful illustrations of the natural world, 

including large, softly undulating, curvilinear caterpillars.37   

In a copperplate illustration of the life stages of a death's head hawkmoth caterpillar from pupa 

to imago (adult) by German naturalist and entomologist August Johann Roesel von Rosenhof in 1744 

depicts a yellow caterpillar with black and blue stripes that appear to be chevrons or repeating acute 

angles along the insect’s back.38 The caterpillar’s angular dorsal striping is similar to the repeated zig-zag 

or lightning bolt seen in the textile, indicating that the silk design might mirror the bold, angular, and 

often geometric forms seen in the natural world. These illustrations, or those similar, would have been 

engraved as images for framing and were also re-printed in journals and magazines throughout Europe. 

The heavy stylization of any potential visual connections to nature prevent the pattern from 

having roots in pure naturalism. In the hundreds of silk samples I have studied, I  have not seen this 

undulating serpentine motif containing repeating zig-zags in either English or French silks in the 

eighteenth century. I have, interestingly, found this same motif in Swedish silks of the period, which I 

will discuss in the third chapter, as this discovery is one of the major factors that helped place the textile 

in what I believe to be its appropriate location of manufacture. 

 

                                                                    
36 The contributions of eighteenth-century Dutch naturalist Maria Sibylla Merian are discussed at 

length in Kim Todd, Chrysalis: Maria Sibylla Merian and the Secrets of Metamorphosis (New York: Mariner Books, 
2007). For a facsimile of Merian’s illustrations, see Maria Sibylla Merian: Metamorphosis Insectorum Surinamensium, 
ed. Redmond O’Hanlon (Tielt, Belgium: Lanoo Publishers, 2018). 

 
37 Jean Frederic Bernard, Over de voortteeling en wonderbaerlyke veranderingen der Surinaamsche insecten 

(Amsterdam: 1730). 
 
38 Johann von Rosenhof, “Illustration of Death’s Head Hawkmoth (Caterpillars, Pupa and Imago 

(Adult),” Copperplate Illustration, 1744, https://www.naturepl.com/stock-photo-illustration-of-death-s-
head-hawkmoth-caterpillars-pupa-and-imago-image01546338.html. 
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Gown Condition, Classification, and Construction 

During the examination of the gown, I noted that much of the silk textile has unfortunately 

suffered fading from decades of re-wearing, re-making, and  improper storage and gallery display in 

indirect and possibly direct sunlight. In sections, the gown’s fading has made it appear a light brownish 

or blue-gray (fig. 6) rather than the very vivid, almost fuchsia and bright neon yellow that are found 

preserved beneath some sections of the gown’s neckline trim (fig. 7). 

There exists evidence of patching underneath the sleeves in the armpit area, where the sleeves 

are set into the bottom of the armscye. This patching occurs over an area where the silk was susceptible 

to deterioration caused by sweat, which is moderately acidic, and the constant friction of motion. This 

indicates that the gown was not only worn frequently and perhaps over a span of decades, it was worn 

during physical activity and not just when Martha Custis Washington was at rest. The patching is 

executed with a good degree of intentional pattern matching, and the stitches used to secure the patches 

to the original support beneath it are small, even, carefully executed, and blend into the textile. Areas 

around the immediate patching are fragile due to the presence of shattered silk, and have been conserved 

with netting. On the inside of the gown, in the same location as the external patches, multiple darning 

stitches are made in dark purple thread. These stitches suggest that repairs were made before the final 

solution of the self-fabric patches, indicating that Martha continued to wear the gown in the same 

manner and with the same level of activity even after the textile had been repaired (fig. 8). 

The dress is a “closed robe,”  a one-piece women’s garment that was worn in the first half of the 

eighteenth century (fig. 9). Costume historian Aileen Ribeiro purports that “by 1750 it had vanished 

from the fashionable wardrobe, although it continued to be worn by the middle and lower classes.”39  

                                                                    
39Aileen Ribeiro, Dress in Eighteenth-Century Europe: 1715-1789 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 

2002), 33.  
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Ribeiro also notes that this style experienced a resurgence in popularity in the 1780s. Unlike the more 

common two-piece gown of bodice and attached open-front skirt with separate petticoat, the closed 

robe was constructed with an attached skirt that allowed the wearer to step into the dress and bring the 

skirt front up to her waist where it would be tied, thus eliminating the need for a separate petticoat. The 

attached bodice would be laced or pinned closed. This type of gown took less material to construct than 

the two piece robe à l'anglais (a type of informal daywear or “undress”) or the more formal two-piece robe 

à la française (known as dress, or a “nightgown”). 

The gown is comprised of an open bodice with attached skirt. The bodice is fully lined in linen 

and features folded, moveable robings. Robings of this type could adjust to changes in the wearer’s body 

by moving and arranging the folded material to comfortably fit over stays. While this style might have 

been able to accommodate pregnancy up to a certain point in a woman’s physical growth, double or 

folded robings were a common element of dress construction in the 1740s to early 1760s.40 

The robings are additionally decorated with scalloped self-fabric trim cut with a pinking punch, 

which is an iron tool designed for cutting leather and fabric. The pinked trim is padded with a thin strip 

of wool batting and sewn to create a lovely, consummately executed serpentine twist. The silk gown in 

the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation collection belonging to Martha’s sister Elizabeth also features 

padded trim along the robings, which used cotton as batting.41 This prompts the question if padded trim 

along the robings was perhaps a style local to Virginia, or a style of embellishment unique to a single 

local seamstress. Aileen Riberio also references padding in robings of an English gown from the mid-

                                                                    
40 For additional descriptions of what was typical for women’s dress in Britain and Colonial America 

in this period, see Aileen Ribeiro, Dress in Eighteenth-Century Europe: 1715-1789 (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 2002); and Linda Baumgarten, John Watson, and Florine Carr, Costume Close-Up: Clothing Construction and 
Pattern 1750-1790 (Hollywood, CA: Costume & Fashion Press, 1999). 

 
41 G1975-340, 1-2, Gown and Petticoat, Spitalfields, England, gown worn in Virginia by Elizabeth 

Dandridge Aylett Henley, silk textile ca. 1750, remodeled ca. 1770. Silk brocaded with silk, bodice lined with 
linen, trimmings padded with cotton, gift of Mrs. R. Keith Kane and daughters, Mrs. James H. Scott, Jr., Mrs. 
Lockhart B. McGuire, Mrs. Timothy W. Childs, and Mrs. N. Beverly Tucker, Jr., The Colonial Williamsburg 
Foundation. 
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eighteenth-century, but it is unclear if she is referring to padded trim, or a padded strip of fabric that 

comprises the robings themselves.42  

A matching self-fabric stomacher would have been pinned to Martha Custis Washington’s stays, 

and the robings would have been pinned down on top of the secured stomacher. The stomacher is sadly 

now missing, but might have been the source of at least two of the same silk fragments in the collection 

of the Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association (figs. 2,3). The inset sleeves are elbow-length and are finished 

with top-stitching. Five pleats are sewn into each shoulder area at the top of each armscye.  

The back of the gown is visually delightful and gracefully well-constructed (fig. 10). A well-fitting 

eighteenth-century gown should fit snugly over a woman’s back and torso, but in no way impede natural 

movements. In fact, the construction of many robe à l'anglais included a curve in the back center seam to 

account for the natural curvature of the spine and shoulder blades in motion.  

Top-stitched pleats emerge from the squared neckline, fanning evenly and beautifully over the 

wearer’s back from the center of the spine down to the waist. The back of the gown from the nape of 

the neck to the bottom hem consists of a single, continuous piece of fabric. There are no cuts made or 

piecing made to the center back around the waistline, characteristic of undress gowns from this period, 

as the back of the gown is created as a traditional robe à l'anglais.  

Starting from center back, the skirt is pleated on either side and continues in pleats until it 

reaches the pocket slits on the left and right hip, respectively. The edges of the pocket are quite worn, 

which indicates decades of Martha reaching in and out of her pockets.43 Each pocket slit creates a “v” in 

the skirt and signals the beginning of the bib-like skirt front, which is also pleated in knife pleats until the 

single box pleat at center front. The sides of the skirt, around the area that falls over the hips, feature two 

sections of fashion fabric that have been stitched into the tops of the skirt panels. This was commonly 

                                                                    
42 Ribeiro, Dress in Eighteenth-Century Europe, 140. 
43 See discussion of pocket slits on Martha Washington’s purple gown, their condition, and her 

frequent utilization of her pockets in chapter four. For a full discussion on the history of women’s pockets, 
their construction, use, and female agency in the eighteenth century, see Arianne Fennetaux and Barbara 
Burman, The Pocket: A Hidden History of Women’s Lives, 1660–1900 (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 
2019). 
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done to accommodate side hoops or hip pads, which required more yardage at the sides so that the 

circumference of the skirt hem stayed the same parallel measurement from the floor.  

Looking at the inside back of the gown where the bodice meets the skirt, the back pleats are 

attached on top of the linen lining and fashion fabric. This particular construction feature of the gown is 

important, as it is uncharacteristic of gowns from this period (fig. 11). Normally, pleats are set in between 

the linen lining and the fashion fabric of the bodice are stitched down from either side, effectively hiding 

the raw edges of the pleated fabric. That the raw skirt pleats are sewn overcast beneath the linen lining 

and not inside it indicates the detachment of the original pleats. Another material evidence of the skirt’s 

remaking and refashioning at some point in Custis Washington’s wearing are the let-out seams on either 

side of the center front skirt panel, which adds about an inch to the total available skirt circumference. It 

is also an indication that the gown might not have always been a closed robe. These findings, when 

compared to Martha’s biographical timeline signal important clues as to when the gown was made and 

remade, which I will explore more fully in the fourth chapter. 

Initial curatorial remarks and observations indicated that the gown had been remade in the mid- 

to late nineteenth century, a hypothesis generated by the NHHS after noticing the presence of 

nineteenth-century dress shields, which been sewn into the lining of each armscye. The assumption was 

made that if the gown possessed these later additions, it might have been worn frequently enough to be 

altered to fit the current wearer, as eightenth-century gowns were often altered and worn in the 

nineteenth century.44 After examining the gown, I did not find any evidence that this is true. If alteration 

occurred during this time, the bodice would have likely been refashioned to close along the gown’s 

center front by cutting and piecing the folded robings to make a complete bodice. Additionally, the 

                                                                    
44 For an example of an eighteenth-century gown altered for a nineteenth-century wearer, see object 

1930-367 in Linda Baumgarten, What Clothes Reveal: The Language of Clothing in Colonial and Federal America: The 
Colonial Williamsburg Collection (The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation in Association with Yale University 
Press, 2002), 4. See also a photograph featuring Catherine Sargent Huntington (1887-1987) wearing an 
eighteenth-century wedding gown worn by Elizabeth Pitkin Porter, which appears to have been altered, in 
Marla Miller, The Needle’s Eye: Women and Work in the Age of Revolution (Amherst: The University of 
Massachusetts Press, 2006), 217. 
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sleeves would likely have been shortened. In the mid-nineteenth century, the skirt would have 

presumably been refashioned in much smaller knife pleats or cartridge pleats, which are diminutive, 

precise accordion-like folds that hang from the waistband of a gown, rather than be stitched down flat in 

between two layers of a bodice. If the skirt had been refashioned in the late-nineteenth century, the 

center front skirt panel would have probably been removed, making way for the gown to be bustled in 

the back and worn over a longer, contemporary underskirt or petticoat.  

Evidence of material changes made beyond Martha Custis Washington’s lifetime are the late 

nineteenth, early-twentieth-century cotton dress shields sewn into the gown’s linen lining. These dress 

shields would have protected the gown from any sweat stains or soiling. Their presence supports the 

likelihood that the gown had been worn in the late nineteenth or early twentieth century, perhaps by a 

member of Dr. Claudius Webster’s family in New England, prior to the donation of the gown to the 

New Hampshire Historical Society. While we do not know what precisely motivated these later wearers 

to dress in the gown once belonging to, and worn by, Martha Washington, historian Marla Miller notes 

that for American women in the nineteenth century, “. . .dressing in colonial clothing was not simply, 

naïve, romantic indulgence but rather one way to embody their particular notion of heritage.”45  

How frequently the gown was worn in the nineteenth or even early twentieth century is also 

unknown. We can safely conclude that the inclusion of the dress shields indicates an effort to preserve 

the present condition of the gown, or at least prevent the gown from incurring any more soiling or 

staining. The dress shields, however, are in excellent condition and appear to be free of bodily soils, 

indicating that either the dress had been intended to be worn and was not, the dress was worn 

infrequently, or that the wearer did not perspire.  

 
Gown Measurements and Size 

                                                                    
45 Marla Miller, The Needle’s Eye: Women and Work in the Age of Revolution (Amherst: The University of 

Massachusetts Press, 2006), 217. 
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The topic of the shape and size of Martha Washington’s body arises as measurements of the 

purple gown were taken in an effort to move closer to understanding her physical presence in relation to 

the gown. Not all historians have discussed Martha Washington’s physical form empirically or 

impartially. Patricia Brady describes Martha Washington as “a pocket Venus, a petite, cuddlesome 

armful,” a problematic example of how Martha Washington has been reinterpreted and re-branded to 

harmonize with the socio-political or cultural moment. 46 Messaging a woman’s natural shapeliness or 

curviness as sexually desirable and voluptuous in order to elevate or re-brand certain sizes suggests that 

there is something amiss with women’s bodies and that women’s bodies must be commented upon in 

relation to a standard of attractiveness. It also demands that a woman’s somatic, physical identity must 

conform to the standard of female beauty held by successive generations.  

It is likely that during the years 1751-1756,  Martha Custis’s 20-25 year-old body had indeed 

undergone shifts in size and changes in weight and its distribution consistent with the carrying and 

natural birthing of four children. Perhaps unintended, describing her as a “pocket Venus” and 

“cuddlesome,” even pre-maternally, makes a woman’s body the focus of a potentially perjorative value 

judgement rather than a serious inquiry into the woman herself. 

 
Initial Thoughts Post-Observation 

Post-observation, I was skeptical that the original conjecture that the textile was possibly French 

was the correct due to the lack of evidence that French textiles were even present in the British 

American colonies.47 I was also unconvinced that the silk must exclusively fall into the category of 

                                                                    
46 There is no indication that “Pocket Venus” was used in the eighteenth century, as its first known 

instance was in 1808. A “pocket Venus” is defined as a diminutive, beautiful woman. Patricia Brady, Martha 
Washington: An American Life (New York: Penguin Books, 2008), 14. 

 
47 Curator Linda Baumgarten asserts that French textiles in America were “virtually nonexistent” in 

the colonies until after the Revolution. See Linda Baumgarten, What Clothes Reveal: The Language of Clothing in 
Colonial and Federal America: The Colonial Williamsburg Collection (The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation in 
Association with Yale University Press, 2002), 83. 
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“tobine” due to its weft floats in two colors and supplemental warp float bound in the reverse on a tabby 

ground.  

Additionally, due to the deep purple and yellow color combination, the unconventional shapes 

more stylized and closer to abstractions than naturalistic forms, and its overall crowded, compact scale 

and repeat, my initial reaction was that the pattern was speaking another visual language from a textile 

heritage elsewhere in Europe. Simply, it did not seem English or French. While a striking pattern in its 

own right, it felt too primitive to have come from these two countries. It seemed aesthetically premature 

when compared to the sophisticated, lighter, naturalistic floral commonly seen in French and English 

silks of the time. Furthermore, it seemed wholly atypical to what would have been worn in British 

America by an elite female or even male colonist who had access to the most fashionable, quality British 

luxury goods – another thread to untangle. 

 
Early-to Mid-Eighteenth-Century “Bizarre,” English, French, Chinese, German, Dutch, and 

Swedish Silks 

In order to begin parsing out visual exemplars and begin tracing the textile’s genetic ancestry 

with the goal of determining the silk’s country of origin, I first identified typical English and French silks 

of the period, reading extant garments, silk fragments, silk design patterns on paper, and silk sample 

books of the mid-eighteenth century.48 An overview of what was considered normative in the style and 

                                                                    
48 My examination of French and English silk textiles manufactured 1700-1760 included the Victoria 

& Albert Museum online collections via http://collections.vam.ac.uk/; The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
New York Costume Institute Collections via https://www.metmuseum.org/art/libraries-and-research-
centers/watson-digital-collections/costume-institute-collections;  The Colonial Williamsburg Collections via 
https://emuseum.history.org/; and an examination of silks illustrated in publications to include Natalie 
Rothstein, Silk Designs of the Eighteenth Century (London: Thames and Hudson, 1990); Lesley Ellis Miller, Selling 
Silks: A Merchants’ Sample Book 1764 (London: The Victoria & Albert Museum, 2014); Barbara Johnson, A 
Lady of Fashion: Barbara Johnson’s Album of Style and Fabrics, ed. Natalie Rothstein (London: Thames and 
Hudson, 1987). It also builds upon my knowledge of textiles gleaned while a graduate student of material 
culture historian Dr. Kimberly Alexander 2015-2019, a student of curator and historian Dr. Susan Schoelwer 
at The Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association in Fall 2016, the knowledge gleaned while on staff at The Mount 
Vernon Ladies’ Association from 2012-2015, my study of costumes and textiles at the DeWitt Wallace 
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consumption of the British American colonies follows: how colonists were perceived by their British 

counterparts, the evolving trends in color, gown styles, and silk pattern designs evident in English 

fashion in the 1720s until the middle of the eighteenth century, and  how colonists resultantly fashioned 

themselves as British citizens and therefore voracious consumers of English style and wearable goods.49 

Before considering the silk colors and design patterns normative for women’s gowns in England 

and its American colonies in the mid-eighteenth century from extant survival and documentary evidence, 

it is necessary to understand the visual precursors to these textile design trends dating to the beginning of 

the eighteenth century, from 1700 to 1750. Not only will this delineate the unfolding aesthetic evolution 

from earlier silks to those of the mid-eighteenth century in France and England, it will also serve as a 

contextual framework from which I will later examine and compare the purple silk. 

 
Bizarre Silks 

Bizarre silks enter the discussion as the dominant silk pattern trend in the early eighteenth 

century. These silks, known for their bold and often, odd patterns were influenced by Chinese silks 

imported into Europe. Bizarre silks served as the visual precursors to the purple silk textile.50 First, I will 

provide a background of bizarre silks that will provide context for my later discussion. 

 In the long-held tradition of Eurasian exchange of imitation and borrowing throughout the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, Europeans visually appropriated the exoticism and bold colorways 

of foreign silks from various Asian influences and interpretations in a goal to recapture the domestic 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
Museum, The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, with Linda Baumgarten in January 2012, my personal study 
collection of 75 silk samples from England and France 1700-1790, and a broad sourcing of published 
documents and facsimiles. 

 
49 See discussion of women’s consumption and purchasing habits in colonial America in detail later in 

this chapter.  
 
50 The visual relationship between bizarre silks and the purple silk textile is discussed in detail in 

chapter three. 
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market share that had been lost to Chinese-imported silks.51 Manufacturers also strove to harness a 

Euro-centric supply chain as European countries sought to reclaim the voracious silk market from the 

massive Chinese silk industry.52 

 Europeans’ interpretation of “Asianness” and prevailing fashion for large-scale patterns created 

an aesthetic phenomenon that spread throughout Europe, known today as bizarre silks.53 Woven in the 

late seventeenth and the first three decades of the eighteenth century in France, England, Spain, and 

Scandinavia, “bizarre silk” is a contemporary term applied to these unusual, often strange patterns 

teeming with strong diagonals, curious large-scale exotic abstractions, odd attempts at Asian-themed 

motifs, and fantastical flowers spun from the imagination. These silks were additionally characterized by 

their frequent monochrome damask or diaper-patterning that often visually competed with the 

foreground’s colorful central design. The following bizarre silk patterns are typical examples of this 

design category, and their visual relevance when comparatively discussed with the purple silk textile. 

Bizarre silks designed in England are well documented.54 London master textile pattern maker 

and weaver James Leman (1688-1745) created designs for silks, now found in the Leman Album at the 

Victoria & Albert Museum.55 His pencil, pen and ink and watercolor designs on paper have survived 

where the finished silks might have not. Curator at the Victoria & Albert Museum Natalie Rothstein 

ascribes a date of 1708 to these pattern designs. 56 One vibrant silk pattern in particular is comprised of 

                                                                    
51 Market share is a economics term referring to selling a greater percentage of goods and services to 

consumers than one’s competition. 
 

52 Hanna Hodacs, Silk and Tea in the North: Scandinavian Trade and the Market for Asian Goods in 
Eighteenth-Century Europe (London: Palgrave Macmillan UK, 2016), 17. 

 
53 Peter Thornton, “The ‘Bizarre’ Silks,” The Burlington Magazine 100, no. 665 (July 1958): 266. 

 
54 For a robust discussion and illustration of bizarre silks, see Rothstein, Silk Designs of the Eighteenth 

Century, 37-107. 
 
55 Rothstein, Silk Designs of the Eighteenth Century, 32-33. 
 
56 Rothstein, Silk Designs of the Eighteenth Century, 100. 
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reds, oranges, olive greens and browns that merge in a cacophonous composition (fig. 12).57 The design 

brims with a mix of sharp angles and undulating diagonals, geometric forms, and highly stylized or 

abstracted vegetal shapes that only hint at organicness. For example, floral forms that reference flowers 

similar to daisies or sunflowers are suggested by a series of multi-colored concentric circles containing 

dots with razored outer edges. These forms are repeated over the pattern in visual fugues, each moment 

similar, yet unique to that particular instance. 

A cradle cover or christening blanket in the collection of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts made 

around 1709 in Spitalfields, England, is an example of a bizarre silk that made its way to the North 

American colonies.58 It was used by the Hutchinson family, likely kin of the first royal governor of 

Massachusetts Bay colony Thomas Hutchinson (1711-1780).  According to cataloguing, the silk is woven 

with lampas liseré threads to construct a pattern with strong arching diagonals and three distinct types of 

repeating five-petaled or circular flower heads. While these vegetational forms might appear semi-

naturalistic, abstractions abound, evident in the triangulated slightly-off center rays shooting from one of 

the three floral heads and heavily patterned, fanciful leaves adorned with dots and jar-shaped motifs. The 

color palette is crimson and white with coral accents on an olive green ground, similar to the Leman 

pattern of 1708. 

An excellent example of bizarre silk for menswear is in the collection of the Los Angeles County 

Museum of Art (LACMA).59 A man's sleeved waistcoat from France is dated 1710-1720. It is a pale blue 

                                                                    
57Object E.1861:60-1991, The Victoria & Albert Museum, London. Design for woven silk from the 

'Leman Album', pencil, pen and ink and watercolour on laid paper, probably by James Leman, Spitalfields, 
1708 in Natalie Rothstein, Silk Designs of the Eighteenth Century (London: Thames and Hudson, 1990), 100. 

 
58 Object 42.465, Cradle cover or christening blanket, English (Spitalfields), about 1709, The Museum 

of Fine Arts, Boston, Gift of Joseph W. R. Rogers and Mary C. Rogers, Bizarre silk; lampas liseré silk threads 
on silk ground, https://collections.mfa.org/objects/47467. 

 
59 Object M.2007.211.40, The Los Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA), Man's Sleeved 

Waistcoat, France, 1710-1720, Silk satin with supplementary-weft patterning bound in twill (lampas), metal 
buttons, Purchased with funds provided by Suzanne A. Saperstein and Michael and Ellen Michelson, with 
additional funding from the Costume Council, the Edgerton Foundation, Gail and Gerald Oppenheimer, 
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silk satin with supplementary-weft patterning bound in a twill, or lampas, weave. Additional colors 

include  two darker blue shades, white, and a mauvish-plum. The textile features a large-scale pattern of 

exotic flowers typical to bizarre silks, and also in keeping with bizarre silk’s appropriation and 

transmutation of “Asianness,” it depicts bamboo and scroll-like forms reminiscent of the traditional 

symbol of Chinese clouds. The silk also features highly stylized, reductive floral forms of symmetrical 

petaled flowers with a circular center. Bizarre silks served as the visual precursors to later eighteenth-

century European silks, but their influence on silk designs had waned by the 1730s when naturalistic, 

meadow and garden inspired floral forms and serpentine lace patterns became the dominant silk fashion 

trend.60 

Art historian Peter Thornton suggests that some silks are much more “bizarre” than others, and 

that these motifs frequently appear in connection with semi-naturalistic flowers.61 While I agree that 

bizarre forms vary, the trend that Thornton observed was likely the transition from exclusively 

abstracted, fantastical forms to a greater inclusion of naturalism within designs, which occurred as the 

popularity for purely bizarre motifs waned. As I will explore more thoroughly in chapter three, evidence 

suggests that the purple silk textile bears remnants of a visual ancestry in bizarre silk patterns. 

 
English Tobines and Small Prints for Menswear in the Early to Mid-Eighteenth Century 

 As the popularity of bizarre silks waned, textiles began to reflect a greater sense of naturalism 

and balance. This trend is seen in menswear between 1720 and 1760. As the textile of the purple silk 

gown was identifed as a tobine by the NHHS, I will provide several examples of tobines and men’s 

suiting silks with visual pattern structures similar to tobines from eighteenth-century England to test 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
Maureen H. Shapiro, Grace Tsao, and Lenore and Richard Wayne, 
https://collections.lacma.org/node/213804. My thanks to Andrew Kirk for identifying this example in the 
collection of LACMA. 

 
60 Ribeiro, Dress in Eighteenth-Century Europe, 41. 
 
61 Thornton, “The ‘Bizarre’ Silks,” 266. 
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against the purple textile and establish what documentary evidence suggests were the trends in menswear 

from 1720 to 1760.  

The production date of the purple gown’s silk textile was previously identified in curatorial 

reports as somewhere within the range of 1745 to 1785. As mentioned previously, findings indicate that 

the date of the textile’s manufacture is 1740 to the early 1750s.  An exploration of English tobines and 

similarly patterned silks and a discussion of what British American colonists were wearing establish the 

framework necessary to examining the purple silk textile in context with what silks would have been 

available in early British North America, and which were most widely worn.  

 Curators from the New Hampshire Historical Society structurally classify the purple silk as a 

tobine. While textile definitions change throughout time, a tobine is generally recognized in the 

eighteenth century as a type of silk typically used for men’s suiting with small-scale, usually floral 

patterns.62 From a technical aspect, a tobine’s weave structure characteristically includes an additional 

flushing warp, a lengthwise thread that floats above two or more perpendicular, crosswise threads.  

 Two early examples of tobines in silk and worsted are illustrated in Florence Montgomery’s 

Textiles in America from the Weaver Company’s Manuscript ca. 1720.63 The extremely delicate 

monochromatic geometric pattern of crimson in one sample and yellow-orange in the other are 

documented examples of English tobine production from the first two decades of the eighteenth 

century.  

Examples of English tobines from the mid-eighteenth century are found in watercolor patterns 

sketched and painted by prolific British textile designer Anna Maria Garthwaite (1690-1763) in the 

                                                                    
62 For more on tobines, see Florence M. Montgomery, Textiles in America: 1650-1870: A Dictionary 

Based on Original Documents, Prints and Paintings, Commercial Records, American Merchants’ Papers, Shopkeepers’ 
Advertisements, and Pattern Books with Original Swatches of Cloth (London: W. W. Norton, 1984), 367. 

 
63 Montgomery, Textiles in America, 367. For more on Anna Maria Garthwaite see Zara Anishanslin, 

Portrait of a Woman in Silk: Hidden Histories of the British Atlantic World. Chapel Hill: University of North 
Carolina Press, 2016. 
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collection of the Victoria and Albert Museum64 (fig. 13). Created in 1747, a single sheet of paper features 

three tobine patterns that when woven in silk, would repeat lengthwise with the warp. Each pattern is 

relatively similar in their collected, controlled composition of a central serpentine, twist, or column of 

organic forms that suggest flowers, scrolls, and overlapping leaf tips. There is a masterful elegance to 

these designs, a cohesive simplicity that arises from their balanced naturalistic, curvilinear forms and use 

of negative space, even when the pattern would have been woven. Sharply defined angles, geometric 

shapes, or attenuated or abstracted forms are absent, resulting in a gracefully undulating, rhythmic visual 

harmony. 

Though not a tobine, another example of a gentleman’s suiting silk is a portion of a man’s sleeve 

in the collection of Cooper-Hewitt, Smithsonian Design Museum.65  Dated to the mid-eighteenth 

century, and likely English, this sleeve fragment was removed from a man’s coat. The coat would have 

been worn with a waistcoat and breeches in the same silk textile. The repetition of silvery gray leaves and 

flower heads extending to touch one another over a rosy-brown ground creates a trellis on which small 

pink floral designs are framed within. This silk fragment’s light color palette, scale of pattern, complexity 

of weave, sophistication and harmonious balance of controlled design, and curvilinear, semi-naturalistic 

floral forms create an elegant composition. Returning to the previous discussion of bizarre silks, there is 

no discernable evidence that English tobines and suiting textiles from 1720 to1760 maintain a surviving 

visual heritage rooted in the visual DNA of earlier European bizarre silks. Rather, their semi-naturalistic 

and/or naturalistic, controlled, and chiefly symmetrical forms represent an aesthetic antithesis to bizarre 

silks’ core characteristics, orchestrated by fashion’s shift from exoticism to naturalism and eventually, 

neoclassicism.  

                                                                    
64 Rothstein, Silk Designs of the Eighteenth Century, 351. 
 
65 Object1900-6-2,  Man’s Sleeve, early eighteenth century, English, The Cooper Hewitt Museum, 

http://cprhw.tt/o/2ANgF/ Object ID 18105957. Many thanks to Dr. Alexander for sourcing this excellent 
example. 
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A man’s waistcoat fragment dated 1730-1750, acquired in 1996 by the Colonial Williamsburg 

Foundation, provides an example of a textile with a small-scale, stylized floral-and-diagonal design and a 

purplish color palette (fig. 14). The waistcoat is constructed from silk velvet, uncut and voided.66 The 

diagonally crossing abstracted leaves create a grid in which white stylized flower heads rest. The original 

garment is provided a construction date of 1745. The waistcoat fragment, similar in its color palette and 

floral-and-diagonal pairing to Martha Washington’s purple silk, maintains an unidentified European 

origin. This artifact too, creates an invitation for deeper conversation about the actual origin of 

American-worn textiles that have previously resisted clear categorization as English or French. Overall, 

French and English tobines and other mens’ silk suiting textiles from 1720-1760 largely display a sense 

of sophistication of design with their balanced semi-naturalistic forms. When geometric patterns are 

present, they are controlled, monochromatic, and quite diminutive. 

 
The mode in Colonial Virginia: colors and styles of the mid-eighteenth century 

The conversation now will turn to highlighting what was considered normative fashion for elite 

North American colonists: what was accessible to them and what shaped their consumption and 

preferences.67 Both threads intersect when discussing Martha Washington’s purple silk gown, providing a 

deeper understanding of the period in which she lived, and what was accessible to a young woman of the 

Virginia gentry. 

                                                                    
66 Object number unknown, The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation,  man’s waistcoat, 1730-1750, 

Europe, Silk velvet uncut and voided, buckram, silk, linen, linen thread, nineteen buttons (fabric covered to 
match).  

 
67 For further reading on how colonists fashioned themselves as British citizens and therefore 

voracious consumers of English style and wearable goods, see Timothy Hall Breen, The Marketplace of 
Revolution: How Consumer Politics Shaped American Independence (London: Oxford University Press, 2004); Richard 
L. Bushman, The Refinement of America: Persons, Houses, Cities (New York: Vintage Books, 1993); Jennifer Van 
Horn, The Power of Objects in Eighteenth-Century British America (Chapel Hill, North Carolina: The University of 
North Carolina Press, 2018); Ann Smart Martin, Buying into the World of Goods: Early Consumers in Backcountry 
Virginia (Studies in Early American Economy and Society from the Library Company of Philadelphia) (Baltimore: Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 2010); David Jaffee, A New Nation of Goods: The Material Culture of Early America 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2010); Ellen Hartigan-O’Connor, The Ties That Buy: Women 
and Commerce in Revolutionary America (Philadelphia: The University of Pennsylvania Press, 2009). See also the 
discussion of these specific works in chapter four. 
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Descriptions of Virginians’ sartorial choices were documented by English clergyman, preacher, 

and teacher The Reverend Jonathan Boucher. Boucher left his home in Cumberland, England in 1759 to 

take a post in the colony of Virginia as a private tutor. After a visit to London in 1762 for his ordination, 

he traveled to the colonies to assume the post of rector in Annapolis, Maryland. Eventually, he founded 

a school. His pupils included John Parke Custis, known as Jacky, the son of Martha Dandridge Custis 

and the stepson of George Washington.  

While writing a letter to a Mrs. James in 1759 the Reverend commented on the dress of upper 

class Virginians:  

Solomon in all Glory was not array'd like on of These...I assure you, Mrs. James, the common 
Planter's Daughters here go every Day in finer Cloaths than I have seen content you for a 
Summer's Sunday. You thought (homely Creatures as they are) my Sattin Wastecoat was a fine 
best, Lord help You, I'm noth'g amongst the Lace and Lac'd fellows that are here. Nay, so much 
does their Taste run after dress that they tell me I may see in Virginia more brilliant Assemblies 
than I ever c'd in the North of Engl'd, and except Royal Ones P'rhaps in any Part of it.68 
 
Like the Reverend Boucher, Englishman William Eddis found himself living in Annapolis, 

Maryland. On December 24, 1771, he wrote, “The quick importation of fashions from the mother 

country is really astonishing. I am almost inclined to believe that a new fashion is adopted earlier by the 

polished and affluent American than by many opulent persons in the great metropolis”69 T.H. Breen 

maintains, “As Americans purchased the same kinds of British manufactures – in other words, as they 

had similar consumer experiences – they did in fact become more Anglicized.”70 

As North American colonists may (or may not) have considered themselves British, fashion-

forward, wealthy southern planters and their elite northern counterparts generally followed the British 

predilection for printed, embroidered, painted flowered and striped silks on light colored grounds, most 

                                                                    
68 Jonathan Boucher, Letters of Reverend Jonathan Boucher, vol. 7 (Maryland Historical Society Magazine, 

1912), 5. 
 
69 William Eddis, December 24, 1771, quoted in Breen, The Marketplace of Revolution, 41. 
 
70 Breen, The Marketplace of Revolution, 169. 
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frequently in shades of ivory, white, or pastels, a color palette that dominated the eighteenth-century.71  

The young, brilliant, and entrepreneurial South Carolinian Eliza Lucas (later Eliza Lucas Pinckney) began 

managing her father’s three plantations in South Carolina at the age of sixteen.72 On October 29, 1741, 

eighteen-year-old Eliza recorded in her letterbook “the receipt of a piece of rich Yellow Lutstring  

consisting of 19 yards for myself, ditto of blue for my Mama, and thanked my father for them.”73 She 

also notes that she also received a “piece of Holland and Cambrick received from London at the same 

time.”74 Eliza’s present of silks from her father were presumably also from London, in colors quite a la 

mode. Bright yellows in particular experienced a heyday from the 1730s until the 1760s. Another young 

lady also from the southern British American colonies, Martha Dandridge, would have been ten years old 

in 1741, the year Eliza’s brightly colored silks were in fashion. As Martha Dandridge grew older, the 

trend for boldly colored silks waned. While brocaded silks on dark grounds had their moments in the 

limelight of style in the first half of the eighteenth-century, the trend for textiles on light or pale grounds 

would prevail as the dominant aesthetic in women’s fashion from 1750 onwards in eighteenth-century 

British America, owed in part to English examples made fashionable by the courtly set. 

According to Aileen Riberio, English artist and writer Mary Delany – famous for her association 

with the Bluestockings – a women-led society that focused on literary and educational discourse, in 

particular favored light-colored silks, and chose several to comment upon even as early as 1724: Lady 

                                                                    
71 The dominant trend of textiles with light-colored ground in fashionable dress textiles are well 

documented in Baumgarten’s What Clothes Reveal, Riberio’s Dress in Eighteenth-Century Europe, and is supported 
the number of textiles I have viewed in private collections and in the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation 
collection bearing this description. 

 
72 Eliza Lucas Pinckney’s letters are published in Eliza Lucas Pinckney, The Letterbook of Eliza Lucas 

Pinckney 1739-1762, ed. Elise Pinckney and Marvin R. Zahniser (Charleston: The University of South Carolina 
Press, 1997). At the time of the writing of this thesis, historian Lori Glover is finishing a highly anticipated 
book on Pinckney (Yale University Press) forthcoming Winter or Spring 2020. 

 
73 Eliza Lucas Pinckney quoted in The Letterbook of Eliza Lucas Pinckney 1739-1762, ed. Elise Pinckney 

and Marvin R. Zahniser (Charleston: The University of South Carolina Press, 1997), 23. 
 
74 Pinckney, The Letterbook of Eliza Lucas Pinckney, 23. 
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Sunderland’s gown was “the finest pale blue and pink...and tissue with a little white” and Lady Carteret 

was a “pale straw lutestring...flowered with silver.”75 The 1734 inventory of Margaret Cavendish, 

Duchess of Portland’s wedding clothes and trousseau documents gowns of “white lustring” and “white 

Padusoy richly embroidered with gold and all coulers.”76 At the wedding of Lady Georgina Carteret to 

the Honorable John Spencer that same year, Mary Delany reported that one of the courtly attendants 

wore “a white damask, the robings and facings embroidered with gold and flowers.”77 In 1739, Delany 

commented that Lady Huntingdon wore a gown of “white satin with vases embroidered on the train . . 

.”78  

 Riberio observes that the lighter trends of the rococo began to strongly take hold of dress in 

England in the 1740s. This is apparent through the popular and ubiquitous lace patterns and trailing 

serpentines woven and embroidered on light grounds, which were exported in vast quantities to fashion-

conscious Americans. Riberio also notes that silks were lighter (presumably both in weight and in color 

palette) in the 1740s and 1750s as heavier fabrics and brocades were out of fashion, except at court.79  

Born the daughter of the vicar of Buckinghamshire, England, Barbara Johnson (1738-1825) kept 

a record of her dress fabrics and a collection of accompanying fashion engravings from 1746 to 1823, 

spanning her wardrobe from when she was eight years-old to eighty-five years-old.80 Barbara Johnson’s 

album is comprised of 121 samples of fabric, mostly silks and cottons. Samples from 1746 to 1759 

feature thirteen silks, five of which possess a white ground. Five of those thirteen silks not on a white 

                                                                    
75 Ribeiro, Dress in Eighteenth-Century Europe, 99. 
 
76 Ibid., 41. 
 
77 Ibid., 41. 
 
78 Ibid., 40. 
 
79 Ibid., 140. 
 
80 See Barbara Johnson, A Lady of Fashion: Barbara Johnson’s Album of Style and Fabrics, ed. Natalie 

Rothstein (London: Thames and Hudson, 1987), with extensive notes and an introduction by curator and 
fashion historian Natalie Rothstein. 
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ground are of a pale or pastel color. Natalie Rothstein notes that the three earliest samples of printed 

cotton in the album of fabrics collected by Barbara Johnson are some of the earliest dated printed 

cottons to survive.81 There are four printed cottons and one printed linen from this date range, all of 

which feature floral designs on a white ground. The silks Johnson wore in this time period feature 

naturalistic and semi-naturalistic flowers on gracefully arching stems. Blossoms and leaves vary in the 

extent of their modeling, but there is no presence of abstraction or small patterning, except the 

monochromatic geometric diaper patterning on the darker gray or silver silks she had used in second 

mourning.82 

 A beautiful example of a gown made from an English silk worn in the early American south is 

Eliza Lucas Pinckney’s silk sacque-back gown (robe à la française), which recently received significant and 

very careful conservation efforts due to its extremely fragile state (fig. 15). According to Jan Hiester, 

curator of textiles at the Charleston Museum in South Carolina, the dress dates from 1750 to 1760.83 

Even today, the silk shimmers in shades of coral, salmon, and pink in a large-scale but yet delicately 

executed pattern of elegant naturalistic flowers and serpentine vines, very much in keeping with the 

fashion for lighter color silks beginning in the 1740s. The gown would have been worn with a 

stomacher, now missing. However, its self-fabric engageants, or sleeve ruffles, survive attached. The 
                                                                    

81 Johnson, A Lady of Fashion, 29. 
 
82 Worthy of an entire discussion itself, printed cottons fashionable in the eighteenth century 

followed the trend for woven silks of floral designs on white, ivory, or other light-colored grounds. This 
became the standard aesthetic for printed linens and cottons as well, based upon the sheer number of 
surviving gowns that fit this description. For a discussion on the British trade of cottons with North America, 
see Linda Eaton, Printed Textiles: British and American Cottons and Linens 1700-1850, The Winterthur Museum 
(New York: The Monacelli Press, 2014), 41-55; and on the designers and design of printed cottons, pp.103-
125. For a history of printed cottons in Britain and early America, see Jonathan Eacott, Selling Empire: India in 
the Making of Britain and America, 1600-1830 (Chapel Hill, North Carolina: The University of North Carolina 
Press, 2016). 

 
83 “Conservation Complete for the Eliza Lucas Pinckney Gown,” The Charleston Museum in South 

Carolina, 2018, https://www.charlestonmuseum.org/news-events/conservation-complete-for-the-eliza-lucas-
pinckney-gown/. It should be noted that the Eliza Lucas Pinckney gown is not catalogued in online 
collections, and as such, an object number could not be located. 
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robings are embellished with ruched trim on either side of the bodice, which continue down the hem of 

the center front skirt opening in serpentines echoing the curving stems and vines of the silk pattern.  

According to family tradition, a silk gown in the collection of the Colonial Williamsburg 

Foundation was worn by Martha Dandridge Custis Washington’s younger sister, Elizabeth Dandridge 

Aylett Henley (1749-1800) (fig. 16).84 The textile is dated 1750, but the gown was purportedly restyled in 

1770. The ivory silk, designed and manufactured in Spitalfields, England is a lustring that boasts 

brocaded multi-colored semi-naturalistic floral bouquets in a host of beautiful colors. The gathered 

flowers are interspersed with an ivory weft-float pattern of meandering vines and smaller bunches of 

blooms. Ruching trimmed in silk fringe arches around the front section and bottom edge of the 

petticoat. Like the scalloped trim encircling the neckline of Martha’s purple silk gown, this gown also has 

padded trim, in cotton, perhaps in a style typical to Virginia, or the unknown mantua-maker. The 

Dandridge gown also aligns to the fashion for London-designed and manufactured silks with a light 

ground, and gives an indication of the kind of stylish British-imported goods Martha was exposed to and 

had access to in Virginia. 

The Dandridge and Pinckney gowns beautifully serve as a fitting examples of what was on-trend 

in womens’ fashion of the 1750s due to their London-designed and manufactured textiles, each silk’s soft 

and luminescent color palette and the graceful, naturalistic floral patterns, as well as the gowns’ overall 

style and embellishments, thus aligning them to the dominant trend of English-focused fashioning and 

tastes of the elite southern planting class. I will return to these two gowns in later chapters, comparing 

them more extensively to Martha’s purple silk dress of the same decade, demonstrating why her gown is 

                                                                    
84 Object G1975-340, 1-2, Gown and Petticoat, Spitalfields, England, gown worn in Virginia by 

Elizabeth Dandridge Aylett Henley, silk textile ca. 1750, remodeled ca. 1770. Silk brocaded with silk, bodice 
lined with linen, trimmings padded with cotton, gift of Mrs. R. Keith Kane and daughters, Mrs. James H. 
Scott, Jr., Mrs. Lockhart B. McGuire, Mrs. Timothy W. Childs, and Mrs. N. Beverly Tucker, Jr., The Colonial 
Williamsburg Foundation. Published in Linda Baumgarten, What Clothes Reveal: The Language of Clothing in 
Colonial and Federal America: The Colonial Williamsburg Collection (The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation in 
Association with Yale University Press, 2002), 86.  
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a fascinating trend-defying outlier of non-British origin – the start of a conversation that will 

undoubtedly turn global. 

 
Could the Textile be a French Silk? 

 Previous curatorial conclusions on the gown’s origin identifies the textile as possibly a French 

silk, a doubtful determination due not only to its visual misalignment to other fashionable French dress 

and men’s suiting silks of the time, but also its dubious presence in the British American colonies. 

Former curator of costumes and textiles at the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation Linda Baumgarten 

asserts that French silks were “virtually nonexistent in the colonies until after the Revolution.” Her 

conclusion is based on the lack of textual, documented evidence from both written sources and from 

surviving clothing worn in the American colonies. At this point, an essential question emerges: if the 

textile is not believed to be English, and is almost positively not French, then where could it be from?  

Before addressing this question, it is necessary to acknowledge that the automatic assumption 

that the textile absolutely cannot be French presents a challenge to my central argument: if my premise is 

based on the notion that a wider range of non-English textiles were worn in the North American 

colonies than previously thought, why then would a purple silk of French origin be precluded from 

possibility? First, as Baumgarten suggests, there is a wholesale lack of documented evidence of French 

silks in the American colonies, but her conclusion is also based on the history of economics and trade of 

the time. This is the chief reason why consummate curators such as Baumgarten have not been able to 

identify any. Below I will provide examples of typical French silks of the 1740s to 1760s, a date range 

that will place the 1750s date of the creation of the purple silk gown in visual context, in an effort to 

provide visual evidence that French textiles of this time period are wholly dissimilar to Martha’s purple 

silk textile. 

A pastel portrait by Jean-Marc Nattier of Louis-Joseph de Montcalm-Gozon, Marquis de 

Montcalm (1712-1759), the commander of the French forces during North America during the Seven 
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Years’ War, boasts an excellent example of a French silk in mid eighteenth-century portraiture (fig. 17).85 

According to the curators at Fort Ticonderoga, the pastel was most likely completed in France around 

1749, established by Montcalm's date of departure for New France (present day Canada) in 1756 and his 

overall appearance in the portrait. The traditional three-quarter composition depicts a genial and 

engaging Montcalm wearing a silk suit fastened by self-fabric buttons. A jabot of lace-trimmed stock 

peeks from the jacket’s center opening. The silk’s bluish gray-lavender ground is adorned by a repeating 

pattern of diagonal flourishes in gold, accented in blue and white. On the top of each diagonal flourish 

sits a five leaf palmette or other vegetal form. The pattern’s balance between motif and negative space is 

even and balanced, giving the forms breathing room apart from one another over the visible ground, 

much unlike Washington’s cramped and busy purple silk.  

Though the artist could have certainly simplified a more visually complicated textile, the idea that 

the silk depicted in the portrait could be completely devised would be unlikely. There would be no need 

to describe or elevate the sitter in an aspirational or fantastical garment or setting, something that might 

be typical for oil paintings commissioned by the French aristocracy, but not a pastel. Rather, this portrait 

was probably sketched from life, with the intention to capture the sitter and his clothing with as much 

accuracy as time and materials allowed.  

A three-piece French men’s silk suit of waistcoat, coat, and breeches in the collection of the 

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York dates to the 1740s.86 A stunning robin’s-egg blue hue bordering 

on turquoise, the monochromatic silk weave is comprised of uncut velvet and cannelé in a pattern that can 

                                                                    
85 Object FT-35.76, Fort Ticonderoga Collections, Pastel portrait of Louis-Joseph de Montcalm-

Gozon, Marquis de Montcalm (1712-1759), likely Jean-Marc Nattier, ca. 1743-1755. This work was included 
in the 1758: Decision at Carillon exhibition, 
https://fortticonderoga.pastperfectonline.com/webobject/C2843504-D93F-47C2-B4D9-461441503268. 

 
86 Object C.I.62.27a–c, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, Suit, 1740s, French, Purchase, 

Irene Lewisohn Bequest, 1962. 
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/84428?sortBy=Date&amp;deptids=8&amp;ao
=on&amp;ft=*&amp;offset=1460&amp;rpp=20&amp;pos=1464. 
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be described as both angular and curvilinear. 87 A thick, bordered zig-zag and rounded, leafy plume with 

three protruding, unopened softly triangular buds form a prominent, eye-catching medium-sized repeat. 

The softness of the form lends a graceful counterpoint to the thicker zig-zags, constructing an overall 

visually arresting but still elegant pattern. The suit is enhanced by reproduction gold buttons and glittery 

original metallic-wrapped thread buttonholes on the pocket flaps, sleeves, and center-front and center-

back seams. The touch of gold lends that bit of French flair that traveler J. Macky would no doubt have 

noticed. Macky, a visitor to England in 1722, noted the subtle but noticeable differences in English and 

French dress and the textiles they chose: “The dress of the English is like the French but not so gaudy; 

they generally go plain but in the best cloths and stuffs...not but that they wear embroidery and laces on 

their cloathes in solemn days, but they dont make it their daily wear, as the French do.”88 

Another example of a mens’ silk suit from France in the early eighteenth-century is a three piece 

collarless coat in a ottoman89 silk on a diaper patterned ground of dots. Whitacre Auction describes the 

textile as pink, but due to its heavy fading, the original color was likely a darker magenta, bright salmon, 

or pinkish-purple.90 The textile pattern features a single semi-naturalistic white five-ligule flower with a 

slightly-modeled center, set on a green stem with two leaves springing from either side.  

These two extant examples of French men’s silk suiting textiles from the 1740s-1750s exhibit a 

balance between pattern and ground, similar to English silks of this time period. They are also examples 

of silks with small-scale paired motifs of floral elements and diagonal slashes exhibiting both organic 

forms and abstractions. While these elements are similar to the general characteristics of Martha’s purple 

                                                                    
87 Cannelé is defined as a type of ribbed silk. 
 
88 Ribeiro, Dress in Eighteenth-Century Europe, 21. 
 
89 Ottoman silk is defined as a heavy, plain weave fabric with wide, flat crosswise ribs. 
 
90 Lot 487, Gents’ French Silk Brocade, Three Piece Suit, early eighteenth century, 18th C - 1920's 

DAY 2, Spring 2014. https://whitakerauction.smugmug.com/Spring-2014new/18th-and-19th-C-
Clothing/ID-100-378/i-SSgX7Dx. 
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silk, they maintain a vastly different sense of balance, color palette, use of expansive negative space, 

complexity, scale, and sophistication.  

These French extant silks and pastel portrait were selected as representatives of what was 

normative and consistent in French silks of the time.91 They provide excellent examples of the balance 

and elegance of French silk designs, similar to those seen in English silks of the same period. French and 

English silks have been described by Natalie Rothstein as “virtually indistinguishable” from one another 

in the latter half of the eighteenth century in terms of pattern scale and color, and asserts that “fashion in 

Western Europe was universal.”92 However, this was not the case with the fashions or silks produced in 

northern Europe, which I will explore in the third chapter.  

 
Chinese Silks 

When considering colonial access to non-British trade and trade goods in eighteenth-century 

North America, a discussion of identifying Chinese silks is also necessary to preclude the purple silk’s 

origin from consideration within this country and culture. Finished Chinese silks indeed made their way 

into British American wardrobes. Mary Lynch Egberts of New York owned a gown created from orange 

and greenish-gold silk damask in a scrolling floral pattern, now in the collection of the Colonial 

Williamsburg Foundation. While the silk textile dates from 1750 to 1770, the gown was altered in the 

1780s. Linda Baumgarten notes that this same design occurs in a silk worn in Delaware.93 

                                                                    
91 To further hone my visual understanding of the distinctions of patterns, designs, and colors 

normative in French silks 1700-1770, I consulted Lesley Ellis Miller, Selling Silks: A Merchants’ Sample Book 
1764 (London: The Victoria & Albert Museum, 2014); Madeleine Delpierre, Dress in France in the Eighteenth 
Century (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1998); and Natalie Rothstein, Silk Designs of the Eighteenth Century 
(London: Thames and Hudson, 1990). 

 
92 Natalie Rothstein, “Silk in European and American Trade before 1783: A Commodity of 

Commerce or a Frivolous Luxury?” (Textile Society of America Symposium Proceedings, Omaha, Nebraska: 
The University of Nebraska, 1990), 9. 

 
93 Baumgarten, What Clothes Reveal, 83. 
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Chinese silks, according to Natalie Rothstein, “can be easily distinguished because of their light 

weight and lower quality as well as their slightly odd versions of the current fashionable designs.”94 

Unlike more sophisticatedly designed and executed European exemplars, eighteenth-century Chinese 

silks produced for the European export market were less expensive and of an inferior quality. According 

to Hanna Hodacs, they were what historian Cissie Fairchilds terms “populuxe,” cheaper items of 

mediocre manufacture targeted to the European lower and emerging middle class market who wanted to 

sartorially mimic elevated, expensive English and French goods.95 

The tactile result of finished, inferior Chinese silks is a typically “softer” hand feel, as Chinese 

silk clings to the body where crisper or more intricately woven European silks tend to fall away from the 

body.96 The distinctive drape and hand of Chinese silk is due to a simple mechanized process called 

calendering, which increased luster and softness.  

Selvedges, or a textile’s finished edges, offer additional and important clues that help identify if a 

silk is of Chinese manufacture. Chinese silks were woven in wider lengths on a loom than European silks 

of the same time period. To keep the wide length of silk from folding in on itself during the weaving 

process, Chinese manufacturers devised a system of forked sticks with tines known as “temple sticks” to 

provide structure. The pinholes that were created as a result of the insertion of the temple sticks in the 

selvedges serve as identifying characteristics found only on Chinese textiles. Additionally, Chinese 

selvedges of unpatterned silks, and sometimes patterned, are typically striped in contrasting colors, which 

is another chief identifying characteristic of Chinese silks. Chinese silks also possessed simplistic weft 

patterning only, unlike textiles in Europe that were created with more sophisticated weaving techniques. 

                                                                    
94 Rothstein, “Silk in European and American Trade,” 8. 
 
95 Hanna Hodacs, Silk and Tea in the North: Scandinavian Trade and the Market for Asian Goods in 

Eighteenth-Century Europe (London: Palgrave Macmillan UK, 2016), 93. 
 
96 This observation is based on the handling of several eighteenth-century Chinese silk fragments 

(manufactured for European markets) in the collection of the author. 
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Measuring selvedge to selvedge reveals a textile’s finished width. Chinese selvedge widths are 

typically 72 to 79 centimeters wide, or roughly 28 to 31 inches. European silks are 53-59 centimeters, or 

just about 20 to 23 inches in width.97 The width of the purple silk, selvedge-to-selvedge, is 49 

centimeters, or 19.25 inches, one of the chief features that precludes the textile from having a Chinese 

origin. Rather, it confirms its European provenance. 

 
German Silks 

The Smithsonian Museum Conservation Institute report noted that Germany had been 

earmarked as the purple silk’s possible country of manufacture, along with the earlier-ascribed possible 

location of France.98 It is important to note that Germany did not have a textile industry in the early to 

mid-eighteenth century. A German publication Journal für Fabrik, Manufaktur, Handlung, und Mode 

published in 1796 indicates that German textile producers were only then beginning to cultivate 

mulberry trees in an attempt to enter sericulture and the silk industry.99  

There is no evidence that their business began any earlier in the century or had successfully 

scaled, whether with the intention for intercontinental trade or domestic production. Any favorable 

outcomes German silk manufacturing might have experienced in the final quarter of the eighteenth 

century could not compete with the global English silk industry and certainly, the dominant French silk 

industry in terms of technology, sophistication and refinement of textile design and weave structure, 

global desirability, shipping, or production output, extinguishing any reasonable plausibility that German-

                                                                    
97 Hodacs, Silk and Tea in the North, 91. In What Clothes Reveal, pp. 49-50, Linda Baumgarten confirms 

this datapoint and notes that Chinese silks are typically woven at 29 inches in width. Leanna Lee-Whitman 
notes that European silks were generally 19.5 inches to 23 inches. See Lee-Whitman, The Silk Trade: Chinese 
Silks and the British East India Company, 24. 

 
98 Mori, Ballard, and DePriest, “Dye Analysis,” 1. 
 
99 Journal für Fabrik, Manufaktur, Handlung, und Mode (Leipzig, Germany: Bei Voss und Compagnie, 

1796). 
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produced textiles could have made their way to England, and then to the American colonies in the early-

to-mid eighteenth-century. 

 
Dutch Silks 

When considering the origin of the purple silk textile, it is also crucial to include eighteenth-

century Dutch silk industry in the discussion. Natalie Rothstein asserts that the Dutch produced 

patterned silks in an inconsequential quantity during the eighteenth century, and they were “so much in 

tune with the particular fashions of their day that they are virtually indistinguishable from French or still 

more from English silks.”100 As very few museum collections, particularly in North America, boast 

Dutch silks in their collections, Rothstein asserts that if Dutch silks did end up in the British American 

colonies, they would have been likely sent to New York, (formerly New Amsterdam) which contained a 

very vibrant Dutch community still connected to their culture. Selvedges play a role in eliminating the 

Netherlands as the origin of the purple silk. According to Rothstein, Dutch silks are extremely narrow in 

width and vary from 15 ½ inches to 17 ½ inches. The purple silk textile is 19 ¼ inches, consistent with 

measurements from other regions in Europe. What textile industry the Dutch might have had, it appears 

they were known for their velvets and mourning fabrics, and not their patterned, polychrome silks. 

 
Swedish Silks 

Swedish sumptuary legislation was enacted from 1345 until 1820, and affected all classes of 

Swedish population from the three higher classes of the nobility, the clergy, and the burghers to the 

lowest class of peasants.101 In the seventeenth century, silk was prohibited for most of the burgher class 

and peasants. During this time, Eva I. Andersson maintains that gowns or suits completely constructed 

                                                                    
100 Natalie Rothstein, “Dutch Silks - An Important but Forgotten Industry of the 18th Century or a 

Hypothesis?” Oud Holland 79, no. 3 (1964): 157, https://www.jstor.org/stable/42712157. 
 
101 Eva I. Andersson, “Foreign Seductions: Sumptuary Laws, Consumption and National Identity in 

Early Modern Sweden,” in Fashionable Encounters Perspectives and Trends in Textile and Dress in the Early Modern 
Nordic World, ed. Tove Engelhardt Mathiassen (London: Oxbow Books, 2014), 9. 
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from silk would be totally out of reach for most of the population.102 Despite this, however, Andersson 

notes that even during the sumptuary laws of the seventeenth century, both wool and silk garments were 

discovered in sixty probate inventories, and chiefly featured items in black, brown, purple, and red.103 

Black and red are colors traditionally associated with Swedish folk costume. Purple, as in most other 

eighteenth-century European countries, was mostly associated with the royal court. With Swedish 

sericulture and domestic silk textile production sharply increasing in the mid-eighteenth century, and as 

freedom of individual expression and speech improved, silk in Swedish dress, and color options, became 

more available to a wider social strata. Still, the lingering connotation of purple being a royal color or a 

color reserved for the upper class, remained. 

The portraiture of eighteenth-century Swedish painter Alexander Roslin (1718-1793) holds a 

material magic for those who revel in his treatment of light and shadows on shimmering silk and his 

ability to sensitively capture the infinitesimal details of ribbons, sequins, embroidery, and lace.104 Those 

interested in replication and reproduction glean a great deal about eighteenth-century hairstyles, and 

gown, trim, and breast knot construction from studying his work. Roslin’s painstaking rendering of 

textiles had long been in my visual vocabulary when I recalled that his portraits of gentlemen at times 

depict small-scale floral patterns on mens’ suiting, and frequently capture royal sitters.  

Many of Roslin’s portraits, to include Baron Thure Leonard Klinkowström, 1758 (fig. 18),Vladimir 

Borisovich Golitsyn, 1762 (fig. 19), and Jean Eric Rehn, 1756 (fig. 20) are relevant to this discussion. Two of 

the sitters, Klinkowström and Golitsyn, were of noble birth and are depicted wearing small patterned 

                                                                    
102 Andersson, “Foreign Seductions,” 9. 
 
103 Ibid., 22. 
 
104 For a fuller background and analysis of Roslin’s work, See Magnus Alexander Olausson, Alexander 

Roslin: The Exhibition Catalogue. (Stockholm: Nationalmuseum, 2007). The catalogue accompanied the 
Nationalmuseum’s exhibition entitled Alexander Roslin - Sweden's Forgotten Art Icon, which ran from September 
2007 through 13 January 2008 in Stockholm, Sweden. 
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silks. Jean Eric Rehn, whom we will meet in more detail in chapter three, played a crucial role in Swedish 

silk design and was therefore revered as a darling of the Swedish state. He is also depicted in a small 

patterned purple silk as well. The silk design appears more compact and crowded than the French 

pattern seen in Montcalm’s portrait. In my examination of a sample of 125 Roslin portraits of European 

dignitaries and members of the royal court, eighteen subjects, all male, were depicted wearing purple.105 

Two of these portraits in particular feature purple/lavender and yellow/gold color palettes in 

textile patterns of diminutive scale, strong repeating diagonals, and central floral motifs in which one 

portrait features a tripartite floral form. Bearing greater aesthetic similarity to the purple silk than the 

French or English examples I examined, these paintings were entry points into my investigation of 

Swedish textiles as the purple silk’s potential location of manufacture, as the textile’s familial likeness 

suggested a strong link to silks produced in Sweden in the mid-eighteenth century.  

Eighteenth-century gown reproduction and replication played a role in the initial link to Sweden 

as well. Modern Swedish textile manufacturer Durán Textiles creates reproductions of silks that had been 

designed and produced in eighteenth-century Sweden.106 One of the Durán reproduction textiles was 

patterned after an original droguet liseré silk in the Anders Berch collection, housed in the Nordiska 

Museet in Stockholm (fig. 21). 107 Like tobines, droguet liseré silks have compact patterns and were 

generally reserved for men’s suiting. I will discuss droguet liseré silks more fully in the third chapter. 

The original silk found in the Anders Berch Collection is woven with a white warp and two 

wefts, red and white. The two wefts alternate and float on the face side in the pattern; otherwise they are 

bound by the warp faced rep structure of the background and are bound on the reverse. The original was 

                                                                    
105 For this analysis, I consulted Olausson, Alexander Roslin: The Exhibition Catalogue. There is 

unfortunately little scholarship that focuses on Roslin; this catalogue represents the most comprehensive 
collection of scholarly analysis on Roslin to date. 

 
106 Durán Textiles, “Historiskt siden/Historic silk,” accessed June 20, 2017, 

http://www.durantextiles.com/siden/siden2.html. 
 
107 Object NM.0017648B:27, Nordiska Museet, Stockholm, Sweden, Theatrum oechonomico-mechanicum 

(Anders Berch Collection), silk textile, Swedish production, ca. 1750. 
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woven with a white warp and two wefts of red and blue, which would have made purple. Durán research 

indicates that the silk was woven in Stockholm, around 1750. Original selvedge marks contain the initials 

of the manufacturer, and the number of the loom, also indicating that the total amount of the silk that 

could be produced in one day, which was 90 to 120cm, or roughly 35 to 47 inches. 

The textile’s similarity in terms of the diminutive pattern, tripartite floral, and arching diagonal 

was enough evidence to continue my pursuit of eighteenth-century Swedish silks as a potential region of 

production. Since Durán’s reproductions of extant textile samples are in the Anders Berch collection at 

the Nordiska Museet in Stockholm, this collection of textile samples begged further examination. 

Research conducted in the collections of the Nordiska Museet and the Swedish National Archives, both 

in Stockholm, Sweden in June 2019 reveals that the Martha Washington purple silk was likely 

manufactured in Sweden during the early mid-eighteenth century. I will discuss these findings in the third 

chapter. 

 
The Color Purple: Semiotics 

In our modern visual vocabularies, purple conjures notions of European royalty or lush, 

overstated gilded-age Victorianism. In the ancient world, purple dye was produced from the shells of 

mollusks from Phoenicia, which exported them through its major trading cities and ports of Byblos, 

Sidon, and Tyre.108 These shells were extremely costly, and quite literally “worth their weight in gold” 

when weighed at market. 

 
Purple and Royalty 

Biblical references to purple abound.  In the Old Testament, the color purple was reserved for 

the robes of kings, and those upon whom a ruler bestowed favor, such as Mordecai in the Book of 

Esther. The Jews were given specific directions in Exodus 26:1 for crafting the sacred tent that housed 

                                                                    
108 Victoria Finlay, Color: A Natural History of the Palette (New York: Random House Trade 
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the Ark of the Covenant: "Make the tabernacle with ten curtains of finely twisted linen and blue, purple 

and scarlet yarn, with cherubim woven into them by a skilled worker.” Proverbs 31:22 describes the 

ideally virtuous woman as wearing “linen and fine purple.” In the New Testament, the Book of Acts, 

chapter 16, verse 4 recounts the woman named Lydia from Thyatria, who was a “seller of purple goods.”  

King Cyrus of Persia designated purple the official shade of his robes, and Roman Emperors restricted 

their subjects’ use of purple so they could solely adopt it.109 Justin I of Byzantium was depicted wearing 

the color in a sixth-century CE mosaic,110 and in the medieval period, Christ is depicted paradoxically 

arrayed in purple, for purple embodies two diametrically opposed concepts: humility and royal 

sovereignty, which are both expressed in Christ the servant-king.111 This contradiction is reflected in the 

creation of the color itself. When blue, a cool color, is mixed with red, a warm color, a spectrum of 

riotous beauty results. Purple itself, is a paradox. 

Purple was also a color associated with not only royalty and divinity in the early modern period, 

but also sensuality and exoticism. In Antony and Cleopatra, William Shakespeare writes, “I will tell 

you./The barge she sat in, like a burnished throne,/Burn’d on the water: the poop was beaten gold, 

/Purple the sails, and so perfumed that /The winds were love-sick with them” (II. ii.195-199). 

Purple’s royal associations from biblical and ancient history were appropriated by European 

courts. Wearing purple was viewed as so exclusive that sumptuary laws in Elizabethan England restricted 

the wearing of purple and gold cloth to the immediate members of the royal family. However, the law 

allowed dukes and marquesses to wear purple or gold doublets and jerkins.112 In the eighteenth century, 
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110 Ibid., 365. 
 
111 The Reverend Jessica Sexton, “Interview with The Rev. Jessica Sexton on the Liturgical Use of the 

Color Purple in Church History”, Phone Conversation, March 2017. 
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purple was used by both men and women to signal their sovereign power.113 An examination of purple-

related mid-to-last-quarter eighteenth-century portraiture, extant garments, and silk fragments from 

garments worn in Europe and the American colonies tells us that purple was not widely worn, and/or 

depicted, in British America, but that the color was favored in particular by non-English and non-French 

European royals.  

 
Purple and Mourning in Early Modern Britain 

The lack of purple in colonial and founding-era American portraiture could aso mean something 

else – that purple might have had another connotation entirely. As early as the seventeenth century, 

purple was seen as the color of grief in Britain.114 Historian Victoria Finlay points out that in a 

September 16, 1660 diary entry, Samuel Pepys wrote that he had gone “to White Hall garden, where I 

saw the King in purple mourning his brother [the Duke of Gloucester, who had died three days earlier of 

the smallpox.].”115 There are two important factors to keep in mind when considering Martha Custis’s 

choice of wearing the purple silk gown after her husband’s death. First, as noted in the earlier description 

of the gown’s present condition, the artifact has suffered significant overall color loss. The original color 

of the gown was not a true purple, as the gown might suggest in its current state. It actually was much 

closer to a bright pinkish purple, which modern color classification might call fuschia, or even to some, a 

light magenta or hot pink. At this point, a question emerges: would this fuschia color have been 

appropriate for mourning? 116 Seeing that the original purpose of the suiting silk was for elegant, formal 

                                                                    
113 Julia Holm notes that Christina of Sweden (1626-1689) wore purple during her coronation as 

King of Sweden. See Julia Holm, “How to Dress a Female King: Manifestations of Gender and Power in the 
Wardrobe of Christina of Sweden,” in Sartorial Politics in Early Modern Europe: Fashioning Women, ed. Erin 
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menswear, there are lingering questions as to wether this textile, due to its color and busy pattern, would 

have been seen as appropriate to be worn in public settings during the mourning period. 

Secondly, purple still held the semiotic read of aristocracy or royalty in eighteenth-century 

America. While British American colonists may never have viewed contemporary European court 

portraiture other than prints of original art works, colonists understood purple’s association with royalty, 

a hardwired association inherited from the visual vocabulary of previous generations. Eliza Lucas 

Pickney, who spearheaded the cultivation of indigo and turned the crop into one of the most successful 

agricultural industries in the lowland South, was also deeply fond of vegetation and flora. After having 

discovered a particularly beautiful plant indigenous to her South Carolina plantations, Eliza writes to 

close friend Mrs. King on February 27, 1762, “The seed of the flowering shrub I send Miss Kings I 

found wild in the woods and have named it the Royal purple. Its colours are gold and purple, but if they 

chuse to alter it in honour of the Queen or anything else, I have no objection.”117  

 
Mourning Practices in Eighteenth-Century France, England, and the British Atlantic 

In eighteenth-century England and its colonies, common mourning practices influenced colors 

chosen and worn. When considering the unusual nature of Martha Washington’s gown in terms of 

pattern and color, it was an outlier in regard to what her contemporaries were wearing. As an area for 

further exploration, it is necessary to determine if the brighter original color of the gown would be 

appropriate for mourning in order to discern if this color had any connection at all to Martha Custis’s 

motivation for wearing it. It is also necessary to trace what the color classification, or term, “purple” 

actually meant to eighteenth-century eyes, and if the understanding of this color changed over time, or 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
eighteenth century: what would have been considered purple, mauve, puce, pink, etc., as it relates to 
mourning. 

 
117 Eliza Lucas to Mrs. King, 1762, in Eliza Lucas Pinckney, The Letterbook of Eliza Lucas Pinckney 

1739-1762, ed. Elise Pinckney and Marvin R. Zahniser (Charleston: The University of South Carolina Press, 
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meant different things to different European cultures and their colonies. The longstanding association of 

purple with royalty perhaps intersects with Pepys’ observation that the king wore purple while mourning 

his brother. These are certainly areas for further exploration. 

In looking at the potential timeline of when the textile was made and the gown constructed, it is 

necessary to discuss misconceptions of mourning in the eighteenth century.118 Mourning practices in 

eighteenth-century British America did not necessarily include wearing all black with an eventual sartorial 

shift into purples and mauves as one would expect, perhaps stereotypically, from our understanding of 

Victorian England or nineteenth-century America.119 Similarly, the practices of mourning in colonial 

America were different than the mourning practices of European countries in the eighteenth century.  

Kimberly Chrisman-Campbell outlines the court-prescribed mourning practices in eighteenth-

century France with three stages of mourning. The first two dictated the wearing of wool and silk, and 

the third stage, half-mourning, was subdivided into dressing in black and white.120 The English and 

North American colonists had no such set social dictates. There are no primary source documents that 

attest to eighteenth-century British Americans following strict mourning conventions and expectations 

that prescribed stages, colors, or fabrics. However, in eighteenth-century England there is evidence of 

mourning in phases, manifested in the gradual easing of mourning fashion, with a distinction between 

mourning in the country as opposed to the city. 

                                                                    
118 On April 30, 2018, at Yale University, comments following “A Penchant for Purple: Martha 

Washington, Snails, and Scandinavian Silks” at [Un]making Empires: The Fourteenth Annual Yale University 
American Art Graduate Symposium, included a number of suggestions from art history faculty that my 
research should incorporate more on purple as a color for mourning in the eighteenth century. Based on my 
understanding of nineteenth-century mourning practices in England and America, purple or mauves were 
colors worn in the nineteenth century to signify the easing of morning into a second or third phase, and were 
not colors specifically associated with mourning in the eighteenth century. Their suggestion prompted this 
clarifying discussion on French, English, and early American mourning practices. 
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 In the 1720s, Londoner Mary Delany counseled that for country mourning, a “black 

nightgown” would be permissible. 121 Aileen Riberio notes, however, that Delany’s clothing records 

during periods of mourning also indicate purchases of gowns of “gold colored tabby” and “pink 

damask” during this same time period. Perhaps the distinction of “country mourning” meant that “city 

mourning” was observed with much less severity, hence her cheerfully fashion-forward gold tabby and 

pink damask. 

In the much smaller English city of Staffordshire, fifteen-year-old Barbara Johnson mourned the 

loss of her grandmother in 1753. She included a sample of  a “Grey figur’d stuff long sack second 

mourning for my Grandmother 1753 18 yards half a crown a yard” in her dress journal. 122  On the same 

page, in the bottom right-hand corner, she pinned a very small sample of  “a grey stuff Negligee second 

mourning for my father 1756. 12 yards 1 & 4 a yard.”123 Both of these samples not only record her 

wardrobe in those years, but suggest that mourning in more rural areas outside of the perpetual chicness 

of the London court was carried out with more gravitas and decorum. Wearing second mourning, or 

clothing that was less severe than all black, was what was deemed appropriate and likely expected of a 

teenager, and she would have done so out of respect and duty as a granddaughter and daughter. Barbara 

Johnson chose to include these mourning fabrics in her journal years later. They served as tokens of 

remembrance for the occasions on which she wore the fabrics, and by extension, her rememberance of 

those who were mourned. Her actions support that what occurred in women’s lives, as now, shape 

sartorial decisions and what one keeps and chooses to document or write down.  

Dress during a time of mourning in the British colonies was indeed colored by clothing dark and 

sedate, but it is at present unclear if purple was used as color for mourning in eighteenth-century British 
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America.124 Mourning was also very public, as clothing choices undeniably would project the wearer’s 

sentiments regarding their loss, and perhaps be subject to criticism if not deemed appropriate by the 

community of the individual or family. As I will discuss later, a widow’s body was a public space, a 

monument erected in a performative remembrance of husband for a variety of audiences. Mourning was 

also a time of increased socialization as relatives, friends, business associates, and neighbors would pay 

calls of comfort and condolence, which Martha Custis no doubt experienced at White House in the days, 

weeks, and months following her husband’s death. It was also very personal. Clothing and accessories 

chosen during this time reflected the sentiments about the deceased and survivors’ relationship to them, 

and reverence for the solemnity, permanence, and eventuality of death itself.  

 
Initial Conclusions 

This chapter explored the rapidly changing visual feast of silks seen in the first half of the 

eighteenth century, from the flamboyant and evocative bizarre silks to the gentler palettes of elegant 

meadow and garden-inspired naturalistic silk designs of the rococo, in menswear’s suiting textiles and in 

womens’ gowns. It established the notion within historiography of elite colonial Americans as “British by 

association” due to their consumption of English goods and adherence to an elevated British style. It 

introduces Martha Washington’s purple silk gown: its appearance and current state, the issues relating to 

its assigned origin, and its visual resistance to easy categorization within what was considered normative 

in fashion for the time.  

Previous examination by curators and historians have failed to reach a cohesive conclusion on 

the origin of the silk due the binary assumption of “if not English, then French,” a determination lacking 

supporting evidence. Conforming to what is known about Chinese silks, it is safe to conclude that the 

textile is not Chinese, and from the lack of evidence of significant German or Dutch silk industries in the 

eighteenth century, the textile is not from either of these countries. Through the historical and visual 
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context of the aesthetic landscape of French, English, and European bizarre silks from 1700 to 1750, I 

believe that the textile of Martha Washington’s purple gown is wholly inconsistent with French silks due 

to dissimilarities in terms of weave, color palette, and design.  

To properly rule out the textile as English, I compared it to men’s English tobines and suiting 

silks. As a result, glaring inconsistencies emerged as well, similar to those seen with French silks. The 

investigation of tobines additionally promotes my serious questioning as to whether the silk is indeed a 

tobine at all, which I will discuss during my introduction of droguet silks in chapter three. Based upon the 

holistic examination of silks, I also disagree with the ascribed construction date of 1770 to 1785 and 

ascribed textile manufacture date of 1755 to 1760.  

As a result of these initial conclusions, the most significant lingering areas for examination are 

the date of the gown’s original construction and the origin and date of the gown’s textile. These areas 

will become central to my investigation as this narrative of discovery continues. In future chapters, I will 

return to the interrogative paths I navigated in this first chapter by expanding my visual, haptic, and 

historical journey to the Swedish textile industry and the political landscape that nurtured Sweden’s host 

of multicultural visual influences. I will also more deeply examine Martha Washington’s biography and 

her cultural and socio-economic and political landscape as well. 
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Chapter Two 
 
 

Methodologies and Approaches to Material Culture Studies, and Proposed New Frameworks 
 
 
 

Reading a dress is like reading a painting: both can be undertaken with scientific precision, but 
the interpretation is subjective. . .the researcher must be both imaginative and rigorous in interpreting the 
results.  

—Ingrid Mida and Alexandra Kim 

 
 

In this chapter, I will first outline the anthropological frameworks upon which my central thesis 

rests by introducing “experience-near” and “experience-distant” concepts. I will then examine evaluative 

approaches in material culture studies, illustrate the tension between imposing standards and “going 

native,” explore somatics as the natural extension of  “the embodied turn,” and identify the benefits of 

replication to public history and historiography. After highlighting the limitations and challenges of 

material culture studies and their potential avenues for further development and refinement, I will 

outline the methodological structure employed in this discussion to include the  interdisciplinary, multi-

strand synthesis of the history of emotion, somatics, and biographical timelines with traditional historical, 

curatorial, and art historical lenses in an effort to support a move closer to lived reality, and therefore, 

the flourishing of human dignity. 

 
“Experience-near” and “Experience-distant” Frameworks: Anthropological Origins, 

Multidisciplinary Approaches 

As cultural genetics has evolved, so too must our approach in examining human artifacts. In 

light of this, the way in which we study and evaluate material objects, and therefore, the discipline of 

material culture on the whole, requires the conscious incorporation of “experience near” and 

“experience distant” concepts/lenses, a framework initially introduced by twentieth-century American 

anthropologist Clifford Geertz and discussed by American philosopher Richard J. Bernstein in Part II of 
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Beyond Objectivism and Relativism: Science, Hermeneutics, and Praxis.1 “Experience-near” and “experience-

distant” are concepts that one will find discussed in material culture scholarship, but are primarily limited 

to conversations that deal with anthropological or archaeological semiotics. Within the broader discipline 

of material culture, the incorporation of these methodologies support the flourishing of human dignity, 

which is the fundamental basis for truth claims in a unified view of what counts as moving closer to 

reality. And moving closer to an understanding of an object’s multiple realities is the goal of material 

culture historiography. 

Not all material culture discussions employ the same methodologies, nor should they, as no 

universal method for making inferences from data exist, and objects hold multiple meanings. Yet it is 

possible for an object’s multiple truths to exist in cooperation and concordance.2 These ideas formulate 

the framework of incommensurability established by twentieth-century American philosopher Thomas 

Kuhn, which I will explore in just a moment. After I outline the methodological groundwork upon 

which my approach rests, I will then extrapolate the work of Bernstein, Geertz, Kuhn, Feyerabend, 

Prown, Miller, Gerritsen, Riello, Mida, Kim, Davidson, Haugen, and others by positing the hypotheses 

and the methodological frameworks I employed to arrive at those conjectures. The discussion in this 

chapter will introduce the following robust investigation of the hypotheses presented and the research 

data and documentation that was aggregated, analyzed, and synthesized to support my assertions in a 

fluid conversation divested from traditional, phased research methods and prescribed sets of questions. 

In Beyond Objectivism and Relativism: Science, Hermeneutics, and Praxis, Bernstein introduces the work 

of twentieth-century Austrian philosopher Paul Feyerabend, which focuses on the anthropological 

                                                             
1 See Richard J. Bernstein, Beyond Objectivism and Relativism: Science, Hermeneutics, and Praxis 

(Philadelphia: The University of Pennsylvania Press, 2008), 75-125. 
 
2 I employ the phrase “multiple truths” to reflect that every object has multiple histories, realities, and 

meaningfulnesses. The more fully you are able to engage an object’s history from a variety of vantage points 
and frameworks, the more you can see of the multiple possibilities of any particular event, as an object does 
not have one meaning or one lived reality. 
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method. Using a case study example of researching primitive societies from an anthropological 

methodology, Bernstein raises a question: how is anthropological knowledge of the way a 

person/community/people in a particular moment of history think, feel, and perceive – possible? 

Though moving past purely anthropological frameworks, this is the same dialogue in which material 

culture scholars continue to engage. 

While Feyerabend lays the foundation, Clifford Geertz addresses Bernstein’s question by 

proposing that there are two frameworks that can satisfy the quest for reality: concepts he calls 

“experience-near” and “experience-distant.”3 These frameworks are not qualitatively different, nor is one 

preferable to the other. What Geertz has called “experience-near” can be described as constituted or 

compiled experiences, such as the reconstruction or replication of an object or dwelling. These are in 

contrast to what Geertz terms “experience-distant,” explicated or interpreted experiences such as the 

decoding and analysis of primary and secondary sources. 

Thomas Kuhn’s notion of methodological incommensurability demonstrates that it is essential 

to understanding why “experience-near” and “experience-distant” methodologies are essential to the 

discipline of material culture. As these frameworks constitute opposing ends of the dialogical continuum, 

a middle ground for limited multiple objectivities must emerge, one that can adjudicate problems and 

disputes without claim to a universal authority that has authority over all (which would be objectivism).  

Historiography guarantees ambiguity, conflict, and incongruence because each paradigm or 

methodology is different. Paradigms move toward the same focus, but that focus can not be fixed 

uniquely and with stability in order to achieve synthesis. Complete synthesis is not possible, and 

structural ambiguity is central to the reason and communication process. Just because uniform stability is 

impossible, relativism is not necessarily the result.  

                                                             
3 Bernstein, Beyond Objectivism and Relativism, 94-95. 
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In short, paradigms are incommensurable. They are related in such a way that you can make 

truth claims in one paradigm that cannot be adjudicated in another. They are living in different worlds, 

playing different games, and in a sense, speaking different languages. While synthesis is not possible, 

cooperation is. Cooperation ushers in freedom. Freedom is the ability to inhabit and speak the language 

of multiple paradigms simultaneously, and such freedom within the discipline of material culture is 

possible when multiple, transdisciplinary methodologies and lenses are activated. 

 

Re-examination and Revision of Evaluative Approaches in Material Culture Studies: Experience-Distant 

In the early 1980s, in an effort to provide a distinct structure for the nascent discipline of 

material culture, art historian and material culture forerunner Jules Prown (ironically) suggested that 

there are only two approaches to analyzing three-dimensional cultural artifacts: academic and curatorial.4 

These dualistic, curatorial/historical-focused tactics were founded on more objective, “experience 

distant” concepts only.5 This framework failed to incorporate the methodological lenses of other 

disciplines, which are crucial to arriving at a more unified, holistic, and integrated understanding of 

objects without the approach of objectivism’s often myopic and impossible truth claims. The necessity 

for examining and revising the evaluative approaches of cultural artifacts arises from the binary 

lenses established by Prown. 

When engaging an object for the first time, attention is usually given to key quantifiable features. 

Textiles and historic clothing, for instance, are approached visually: the identification of the artist/maker 

                                                             
4 Jules David Prown, “Mind in Matter: An Introduction to Material Culture Theory and Method,” 

Winterthur Portfolio 15, no. 3 (1982): 1-19. 
 
5 See discussion of Prown’s division into academic and curatorial scholarship and its usefulness for 

crticial reflection in Anne Gerritsen and Giorgio Riello, “Introduction: Writing Material Culture History,” in 
Writing Material Culture History, ed. Anne Gerritsen and Giorgio Riello (New York: Bloomsbury, 2015), 5.  For 
a concise discussion of Prown’s methodologies with schematic representation of Prownian analysis, or “the 
Prown method,” see Kenneth Haltman, “Introduction,” in American Artifacts: Essays in Material Culture, ed. 
Jules David Prown and Kenneth Haltman (East Lansing: Michigan State University Press, 2000), 1–10. 
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(if any) and placing of pattern along a timeline (dating), as well as a description of material, fiber content, 

measurements, areas of damage/repair, technique, weight, location of origin, location of wearing/use, 

physical condition, and colors.6 This traditional curatorial approach of documenting “tombstone” 

information, the physical, visually identified values of an artifact without deep analysis or the formulation 

of hypotheses, is generally a universal starting point. Such information and precise, data-driven 

documentation is the foundation for analysis, but stops short of integrating other methodologies and 

lenses to make conclusions and fact-check assumptions. 

An example of such a claim in praxis would be the identification of the purple gown’s textile as 

French. This conclusion, reached from the vantage point of a solely curatorial lens, was not based upon 

previous historical assumptions of what textiles were available in British North America and those 

textiles’ likely countries of origin, but solely because it could not be categorized neatly as English. This 

binary, “either or” approach neither incorporated other frameworks nor invested in further inquiry to 

engage the possibility of another determination, even despite the textile being so visually divergent from 

other mid-century French silks. 

As a result of this kind of adherence to only one way of approaching an object, potentially 

erroneous conclusions continue to occur in collections and archives. That said, it is critical for academia 

and curatorship to collaboratively share a wide continuum of interdisciplinary methodologies in order to 

ensure greater accuracy and consistency of the possibility of multiple perspectives existing 

                                                             
6  This type of data ingestion was used in the reports of the purple silk gown generated by the New 

Hampshire Historical Association and The Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association. To document my examination 
of eighteenth-century Swedish-manufactured textile samples on June 26-27, 2019 at the Nordiska Museet, 
Stockholm, and at The Swedish National Archives, Stockholm, I created custom textile examination reports. 
In addition to the type of quantifiable features common to most reports that I list here, I also included a 
purpose statement section that provided a reason for the creation of each report, e.g. if the textile 
documented was selected due to color similarity, pattern similarity, design scale, or “other” when compared 
to the purple silk textile. In each report page, I additionally provided gridded areas for rough sketches of the 
textile pattern to provide a sense of scale and to capture elements of the design that might bear compelling 
similarities to the purple silk. Akin to replication, sketching the textiles during my observation of them was a 
type of reflexive conversation between object, seeing, and mechanical reproduction that activated a haptic, 
kinesthetic engagement with the textile sample. 
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simultaneously. Interdisciplinarity in material culture studies is, of course, not new. The application of 

interdisciplinarity as it relates to increased collaboration between curatorship and academia is grounded 

in the foundational work of many late twentieth-century and twenty first-century material culture 

historians. In particular, David Jaffee recognized that within material culture dialogues there exist “long 

separated fields of study,” and called for a multidisciplinary approach that bridges such “usual 

divisions.”7 Earlier in 1997, Ann Smart Martin and J. Ritchie Garrison noted that “Multidisciplinary 

perspectives are the field’s source of energy.”8  

It is disconcerting and disheartening that Martha Custis Washington’s purple silk gown, an 

object of this level of import in material culture and fashion history studies, has been misinterpreted, as 

there are repercussions that affect both academia and public history education and interpretation. If 

further research took previous, incorrect assumptions that this gown was French as fact, it could lay a 

shaky foundation when other objects are visually evaluated against this one example. Over time this 

could encourage the misrepresentation or undermining of a broader cultural history, publicly and within 

the academy. Likewise, if makers/historic replicators do not speak to curators who do not speak to art 

historians, who do not speak to cultural historians and so on, there is a siloed approach to the history of 

material culture that could continue to increase chances of counterfactualism and curatorial labeling 

errors.  

The writing of material culture history is an on-going evolutionary process. The discipline of 

material culture itself ought to continue to evolve as the history of objects is increasingly seen through a 

variety of intellectual architectures, approaches, or frameworks. Conflicting positions on the best 

intellectual architecture, approach, and framework employed by material culture historians continue to 

                                                             
7 David Jaffee, A New Nation of Goods: The Material Culture of Early America (Philadelphia: University of 

Pennsylvania Press, 2010), xii. 
 
8 Ann Smart Martin and J. Ritchie Garrison, American Material Culture: The Shape of the Field (Delaware: 

Winterthur Museum, 1997), 1. 
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drive material culture writing today. Unlike the dualistic, siloed, and binary lenses prescribed by Prown in 

which his two suggested approaches are not allowed to speak in cumulation, contemporary scholars 

Daniel Miller, Anne Gerritsen, Giorgio Riello proffer a more holistic, inclusive approach.9 Miller argues 

that in order to fully examine and analyze artifacts, material culture scholars must employ a multi-modal, 

inter- and multidisciplinary approach, which is similar to the concepts espoused by Geertz.10 Such an 

inclusive tactic allows an object to be cross-examined from a variety of lenses and vantage points, 

allowing multiple voices to shape an object’s story not only with depth and dimensionality, but also with 

the acknowledgement that every situation, or object, possesses multiple histories. The more fully you are 

able to engage the history, the more you can see the multiple possibilities of any particular event of truth.  

Moving past possessing requisite historical or interdisciplinary interpretive skills, Gerristen and 

Riello additionally posit that material culture historians require abilities and proficiencies that are 

“aesthetic, visual and haptic.”11 These integrative material culture methodologies reach past what we can 

know or replicate, into what we believe others might have thought and how they acted. Methods for 

material culture studies cannot rest on the assumption that we will understand that particular object with 

the same familiarity as that original time, individual, society, or culture did, given the passage of time, no 

matter how we might be able to re-create either the object or experience.  

Bjørn Sverre Hol Haugen, a Norwegian cultural historian with a particular interest in eighteenth-

century dress, is currently conducting fascinating work that recognizes the investigation or engagement 

                                                             
9 See Anne Gerritsen and Giorgio Riello, “Introduction: Writing Material Culture History,” in Writing 

Material Culture History, ed. Anne Gerritsen and Giorgio Riello (New York: Bloomsbury, 2015), 1–31; and 
Daniel Miller, “Introduction,” in Clothing as Material Culture, ed. Susanne Küchler and Daniel Miller (London: 
Berg Press, 2010), 1–19. 

 
10 Daniel Miller, “Introduction,” in Clothing as Material Culture, ed. Susanne Küchler and Daniel Miller 

(London: Berg Press, 2010), 1–5. 
 
11 Gerritsen and Riello, “Introduction: Writing Material Culture History,” 9. 
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of an object as a type of exchange between “species.”12 Employing biologist and cultural theorist Donna 

Haraway’s framework of interaction and transcendence of boundaries between nature and culture, 

subjects and objects, humans, and non-humans, Haugen insists on a performative approach to objects as 

primary sources.13 In his article Reflections on Dress Practices and How to Get to Know the Past, he begins each 

description of an object with his commentary in real-time, marking the moment he first engages the 

objects with his immediate impressions. “This performative approach follows me throughout the paper,” 

Haugen explains, “and I let my ‘companion species,’ the material objects, take precedence in the text. 

This is visualized with thorough descriptions of garments as they encounter me in museum storages in 

today’s reality and is highlighted as a separate layer of text set in italics.”14 

As I hold that humans and objects are in constant dialogue with one another throughout time 

and in a variety of locations, Haugen’s performative yet documentative narration is similar to how I 

express first meeting the gown in the introduction section of this discussion.15 In addition to first 

impressions, my narrative is dependent on the emotions of the viewer and the location of both object 

and viewer, mutually shared and relative to one another. Including these details underscores an ongoing 

human connection to objects throughout time through different conversations or dialogues, a position 

relevant to my discussion on human values. It highlights that objects can elicit different feelings from 

different viewers at different points in time. This approach, and Haugen’s, validates the object’s 

                                                             
12 Bjørn Sverre Hol Haugen, “Reflections on Dress Practices and How to Get to Know the Past,” in 

Fashionable Encounters Perspectives and Trends in Textile and Dress in the Early Modern Nordic World, ed. Tove 
Engelhardt Mathiassen (London: Oxbow Books, 2014), 119. 

 
13 Haugen, “Reflections on Dress Practices,” 119. 
 
14 Ibid., 119. 
 
15 The historian as an emotional being influences this performative role as well. While this topic will 

not be discussed in this thesis, it is important to note that this conversation is related to my, and Haugen’s, 
phenomenological approach. For more on the role of feeling in historical study, see Jan Plamper, The History 
of Emotions: An Introduction (London: Oxford University Press, 2017), 290. See also Stephanie Downes, Sally 
Holloway, and Sarah Randles, “A Feeling for Things, Past and Present,” in Feeling Things: Objects and Emotions 
through History, ed. Stephanie Downes, Sally Holloway, and Sarah Randles (London: Oxford University Press, 
2018), 18–19. 
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possession of a lifespan and that any event or interaction can be a “pin” dropped along its timeline, to 

include present-day examination and interaction with it.  

While material culture historians such as Miller, Gerritsen, and Riello encourage the use of multi-

strand and multi-modal approaches, they do not explicitly define or identify which approaches can more 

deeply develop our understanding. Below I will identify methodologies crucial to understanding material 

objects, with an understanding and openness to other possible methodologies that a specific artifact 

might require, in the quest to understand an object’s multiple truths.16 Fundamental to my position is the 

necessity of incorporating appropriate experience-near methodologies. 

 
Material Culture Methodologies and Human Dignity 

Contemporary material culture scholarship has not generated well-defined discussions focused 

on objects as conduits of human dignity. The concept of human dignity in relation to material objects 

will take the focus in the final chapter, demonstrating how objects themselves can envoice an 

intercontinental supply chain and the individuals who contributed to the creation of the purple gown as 

conduits of human dignity.  

The result of the activated methodologies I discuss here are the result of multiple 

meaningfulnesses and lived realities existing simultaneously: that Martha Washington’s object is an 

entrypoint to more deeply understanding her as a human being with emotions, preferences, agency, and 

choices, but also likewise empowers the diverse and multiple narratives of others that otherwise might 

have been lost or diminished. The result is new knowledge and a broader sense of what may have been 

reality for those who have been inaccurately labeled, and those who have been left entirely from the 

discussion. 

 

                                                             
16 As stated before, I employ the phrase “multiple truths” to reflect that every object has multiple 

histories, realities, and meaningfulnesses. The more fully you are able to engage an object’s history from a 
variety of vantage points and frameworks, the more you can see of the multiple possibilities of any particular 
event, as an object does not have one meaning or one lived reality. 
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Imposing Standards: Case Studies 

The Projection of Contemporary Values and Patricia Brady’s “Spunky” Martha Dandridge 

There exists the temptation to impose, read into, or project categories and values/moral 

standards that are ingrained in our own society onto the topic of study at hand. The dialectical antithesis 

of this, which Bernstein describes as “temptation to go native,” is when we attempt to act or behave like 

the population being studied.17 Geertz explains this concept in his article “From the Native’s Point of 

View: On the Nature of Anthropological Understanding.”18  

An example of recent biographies of Martha Washington that “read the past into the present,” 

and the projection of contemporary values on eighteenth-century paradigms, is the projection of Martha 

Dandridge as a “spunky” and outspoken young woman.19 An important example is Patricia Brady’s 2005 

volume Martha Washington, A Life, published by Penguin. Though a social and cultural historian, Brady 

aims this work at a popular, rather than academic audience. As there is a paucity of scholarship on 

Martha Washington, Brady’s history, whether intended or not, has shaped academic perspectives. 

In Brady’s telling, thirty-seven-year-old Daniel Parke Custis, the eldest son of the notoriously 

irascible and wealthy planter John Custis (1679–1749), took note of seventeen year-old Martha 

Dandridge.20 Undeterred by her lack of fortune, Custis asked for her hand in marriage. Daniel’s father’s 

reputation of being particularly querulous and often completely irrational reached the far corners of 

Virginia, as well as his reputation for scandal. Despite winning Martha’s affection, and gaining the 

                                                             
17 Bernstein, Beyond Objectivism and Relativism, 93. 
 
18 Clifford Geertz, “From the Native’s Point of View: On the Nature of Anthropological 

Understanding,” Bulletin of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences 2, no. 1, accessed July 16, 2019, 
https://www.jstor.org/stable/3822971. 

 
19 Patricia Brady, Martha Washington: An American Life (New York: Penguin Books, 2008), 31. 
 
20 Jo Zuppan, “Father to Son Letters from John Custis IV to Daniel Parke Custis,” The Virginia 

Magazine of History and Biography 98, no. 1 (January 1990): 14, https://www.jstor.org/stable/4249119. 
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requisite approval from her father, there was an impediment to the union: John Custis refused to allow 

his adult son to marry without his consent and approval of the lady in question.  

Brady describes the scene where young Martha Dandridge had her first interview with John 

Custis, the “crusty old tyrant” who would later become her father-in-law.21 “Like many bullies,” Brady 

asserts, “Custis was impressed by the strength of character: he actually found the spunky young woman 

engaging. It is tempting to imagine the scene in which the petite young woman, by now eighteen, 

reasoned with the bewigged seventy-year-old colonel.”22 Given the absence of historiography or 

footnotes in her 2005 work, reviewers of Brady’s work suggested that there is little evidence that this 

read of Martha Washington was driven by primary sources or a well-defined understanding of the 

importance of social virtues, manners, and communal acceptance in the eighteenth century.23 

Religion was an important factor that shaped social norms in colonial Virginia. Historian Jeanne 

Abrams notes “Religion was central to the lives of most early Americans, and the Dandridges were 

known as regular churchgoers and faithful members of the Church of England. Martha Dandridge, who 

was a lifelong devout Episcopalian, personally held deeply ingrained religious beliefs that sustained her 

during periods of grief and heightened her sense of duty to family and community.”24 The granddaugther 

                                                             
21 Brady, Martha Washington:, 31. 
 
22 Ibid., 31. 
 
23 See reviews by Cynthia A. Kierner, “Review: Martha Washington: A American Life by Patricia 

Brady,” The Virginia Magazine of History and Biography 11, no. 4 (2006): 501–3; Charlene Boyer Lewis, “Review: 
Martha Washington: A American Life by Patricia Brady,” The Journal of Southern History 73, no. 2 (May 2007): 
426–27; and Laurie M. Chin, “Review: Martha Washington: A American Life by Patricia Brady,” The History 
Teacher 41, no. 1 (November 2007): 125–26. 

 
24 Jeanne E. Abrams, The First Ladies of the Republic: Martha Washington, Abigail Adams, Dolley Madison, 

and the Creation of an Iconic American Role (New York: New York University Press, 2018), 50. 
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of an Anglican minister, Martha Dandridge likely had a substanial religious education which probably 

included versions of the catechism and courtsey literature that supported general religious morality.25 

Catechisms, published in variety of versions, are summaries of Christian religious principles in 

the form of questions and answers. In the eighteenth century, they used for the religious instruction of 

Christians to inform their faith. Martha Dandridge’s education, religious and otherwise, was likely 

undertaken at home. Historian Ian Green reports that there are “dozens” of examples of church 

catechisms published in England in the late seventeenth until the mid-eighteenth centuries that were 

intended to be “taught or learnt at home,” as parents were encouraged by members of the clergy to 

ensure that their children knew their church catechism.26 Surviving sources indicate that religious 

education was taken on by the mother in works such as The mother’s catechism for the young child, which was 

published in London in 1735.27 It consisted of a short form of the Westminster Shorter Catechism, 

historical questions about the Bible, the Decalogue in verse, a paraphrase of The Lord’s Prayer, and a 

children’s spiritual song.28 Catechisms were also segmented for children as they grew into adulthood, 

with some particularly aimed at young women. The Ladies Catechism: Useful for All Eminent Females, and 

Necessary to Be Learnt by All Young Gentlewomen, That Would Attain to the Dignity of the Mode29, was a satrical 

intepretation of the question-and-answer format of original catechisms, replacing religious questions with 

                                                             
25 For more about courtsey books and their social influence in early America, see Richard L. 

Bushman, The Refinement of America: Persons, Houses, Cities (New York: Vintage Books, 1993), 30-60. 
 
26 Ian Green, The Christian’s ABC: Catechisms and Catechizing in England c.1530-1740 (Oxford, England: 

Clarendon Press, 1996), 206. 
 
27 Green, The Christian’s ABC, 214. 
 
28 Ibid., 214. 
 
29 The Ladies Catechism: Useful for All Eminent Females, and Necessary to Be Learnt by All Young Gentlewomen, 

That Would Attain to the Dignity of the Mode. (London: 1703), 1-8, 
<http://find.gale.com.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/ecco/infomark.do?&source=gale&prodId=ECCO&use
rGroupName=wash43584&tabID=T001&docId=CW3320025625&type=multipage&contentSet=ECCOArti
cles&version=1.0&docLevel=FASCIMILE>. 
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tongue-in-cheek “virtuous principles” that essentially tell one how not to act. One of the recitations asks, 

“Q: Pray, how do you carry yourself toward your neighbors?” to which the Lady replies, “A: I scorn my 

poor neighboors, and backbite the rich, I invite the latter to dinner sometimes because they don’t want it, 

and deny the former because they do.”30 This catechism in particular demonstrates the melding of the 

Christian religious tradition with social virtues. 

Courtesy books and catechisms provided the moral foundation that genteel society often 

expected of women in the eighteenth century, and women had them at their disposal to use in specific 

social situations. Historian Michael Curtin notes that “For many of the early Georgians sociability was an 

art, and therefore the courtesy book, the literary genre that supported this art, had an important place.”31  

Curtin describes the complementary relationships between religion, social virtues, and the utility 

of manners in the eighteenth century: 

In addition, manners and courtesy literature were supported by an important strand of 
eighteenth- century religious opinion. To an extent unusual among churchmen, latitudinarians 
found it possible to square the minor and worldly morals of courtesy with Christian principles. 
The sociable virtues of self-control, reasonableness, tact, and moderation were believed to 
cooperate with revelation, not to compete with it. Manners appealed to the age in more tangible 
ways as well. Most people, so the common argument ran, were superficial observers, easily 
impressed by a show of good manners but unable to appreciate the more difficult moral virtues. 
If manners lost something in dignity and moral weight, they gained it back in influence and 
utility. Manners, not solid virtue, made “friends,” and “friends,” not able service, made one's 
career.32 

 
 

While teenage Martha Dandridge was not seeking to bolster her career, as would her male 

counterparts, she similarly understood the importance of being on the good side of neighbors and those 

within her New Kent County community – the making and keeping of “friends” that Curtin suggests. 

Dandridge’s upbringing would have included some number of devotional and courtesy or comportment 

                                                             
30 The Ladies Catechism, 7.  
 
31 Michael Curtin, “A Question of Manners: Status and Gender in Etiquette and Courtesy,” The 

Journal of Modern History 57, no. 3 (September 1985): 401, https://www.jstor.org/stable/1879686. 
 
32 Curtin, “A Question of Manners,” 123.  
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books that stressed modesty. Conduct writers mainly “counseled women to have a modest demeanor in 

the presence of men, or at most an indirect form of respect. . . . Rather than to show respect in their 

faces, as were other inferiors, women were to have modest blushing countenances in the presence of 

men.”33 

 One such comportment book was the The Ladies’ Calling. Published in Oxford, London in 1673, 

its lessons on spiritual and social development for young women focuses on modesty, meekness, 

compassion, affability, and piety. For “virgins,” or unmarried young women it counsels: 

But modesty confines not itself to the face, she is there only in shadow and effigy; but is in life 
and motion in the words, when she banishes all indecency and rudeness, all insolent vaultings, 
and supercilious disdains...and as modesty prescribes the manner, so it does also the measure of 
speaking; restrains all excessive talkativeness, a fault incident to none but the bold; the 
monopolizing of discourse being one of the rudest things imaginable. . .”34 
 
Given the ubiquitous instruction that a young woman ought to appear modest in all aspects of 

life, the notion of a male “bully” – as Brady describes Custis – respecting another’s strength, particularly 

that of an emboldened, young and socially inferior female is unlikely in the eighteenth century, just as it 

would be in the twenty-first. Rather than dazzle Old Mr. Custis with a display of “spunk” or “reason” 

with him as Brady suggests, Martha Dandridge knew her audience, and probably acted according to what 

was socially acceptable at the time. It is also necessary to remember that Dandridge had a goal in mind: 

she wanted to marry the man’s son. Here, her education in social virtues would prove useful to gain John 

Custis’s approval. As expressed in the first chapter, there is evidence to suggest that Martha Dandridge 

Custis Washington was socially aware, perceptive, and intentional in her choices. She likely went into the 

conversation with John Custis with a firm  understanding of the situation at hand and what was at stake: 

a marriage she wanted, to a man she wanted to be with.  

                                                             
 

34 Allestree, Richard. The Ladies’ Calling, 1673. (London: FB Co. Ltd., 2015), 11. 
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Letters from Major Custis’s friend John Blair reported that after Martha Dandridge engaged 

John Custis in conversation, Custis considered Dandridge “beautifull & sweet temper'd.”35 Another 

friend close to the Major was James Power. After speaking with his son’s prospective bride, John Custis 

charged Mr. Power to let his son Daniel “know that [he] Heartily and Willingly consents to your 

Marriage with Miss Dandridge that he has so good a Character of her That he had rather you should 

have her than any Lady in Virginia Nay if Possible he is as much enamoured with her Character as you 

are with her Person and this is owning Chiefly to a prudent speech of her own.”36  

John Custis’s description of Martha Dandridge as “sweet temper’d” and “prudent” suggest her 

careful navigation of their conversation – a successful performance of social virtues. The words used to 

describe her, based on their accepted defintions, do not suggest that she was “spunky.” This does not 

mean that Martha Dandridge was not an independent thinker or was incapable of being bold. It does not 

suggest that she had a bland personality, or that she did not display a defined sense of self with John 

Custis. It also does not assert that she would never choose to dispose with tradition or decorum when 

she felt like it. The very existence of her wearing an unusual purple silk textile that broke with the 

normative fashions worn by her peers speaks to her independence and exertion of agency, itself a kind of 

social “going against the grain.” Manners, like fashion, were perfomative. Applicable to the consumption 

of religious and moral education as well as clothing, Cary Carson suggests that consumers start “. . .with 

instruction and preparation, go into rehearsal, climax in performance, garner approval or not, and win 

social acceptance or rejection.’”37 

In 1742, another religiously educated, affluent young woman in the southern colonies of British 

North America, Eliza Lucas, wrote to her brother George: 

                                                             
35 Zuppan, “Father to Son,” 83. 
 
36 Richard Allestree, The Ladies’ Calling, 1673 (London: FB Co. Ltd., 2015), 8. 
 

37 Cary Carson, Face Value: The Consumer Revolution and the Colonizing of America (Charlottesville, 
Virginia: The University Press of Virginia, 2017), 128. 
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I have been thinking, My Dear brother, how necessary it is for young people such as we are to 
lay down betimes a plan for our conduct in life . . . and I can find but one scheme to attain all 
the dictates of reason and religion, to keep a strick gaurd (sic) over not only our actions but our 
very thoughts before they ripen into action, to be active in every good word and work must 
produce a peace and calmness of mind beyond expression.38  
 
Eliza Lucas’s wisdom on conduct that she shared with her brother echoes the moral compass 

young women like Martha Dandridge were provided to govern their behavior, at least when it was 

necessary for them to appear virtuous in social situations. This is not a suggestion that Martha Dandridge 

was manipulative or mercenary, but rather that she was discerning and intentional in her behavior, and 

employeed her genteel upbringing in social virtues when the situation called for it. It also does not 

discount the fact that many young women during this time period, as today, genuinely followed their 

religious faiths without compulsion.  

Professor at the University of Denver and author of The First Ladies of the Republic: Martha 

Washington, Abigail Adams, Dolley Madison, and the Creation of an Iconic American Role, Jeanne Abrams 

discusses Martha Washington’s role as a supportive wife, arguing that the primary purposes for a woman 

during that period were to become a wife and a mother.39 Abrams responds to new biographies of 

Martha Washington that claim she had an expanded influence on her husband than was previously 

believed.40 Abrams agrees that Martha Washington might have had exerted more influence than has been 

understood, but contends that Washington’s behavior would have been within the socially acceptible 

confines of acting as a “good republican wife.”41 Abrams articulates that,  “It is highly improbable that 

                                                             
38 Eliza Lucas Pinckney, The Letterbook of Eliza Lucas Pinckney 1739-1762, ed. Elise Pinckney and 

Marvin R. Zahniser (Charleston: The University of South Carolina Press, 1997). 
 

39 Jeanne E. Abrams, The First Ladies of the Republic: Martha Washington, Abigail Adams, Dolley Madison, 
and the Creation of an Iconic American Role (New York: New York University Press, 2018), 48. 
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41 Abrams, The First Ladies of the Republic, 48. 
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Martha was demonstrating a concious feminist sensibility, for that would be inaccurately reading the past 

into the present. . . .”42  

Brady’s interpretation of Martha Washington likewise “reads the past into the present.”43 It 

misses the opportunity to demonstrate a reliance on the intersection of primary sources, eighteenth-

century manners, and the social importance of maintaining a good reputation. Historian Sheryllyne 

Haggerty examines how reputations in the eighteenth-century were constructed and maintained through 

correct “performance,” and how reputation was deconstructed through gossip and scandal within 

communal definitions of morality.44 While Haggerty’s discussion focuses on business relationships, 

Dandridge’s interactions with John Custis can be similarly perceived as transactional. Imposing 

contemporary values also occurs in modern fashion historiography and theory. 

 
Contemporary Values in Current Curatorial Methodologies: Experience-Near Approaches 

In recent scholarship, curators and museum professionals Ingrid Mida and Alexandra Kim 

present a succinct, pragmatic approach to fashion history research more systematized and closed-loop 

than Jules Prown’s process of speculation.45 To alleviate the dangling inquiries that might come as a 

result of Prown’s system of investigation, and precipitate analytical forward movement, Mida and Kim 

offer three main phases of object-based research. The first is observation: “capturing the information from 

                                                             
42 Ibid., 48. 
 
43 Though Brady says that it is “tempting to imagine the scene” in which Martha Dandridge engages 

John Custis, Brady presents this descriptions (as well as the entire book) as historically accurate by virtue that 
she is the one telling it. 

 
44 Sheryllynne Haggerty, “Reputation,” in Business Culture in the British Atlantic, 1750-1816 

(Liverpool, England: Liverpool University Press, 2012), 98-102. 
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are outlined in his article Jules David Prown, “Mind in Matter: An Introduction to Material Culture Theory 
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student essays. See Valerie Steele, “A Museum of Fashion Is More than a Clothes-Bag,” Fashion Theory 2, no. 4 
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the dress artifact,” the second, reflection: “considering embodied experience and contextual material,” and 

lastly, interpretation: “linking observations and reflections to theory.”46 The first phase are questions 

common to curatorial data ingestion. During the second stage, the “reflection” phase, Mida and Kim 

assert that “this contemplation builds on our innate knowledge of whether or not we would wear a 

garment and whether it would fit or be comfortable on our body.”47 While this reflection phase 

encourages an emotional and sensory engagement with the object, it requires the observer to participate 

in subjective opinion-forming, utilizing modern lenses that have a different set of values than the makers 

or wearers of the original object. This is similar to the recent biographical interpretations of Martha 

Washington that employ contemporary lenses. Both approaches attempt to view the subject through 

modern lenses that are not wholly effective in producing knowledge that moves closer to lived 

experiences or multiple truths. 

In their discussion of personal reactions to a garment, Mida and Kim set forth several questions 

and sub-questions to include, “Are you the same gender and size as the person who wore or owned the 

garment? Did a person who was bigger or smaller than you wear it? Would the garment fit your body? 

How would it feel on your body? Would it be tight or loose? Would the garment cause discomfort or 

pain?”48 

Attempting to answer these questions instigate other questions: if I already know from a quick 

visual assessment conducted during the first, observational phase that the garment does not fit my body, 

would not I already know it would be too tight (or loose), and therefore cause discomfort, or pain, or 

awkwardness – and why would this matter? Why am I putting myself into this specific garment, and to 

what end am I comparing myself to the wearer? Am I a modern person (myself), or a person from this 
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47 Mida and Kim, The Dress Detective, 29. 
 
48 Ibid., 56. 
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time period trying on this garment? What if the garment is from another culture other than my own –

how does my cultural lens inform this activity? Am I wearing this garment now, or at the time of its 

creation, or am I wearing this garment during a different point in its biographical timeline? Why are we 

discussing my gender if it might not be adequately represented in the garment’s time period of traditional 

binary gender norms? It is difficult to understand the precise objectives Mida and Kim’s questions are 

meant to achieve if the goal is to move closer to understanding the artifact and not the person(s) 

investigating it. 

While this approach commendably incorporates haptic, sensory inquiry, and experience-near 

methods, this type of subjective probing is not germane to investigating a garment for the multiple truths 

it holds. To question if we as modern people would wear a garment or not based on our personal 

preference is irrelevant to understanding the object in its historical context. Our notions of preference, 

style, choice, gender, and comfort are vastly different from what would have been experienced by those 

in other time periods with a unique host of their own cultural and social identifiers, ecosystems, and 

realities: different bodies, undergarments/shapewear, locations, environments, socio-economic statuses, 

abilities, roles, and genders. The following discussion will argue that a researcher with any kind of 

intention to conduct a later scientific analysis and theoretical synthesis can optimally do so by having 

some sort of applied kinesthetic experience of replication, wearing, and a knowledge of the process of 

making, tempered and sifted by an understanding of what making and wearing was like in the time 

period of the garment’s creation.  

For example, a researcher would not know if a garment would be tight or loose unless they knew 

what was worn under the garment in terms of underpinnings or shapewear, the type of fabric used, the 

success of the cut and its level of execution in relation to the person wearing it, where we are in the 

garment’s timeline (date of original creation, later alteration, or current condition) and many other crucial 

considerations left unaddressed by Mida and Kim. It also begs some type of experience of wearing 

period clothing to discern varying degrees of comfort and fit. If a researcher did not have experience 
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wearing eighteenth-century reproduction stays made correctly with accurate period materials cut to one’s 

body, they might conclude that wearing stays are an unpleasant experience. However, when successfully 

executed and properly worn, stays can be quite comfortable and provide corrective back support by 

drawing one’s shoulders back, and lengthening and preventing the spine from rounding or slouching.  

But one would not necessarily understand that experience without having the personal, modern 

participation of wearing period stays made for their own body. 

 Mida and Kim’s questions such as “did a person who was bigger or smaller than you wear it?” 

are ineffective in drawing any kind of historical conclusions about the object. It also irrelevantly draws 

the researcher’s body into the conversation, highlighting potential comparisons between modern bodies 

and bodies from other centuries, potentially leading to unnecessary and avoidable feelings of inadequacy 

or judgement. Reflecting on a period garment should not make the researcher’s body the subject of 

scrutiny, investigation, or comparison. It should not even be brought into the conversation unless the 

historic garment is being copied and recreated to fit a modern body. 

Alternatively, the type of question that might be more generative in achieving a productive 

analysis might be phrased as, “how might the person who originally wore this garment have felt like 

when wearing it?” This line of inquiry activates the imagination yet incorporates a greater degree of 

historical connection back to the object’s original context, requiring a more meticulous inquiry into 

available primary sources.  

Mida and Kim defend their position on personal reactions within this phase by messaging the 

reflection exercise as having a distinct ability to unearth cultural norms and personal biases.49 The 

incorporation of replicated experiences that rely on a substructure of primary sources in the form of 

diaries, invoices, other extant garments, textile fragments, and objects as part of the reflection phase 

would bear greater analytical fruit than asking the researcher for reactions sifted solely through 
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her/his/their contemporary lens. This alternate approach would instead incorporate a rigorous parallel 

“experience-distant” investigation of letters, ads, paintings, documents, and other texts and objects 

examined in conjunction with the central garment in question, pairing it with what Kim and Mida are 

correct to intuit: the need for some sort of “experience-near” kinesthetic experience and connection to 

the object and the wearing of the object. I will discuss this more specifically in just a moment.  

While Mida and Kim’s statement that “reading a dress is like reading a painting: both can be 

undertaken with scientific precision, but the interpretation is subjective . . . the researcher must be both 

imaginative and rigorous in interpreting the results,” is convincing, their approach to incorporating and 

activating emotional and sensory lenses and methodologies in the reflection phase of research is tied too 

closely to modernity’s lenses, individual preferences, and contemporary bodies to achieve rigorous 

accuracy in future phases of interpretation, or advance toward achieving a sense of reality.50   My 

countercontention is that the chief goal of reflection should not be unearthing personal bias but the 

discernment of the garment’s multiple realities and meaningfulnesses through relevant and achievable 

personal haptic experiences. 

Through the case studies of Brady’s interpretation of a “spunky” Martha Dandridge and curators 

Mida and Kim’s reflection methodology, twenty-first century lenses see through a different set of values, 

questions, and worldviews than those of a previous American culture and time period – a wholly 

different “language game.” In order for us to glean an understanding of an object’s multiple realities or 

deeply imbedded meaningfulnesses, we must attempt to move closer to achieving a sense of reality 

through experience-near methodologies and replicated experience.  
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“Experience-near” Methodologies: the Incorporation of Experimental Archaeology and 

Replicated Experience 

Ceasing to impose, read into, or project categories and values/moral standards that are ingrained 

in our own society should precipitate changes in how we participate, interact with, and understand 

objects.51 This type of participation and an attempt to understand a particular culture or time period 

should include, when applicable, “experience-near” methodologies such as experimental archaeology, 

also known as replicated experience. Experimental archaeology connects anthropology to human 

experience, and therefore, human emotion, a topic in which I will explore more thoroughly in just a 

moment. 

Experimental Archaeology 

Experimental archaeology is knowing and understanding through the act of doing, or replication 

as research.52 Replication in particular provides an understanding of how an extant garment was 

constructed by applying the observed manner of original execution and potential subsequent alterations 

and physical changes gleaned from a close examination of the original. Fashion historian Hilary 

Davidson introduces the problematic nature of the terms “experimental” and “experiential” archaeology, 

among other likewise overlapping terms in the same category of replication and remaking. Regarding the 

practice of remaking extant garments, Hilary Davidson poses the question, “is the practice replication, or 
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52 For an introduction on experimental archaeology relevant to textiles, ethnographic studies, 

experiential/experimental archaeology (and the difficulty with these defintions), and the importance of 
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experimentation?”53 It is both, to varying degrees depending on the initial approach and objectives of the 

study. Replication is in itself experimental, as one can not know the precise outcome at the onset of the 

project. Replication is based upon a scientific approach: the control is the original document; hypotheses 

and predictions will be tested during the process and perhaps challenged by unknown outcomes and 

previously unknown or unaccounted for limitations that will ultimately yield results that will lead to new 

insights or conclusions. While replication has roots in scientific methods, there are various approaches to 

remaking or replication ranging from more systematized processes that employ specific phases to those 

more intuitive and iterative, such as creating a pattern from visual sketching, draping, and basic 

measurements made from the original garment itself, perfecting the pattern through trial and error. The 

end-to-end process of remaking, rather than just the goal of creating a finished, replicated object, can be 

in itself a replication or re-enactment of a historical procedure. For instance, it was a common practice 

during the eighteenth century to send an existing gown to one’s mantua maker to serve as a pattern or 

example of fit. In 1758, Martha Washington sent her measurement for a pair of stays to her London 

factor Robert Cary & Co. and asked that “the man to make can tell the size to make my clothes by 

also.”54 

Replication and Embodied Experience 

Replication itself involves embodied experience: the researcher or historian’s eyes and hands are 

constantly engaged with the original document in a dialogue. Journeywoman mantua-maker and milliner 

Sarah E. Woodyard, formerly at the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, describes her reflexive 

engagement with remaking Martha Washington’s iconic caps as a type of “hand-sewn inquiry, which 
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explores research from a sensorial and embodied perspective.”55 Another former mantua-maker, 

milliner, and apprentice shoemaker specializing in eighteenth and nineteenth-century women’s shoes at 

the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, Nicole Rudolph, recreated a pair of boots for her master’s thesis 

as a form of academic inquiry.56 Her goal “was not only to understand [a] pair of extant boots and their 

construction, but how they functioned as living objects.”57 Similarly, the hand-sewn construction of two 

gowns for George Washington’s Mount Vernon I created in 2015 and 2016 provided the slow, 

intentional, and haptic experience of conversing with material, body, and original documents as both 

experiment and performance.58 

As makers such as Woodyard and Rudolph suggest, the replication or remaking of clothing is a 

conversational, collaborative process between maker and object that attempts to harness the process of 

making but also to understand the potential behavior and function of the original object. The analog 

recreation of a gown can also inform the historian or researcher about the process of remaking itself in 

ways in which digital imaging or photogrammetry might not, as it forces the replicator to continually 
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return to the primary source document rather than rely upon a secondary source potentially fraught with 

biased interpretations and limitations – a modern way of “seeing”.59 

 
Benefits of replication to historiography and public history 

Earlier, I described my findings and immediate impressions, reactions, and analyses to the purple 

gown during two study sessions. I remarked on the tools used to scallop the trim in different areas of the 

gown, the construction of the seams, and the consummate creation of the back pleats, all of which were 

observations directly derived from and empowered by my experience in the replication of and the 

wearing of replicated eighteenth-century garments. This experience drives types of analytical precision in 

areas that others may not possess, similar to how Davidson describes how “dressmakers can spot 

alterations and bad cutting. Lace makers can name techniques instantly while curators are still struggling 

to untangle twist directions.”60 Davidson also believes that the process of making physically and literally 

enables creative action to become embodied in the maker.61 The suggestion that making reforms 

neurological processes and synthesization of information is powerful. It is likely that such scholarship 

exists; however, Davidson does not provide the results of medical studies. If scientifically supported, we 

might be able to infer from Davidson that such kinesthetic ability to create and would potentially equip 

makers with a keener, more holistic and sophisticated understanding of garments than their peers in the 

field who might not possess such skills. In the larger discussion of cultural history and its public 

interpretation, historians who are also makers and replicators bring a competitive edge to the field.  
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As the ways in which society grapples with our cultural and national history become more 

contradictory, intersectional, and complex, museums and cultural institutions must address these 

complex notions of identity and evolve to incorporate new methods and ways of seeing, curating, and 

interpreting objects to maintain relevance in today’s cultural, environmental, economic, and political 

landscape. Past solely curatorial lenses, or the latest expensive touch-screen or virtual reality simulation 

technology with a limited shelf life, as museums and cultural institutions lean into pain points and areas 

of growth and opportunity they will benefit from relying on scholars who possess new skills. Such skills 

include the activation of multi-strand, intersectional inquiry and research, the incorporation of advanced 

kinesthetic and replicative methodologies, and fresh approaches and insights to addressing and publicly 

interpreting issues that demand the acknowledgement and envoicing of multiple and perhaps conflicting 

truths.  

For example, at the National Museum of Scotland in Edinburgh, a historical dressmaking team 

comprised of visiting historic costumers Abby Cox, Rebecca Olds, and Lauren Stowell recreated the 

Isabella MacTavish Fraser gown in the collection of the Inverness Museum & Art Gallery.62 The event 

took place from Saturday 29 June to Sunday 30 June 2019 in the National Museum of Scotland’s 

Learning Centre, and was open to the public. During this time, the costumers demonstrated draping and 

cutting fabrics to the body, the method of dressmaking in the eighteenth century. They were joined by 

the museum's research librarians who pulled and discussed objects from the collection relating to dress 

history, Scottish history, tartan, which featured rare old books and fashion plate collections.63  
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Viewers were encouraged to first view the original gown, on display in the “Wild and Majestic” 

exhibition, and then engage with dressmakers and research librarians to see a live demonstration of the 

replication of the gown they just observed.64 This allowed viewers to participate in a dialogue between 

the object and its replication which activated the distinct approaches museums, academic research, and 

the performance of replication each have in analyzing and understanding an object. The intersection of 

these approaches might have ushered in potential museum patron-intitiated discussions on eighteenth-

century Scottish social class, working conditions for mantua-makers and others in the Scottish textile 

industry, the origin of this particular tartan texile and potentially global sources for dyes, and other lines 

of inquiry. This multi-strand approach to public interpretation of a single static object on display serves 

as an activated example of Davidson’s “embodied turn” manifested in a public history context. This 

approach allowed primary and secondary source documents to intersect with the experience-near 

methodology of replication. Though a full report of the approach or outcomes of the gown’s recreation 

has not yet been published, one of the outcomes of this event was that the public was able to engage 

with the gown in tactile, haptic, and participatory ways not usually offered in a typical museum setting.65 

 
Somatics: How Proprioception and Phenomenology Progresses from the “Embodied Turn” 

Hilary Davidson posits that material culture studies has taken an “embodied turn,” which she 

describes as scholarship’s accepted incorporation of replication and experimental archaeology within 
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fashion history’s current discourse.66 I hold that the discourse is turning, as the next phase of research or 

scholarship, to a “somatic turn,” an approach that extrapolates upon embodiment to incorporate 

proprioception and phenomenological approaches. Davidson incorporates the notion of “bodies in 

clothing” within her broad understanding of embodiment,67 but evidence suggests that somatics, while 

rooted in embodiment, is a related, though separate, next phase of the dialogue. Where the embodied 

turn leaves off, a “somatic” approach incorporates the study of structures of consciousness as 

experienced from a first-person point of view as it relates to the experience of, or about, an object.68 This 

somatic, phenomological approach can help provide a greater sense of accuracy by examining, 

questioning, and correcting often inaccurate curatorial assumptions and conclusions.  

As an aspect of scholarship that bears extrapolation and continued investigation, the somatic 

aspects of replication ask essential questions, such as, how can the bodily activation of proprioception 

through wearing a recreated garment provide new insights regarding wearing, the wearer and 

her/his/their culture and normative/non-normative social environment? How can experimental 

archaeology connect the history of emotion and the timeline of an original garment to the kinesthetic 

experience of wearing a replicated object? Experimental archaeology attempts to provide a haptic 

understanding of what an individual in a particular time period and/or culture might have felt like 

through proprioception. Yet, Jules Prown cautions that, “History can never completely retrieve the past 

with all its rich complexity, not only of events but of emotions and sensations and spirit. We retrieve 

only the facts of what transpired; we do not retrieve the feel, the affective tonality, or what it was like to 
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be alive in the past.”69 Similarly, knowing how someone felt in their own clothes is an experience solely 

belonging to that person, and is impossible to fully know or reconstruct. However, we can use other 

evidence and methodologies to move a bit closer to understanding their reality.  

Applicable to curatorial investigation, Aileen Ribeiro notes, 

it is important to stress that historians of dress, whatever their particular departing point or 
approach, should never look at only one aspect of the subject – whether art object, extant 
clothing, economics, documentary sources, literary theory, and so on – in isolation. A wide-
ranging amd comprehensive discussion is more balanced and informative, for individual aspects 
of the history of dress, on their own, have limitations.70  

 

A Case Study: Increased Curatorial Accuracy Through Activating Proprioception and Somatic Knowledge  

 
Extrapolating Ribeiro’s approach further, a haptic understanding of wearing and therefore, an 

understanding how period garments are worn, can also potentially correct misconceptions and resulting 

erroneous conclusions. In a 2011 curatorial report of Martha Washington’s “brown gown,” in the 

collection of the Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association, the measurements of the gown note that the 34-

inch waist and 40 ¾-inch chest measurements taken of the brown gown are “inconsistent” with a pair of 

stays from a private collection on loan to Tudor Place, which are said to have been Martha 

Washington’s.71  The report, conducted by a curator from an institution other than Mount Vernon, notes 

that the stays “when laced completely closed, [they] measure 32 ½ inches in the waist and 38 ⅝ inches in 

the chest.”  
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University Press, 2000), 15. 

 
70 Aileen Ribeiro, “Painting: Refashioning Art - Some Visual Approaches to the Study of the History 

of Dress,” in Fashion and Art, ed. Adam Geczy and Vicki Karaminas (New York: Berg, 2012), 169. 
 
71 Linda Baumgarten, “Report on Gown W-1523 in the Collections of George Washington’s Mount 

Vernon, Examined by Linda Baumgarten and Laura Simo,” Curatorial Report (Mount Vernon, Virginia: The 
Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association, July 6, 2011). 
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Eighteenth-century stays were generally never laced completely closed, but allowed for an 

amount of “spring.” The spring allows for the woman to move in relative comfort, as stays laced with an 

inch to two inch gap between either eyelet side provides a sense of elasticity. Stays that can be laced 

completely together indicate poor fit, as staymakers generally made stays smaller than the circumference 

of the wearer’s torso.72 Because the human body is dynamic, stays were meant to grow with any normal 

weight fluctuations a woman might experience. If the wearer gained weight, stay lacing would have been 

adjusted to agreeably accommodate. However, if the stays were designed to be laced completely closed 

and the wearer lost weight, the stays would be rendered, at least for the moment, unwearable. Including 

“spring” in a pair of stays satisfied both practicality and comfort. Martha Washington prefered stays 

“very good, easy made, and very thin,” likely for greater comfort and increased flexibility.73 

Measurements of stays when closed and gown bodices cannot be looked at as two pieces side by 

side whose measurements need to match precisely, but should be looked at as one piece worn layered on 

top of the other. The measurements of the stays at Tudor Place actually indicate that they were 

constructed with an ideal amount of  “spring” for Martha Washington’s body when compared to what 

we know about her somatic form through a set of cohesive gown measurements. When subtracted from 

the brown gown measurements, her stay measurements indicate that when laced, this particular pair of 

                                                             
72 Stays and staymaking in the eighteenth century is an area ripe for further scholarly investigation. 

While modern makers of period clothing understand the ergonomics and functional design of stays as a result 
of their training, publications on the topic of reconstruction do not expressly address the topic of how to 
wear stays, or how to construct them to accurately fit to a wearer’s body. Costumer Jill Saleen approaches the 
replication of extant period stays by making them exactly as they appear and then finding a wearer that fits 
them. See Jill Salen, Corsets: Historical Patterns and Techniques (Los Angeles: Costume & Fashion Press, 2008), 8. 
Historical costumers Lauren Stowell and Abby Cox note that the topic of eighteenth-century stays “warrants 
more publications that exist.” See Lauren Stowell and Abby Cox, The American Duchess Guide To 18th Century 
Dressmaking (Salem, Massachusetts: Page Street Publishing, 2017), 7. For a period account of staymakers and 
staymaking, see J. Campbell, The London Tradesman (1747), Kessinger Legacy Reprints (London: T. Gardner, at 
Cowley’s Head in The Strand, 1747), 224-226. For a history of stays, the stay trade, and its intersections with 
class, gender, and body image, see Lynn Sorge-English, Stays and Body Image in London: The Staymaking Trade, 
1680-1810, The Body, Gender and Culture 6 (New York: Routledge, 2016). 

 
73 Martha Washington to Mrs. Shelbury, Aug 10, 1764, in Joseph E. Fields, ed. Worthy Partner: The 

Papers of Martha Washington, (1994), 148. 
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stays would provide an approximate 1.5 inch gap – or more – of “spring” in both the bust area and the 

waist when worn beneath her gowns. Both of these sets of measurements are proportional to one 

another, and are consistent with soft breast tissue, malleable rib cages, and compressible waistlines able 

to be comfortably shaped by the stays. Had there been an individual with experience making or wearing 

eighteenth-century undergarments at the time the curatorial report was created, their insights would have 

confirmed the feasibility and cohesion of the two pieces’ fit narratives rather than any perceived 

inconsistency. 

Replicated Garments in Public History and Historical Interpretation: Proprioception as Interpretive Methodology 

Scholars such as Davidson, Mida, and Kim have traced the evolution of experimental and 

experiential archaeology in historiography.  As Davidson more recently suggests, it is clear we have much 

credit to give the re-enacting and costuming communities for their contributions of scholarship and 

general public interest to the discussion of replication at large.74 Historian interpreter Mary Wiseman, 

former artistic director of character interpretation and manager of women’s programming at the Colonial 

Williamsburg Foundation, asserts that costuming and re-enacting communities and historians and 

experimental archaeologists possess dissimilar goals in remaking.75 The costumer or re-enactor, who may 

be guided by primary source documents or extant garments as the source of their research would likely 

recreate a gown for an event or series of events in which the costume must hold up to various weather, 

being worn in cars, repeated wearing, dry-cleaning or modern washing machines and cleaning solvents, 

vigorous dancing, and getting dressed by one’s self – without the help of others, which in the period 

would have required family members, servants, or enslaved workers. Access or exposure to original 

garments in early research phases might be limited or inaccessible, and the goal of replicating precise 

                                                             
74 Davidson, “The Embodied Turn,” 18. 
 
75 Mary Wiseman, Martha Washington: Character Interpretation in Public History and Women’s 

Experience in the Eighteenth Century, Phone Conversation, June 12, 2019. 
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stitch count, recreating a garment to its original scale, or remaking a garment entirely using hand sewing 

rather than a sewing machine might be wholly impractical or otherwise undesirable.  

Since 1996, Wiseman has portrayed Martha Washington at George Washington’s Mount Vernon 

in the interpretive year of 1798, a role she holds to this day. She insists upon documented historical 

accuracy in her interpreted wardrobe for Mrs. Washington, but acknowledges that wearing a handsewn 

gown or gowns made of silk or a light-ground cotton as part of her “work wardrobe” would not stand 

the test of time as a character interpreter moving about on a historic footprint, in all types of weather 

and conditions.76 While she has enjoyed having hand stitched gowns as part of her interpretation, as they 

can educate viewers who are able to see the detailed work up close, for the sake of practicality insists on 

synthetic fabrics and machine-sewn costumes, with the strong caveat that she only selects fabrics that 

closely resemble or approximate originals or those depicted in period portraiture. She chooses textiles 

that behave as closely as possible to the natural fibers they are emulating, and in the case of silks, ones 

that rustle, fall, and drape like their authentic exemplars in an effort to educate through capturing a 

sensorial sense of original clothing and fabrics.  

Building upon what Wiseman suggests, visually attaching the correct hand and volume of fabric 

that would have been worn to hearing the sound of silk swishing in movement pairs the aural and sonic 

to the perceptible and measurable. This enables the audience or viewer to understand how clothing could 

at times literally “speak” through physical activation and embodied presence, and how personal garments 

were therefore able to be used as effective mediums for social and personal messaging in the eighteenth 

century.  

Wiseman’s reliance on proprioception as teaching methodology utilizes embodiment and 

somatics in a public history setting. For her, wearing stays are not just a prop to display a correct 

silhouette or merely demonstrate period clothing in an accurate manner, it an essential aspect of being 

                                                             
76 Wiseman, 2019. 
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able to feel the character as closely as she can. As a result, this activates what can be considered “clothed 

muscle memory.” Wiseman introduced the wearing of stays to the field of historic interpretation and 

helped spearhead the movement of accurately researched and executed “dressed” interpretation in the 

1980s at Colonial Williamsburg. She insists that wearing stays informs the execution of the character 

being interpreted: not only how one acts and moves, but how one speaks as well. The body’s systems 

and interdependencies react to the heightened awareness of the stayed body. Limited range of motion or 

changes in movement affect speech and emotion, which in turn alters how one frames comments ad 

phrases requests, therefore influencing how one is publicly received, perceived, and responded to. 

 
Recreating Martha Washington’s Purple Silk Gown 

The natural next step to the discussion of somatics is the actual recreation of Martha 

Washington’s purple silk gown with replica or reproduced tools and materials, employing the same 

techniques that were used to create the original. This is an effort that I will undertake as my research of 

this gown and Martha Washington’s self-fashioning continues, in an effort to understand how stitches 

can tell the stories of multiple hands how the maker(s) tasked with the original project not only felt but 

intellectually understood the world around her/them through evidentiary knowledge of her/their 

techniques, and how their access to materials mattered in the creation of the gown. I will also do so to 

more deeply understand Martha through what we can ascertain about her body: the placement of her 

limbs in relation to her torso, the length and curvature of her spine, how her torso might have been 

shaped when stayed, how her breasts would likely have been situated within the gown’s neckline. These 

are aspects of her embodied presence that replication would move us closer to understanding and 

“seeing” her physical form and understanding how her body would have activated the gown with motion 

just a bit more clearly. I look forward to partnering with the Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association curators 

and staff to begin replicating the textile, and recreating the gown beginning in Spring 2020. 
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As the gown holds evidence of remaking during different points in its biographical timeline, one 

of the challenges will be deciding if the gown will be replicated as it appears now, with subsequent 

changes and refashioning, or if the gown will be recreated to the time Martha would have worn it in her 

twenties when it was first sewn. As I stated earlier, replication is experimentation. In approaching this 

project, I will first return to the gown to observe it more intentionally activating a maker’s eye. My 

approach in the physical replication would be more organic and analog, reflecting the tools and 

techniques of the period rather than relying on the sophisticated modern technologies that would be 

helpful in the immediate, but might completely bypass insights that could be unearthed using a slower, 

more traditional process of discovery. My approach will shift and change with the admission of new 

evidence, thus influencing the outcomes and insights learned. 

Replication is also approximation. For instance, even when working with a historic European 

textile mill that specializes in reproducing period fabrics, sourcing a silk that is a direct copy of the actual 

textile woven on an eighteenth-century draw loom is impossible, no matter how close the reproduced 

end product might appear in comparison to the original. It is also impossible to recreate every stitch 

exactly as it appears in the original, whether by practicality, or by discretion; for example, if stitches are in 

place in the original that are loose or misapplied, or hastily executed that would enable the gown to fall 

apart if replicated, such work would not be re-created for the sake of the viability of the experiment and 

its objectives. As an entrypoint to the future replication of the gown, I first plan to create a pattern of the 

gown to scale, a result of intensive study of the object over a course of two days in the collection of the 

Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association.77  

 

 

                                                             
77 The initial pattern-making session will occur at Mount Vernon on December 4-5, 2019, hosted by 

curator Amanda Isaac. 
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The Limitations of Material Culture Studies, and Potential Paths Forward 

While we can certainly move closer to understanding the gown as a human-created object 

through the process of replication, and experience-near approach, and perhaps move closer to 

identifying the many hands that have touched the gown over the gown’s lifespan, it does not guarantee a 

unified, categorical understanding of anyone’s experience with the object in time periods other than our 

own. There is a danger in the perception that we will be able to achieve a precise understanding or as 

Bernstein describes, “psychic unity”78 with the culture or individuals we are studying, due to its 

impractical unattainability and perhaps, contemporary intellectual arrogance. 

Material culture studies must avoid extremes: the presumption that there is no other approach 

than the set of methodologies and philosophies of our present culture and time period, an unyielding and 

recalcitrant grasp on what we believe was possible in the eighteenth-century Atlantic world (or the time 

period and culture of one’s investigation), a romanticism that assumes what is past is superior, the 

egoism that insists that what is present is preferred, or the insistence that what is past can be fully 

replicated or experienced. Setting up intellectual camp in these extremes blinds us to the limitation of 

their perspectives.79 

In addition to the work of Bernstein, James Deetz also provides the foundation for this position. 

In Small Things Forgotten, Deetz notes that “. . . our view of the American past as a romantic time when 

things were prettier, problems fewer, life simpler, and people kindlier toward their fellows. Such was not 

the case and when we view ourselves in comparison to such a distorted view of our past, our present 

situation seems far more desperate than it is.”80 

                                                             
78 Bernstein, Beyond Objectivism and Relativism, 90. 
 
79 Ibid., 90. 
 
80  James Deetz, In Small Things Forgotten: An Archaeology of Early American Life, Second (New York: 

Anchor Books, 1996), 255. 
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Deetz further articulates that “Material culture may be the most objective source of information 

we have concerning America’s past. It certainly is the most immediate.”81 Material culture is not only the 

deciphering and study of the signs and signals of a culture through artifacts, but also an investigation of 

the meanings they hold for people in their everyday lives.82 Objects are primary sources, records of 

human interaction and existence. They are also the bearers of human stories and emotions. Because 

material culture historians deal with multiple human narratives, a single, universal material culture 

methodology would prove inadequate, and as such, does not exist. Rather, we need to examine the full 

continuum of intellectual frameworks and the incorporation of both experience-near and experience-

distant methodologies in order to avoid imposing our beliefs and categories onto historical narratives 

and human beings who lived in the past. 

Regarding replication as an experience-near approach, Davidson points out that there exists no 

methodology, outline, or “analytical language” for replication and that no defined principles or 

terminology for the practice of experimentation with material processes have been agreed upon. She also 

indicates that those who have engaged in the replication of historical dress have done so on an ad hoc 

basis, and that each project discovers its own path according to its needs, each calling the process 

something different .83 Each replication project does so because it must. As every object possesses unique 

physical attributes, limitations, complexities, and biographical timelines, there is no singular grammar or 

approach to reconstruction that demands an exact science of precision in terminology, methodology, or 

material process. This position is rooted in Anne Gerritsen and Giorgio Riello’s belief that “The ways in 

                                                             
81 Deetz, In Small Things Forgotten, 259. 
 
82 This definition of material culture draws primarily from definitions articulated by Ann Smart 

Martin and John Styles. See Ann Smart Martin, “Material Things and Cultural Meanings: Notes on the Study 
of Early American Material Culture,” The William and Mary Quarterly 53, no. 1 (1996): 5–6, 
https://doi.org/10.2307/2946821, and John Styles, “Objects of Emotion: The London Foundling Hospital 
Tokens 1741-60,” in Writing Material Culture History, ed. Anne Gerritsen and Giorgio Riello (New York: 
Bloomsbury, 2015), 165–71. 

 
83 Davidson, “The Embodied Turn,” 8. 
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which historians approach both artefacts and material culture can and should vary, depending upon the 

available materials, the context, and the aim of the research. A second important point, and a 

consequence of the previous, is that there cannot be a unified and universal methodology because of the 

interdisciplinary nature of ‘material culture history.’”84 While Gerritsen and Riello refer to the discipline 

of material culture and material culture writing, it also applies to the replication or recreation of objects, 

as the approach to the serious scholarly practice of reproduction or replication should necessarily be 

grounded in academic theory. 

With my insistence that material culture studies must incorporate experience-near methodologies 

in addition to those considered experience-distant, I do not intend to suggest that every material artifact 

or garment in academic discourse should be replicated, re-created, or worn. Instead, the research and 

analysis of human artifacts, and in particular, clothing, should include experience-near methodologies 

and lenses appropriate to the material object of their discussion in the goal of creating a fuller, more 

holistic understanding of the artifact and the individual, culture, and time period in which it was created. 

We are not able to map or impose a specific series of methodological frameworks on material culture 

scholarship, nor should we. However, it is a central goal of this discussion to increase awareness within 

the discipline of material culture and the disciplines of its kinship to approach historiography with an 

intentional transdisciplinarity,  incorporating emotionology, replicated experience, 

kinesthetic/haptic/somatic understanding of the process of making and makers (and similar lenses), into 

new material culture writing. 
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Chapter Three 
 
 

The Purple Silk’s Timeline: Origin, Analysis, and Intepretation 
 
 

 Some gentlemen and nobles, through patriotism, wear Swedish cloth that is pretty fine. 
 

—J. Marshall, 1772 
 

 

In The Biographical Object: How Things Tell the Stories of People’s Lives, Janet Hoskins notes that, “The 

biographical object is. . . an idealized companion with a complementary and contrasting form of experience.”1 

This chapter traces the biographical timeline of the purple silk: from when it was manufactured as a flat textile 

in the 1740s to the early 1750s, when it arrived in Virginia 1740 to 1755, when it was constructed into a gown 

in 1757 and until Martha Washington’s enslaved seamstresses completed its final alterations in the 1770s to 

early 1780s, validating the idea that an object possesses its own unique lifespan.2 As a result, the gown’s 

existence is dynamic and susceptible to transformation along its timeline, such as material and stylistic 

alterations and change in owner, location, and use, demonstrating how an object can be an adaptive product 

of several time periods and influences. As in any historical inquiry, these moments of change are “pins” that 

can be dropped onto various timelines. The pins serve as raw data points, enabling the analysis of evidence 

and helping to determine where the points coalesce. And from the intersections of the evidence consulted, 

projections and conclusions about the object, its owner, wearer, and its ecosystem, can therefore be drawn 

and tested. 

Before tracing the timeline of the purple silk in detail, I will present an overview of the 

determinations and conclusions presented in this chapter. Examinaton of silk textiles produced in Sweden 

suggests that the textile has a likely Scandinavian provenance, particularly linked to the silk mills of Sweden, 

                                                
1 Janet Hoskins, Biographical Objects: How Things Tell the Stories of People’s Lives (London: Routledge, 

1998), 17. 
 
2 The biographical timeline of the purple silk gown “outlives” that of Martha Custis Washington’s 

biographical time, and incurs its own experiences after her death, supporting Janet Hoskin’s notion that 
object’s timelines are both “complementary” and “contrasting” in their experiences.  
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and so a product of global exchange of materials, aesthetics, and ideas. The textile possesses an older date of 

manufacture than curators have previously identified, a conclusion arrived at after identifying the intersection 

of multiple data points, to include the textile’s lifecycle juxtaposed with Martha Washington’s biographical 

timeline and examination of the textile’s visual genetics in context with other European textiles previously 

investigated, and the global economic and political ecosystems in which it was created.  

Secondly, the story of the purple textile is one of visual and material exchange. While the purple silk 

textile pattern attempts to mimic the style for small-patterned men’s suiting fabrics popular in English and 

French silks, its visual genetics demonstrates its host of regional and indigenous influences, none of which 

share a pure footing in the aesthetics of English or French silks. Instead, the textile pattern’s aesthetic 

influences are derived from English worsteds woven in Norwich, the folk art of Swedish Pomerania (now the 

culture of the Polish Kashubians), early eighteenth-century European bizarre silks, Chinese embroidery and 

textile designs from silks imported to Sweden from China, and traditional Swedish folk art. Though the 

product of cultural diffusion and aesthetic translation, I maintain that the particularly unique and unorthodox 

pattern in a woven silk of such high quality was likely created in a desire to maintain a sense of local dress and 

Swedish identity for upper class Swedes. 

The Swedish Textile Industry 

The vibrant silk industry in eighteenth-century Sweden has not been given much airtime in 

contemporary Western scholarship. As a result, impressions of the industry and its finished products are 

often omitted, dismissed, or peripherally treated in larger discussions. The 2014 exhibition Interwoven Globe: the 

Worldwide Textile Trade 1500-1800 at The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York helped bring Eastern textile 

manufacturing and trade to the forefront of western material culture scholarship, a discussion that previously 

had not received much attention.3 However, despite its broader global focus, neither the exhibition or its 

catalogue mentioned the Swedish textile industry was, by the eighteenth century, able to produce a “wide 
                                                

3 Interwoven Globe: the Worldwide Textile Trade 1500-1800 ran from September 16, 2013 to January 5, 
2014 at The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. For the catalogue, see Amelia Peck and Amy Elizabeth 
Boganski, eds., Interwoven Globe: The Worldwide Textile Trade, 1500-1800 (New York: The Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, 2013). 
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range of fine and applied arts of the highest quality, comparable to those in France and England.”4 When the 

Swedish silk industry does bear mentioning in scholarship, its brief treatment is often based on 

mischaracterizations of the Swedish textile industry. For example, a brief paragraph on Swedish silks in Aileen 

Ribeiro’s Dress in Eighteenth-Century Europe notes that a 1769 report by an Englishman recounted that Swedish 

silks were of “medium quality.”5 

In order to dismantle statements or omissions such as these regarding the eighteenth-century 

Swedish textile industry, it is necessary to turn to the textiles as primary sources. The Anders Berch Collection 

at the Nordiska Museet in Stockholm features several silks of a highly sophisticated quality of design, color, 

and technical virtuosity, rivalling those produced in France and England during the same time. These include 

brocaded silks with complex patterns of chenille, silk, gold and metal threads, and silver strips (fig. 22).6 In 

addition to these silks, which were produced for coronations and the royal court, Swedish silks demonstrate 

increasing levels of technical grace and aesthetic elegance as the eighteenth century progresses. As scholarship 

evolves to include a more inclusive investigation of the Western silk industry, the vibrant and prolific history 

of Swedish sericulture and the Swedish silk industry will be rightfully incorporated in a much broader 

discussion.7 It is my hope that this discussion will be one of the voices that facilitates the opening of that 

discourse. 

In order to understand the eighteenth-century Swedish textile industry it is necessary to highlight the 

political factors and policies that led to the push for domestic silk production in eighteenth-century Sweden. 

These factors contributed to the growth and success of Swedish sericulture and the production of finished 

                                                
4 Aileen Ribeiro, Dress in Eighteenth-Century Europe: 1715-1789 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 

2002), 105. 
 
5 Ribeiro, Dress in Eighteenth-Century Europe, 105. 
 
6 See objects 72 a-b, 73, 74, 75, 85, 88 a-d of the Anders Berch Collection for silks demonstrating this 

type of quality in Stavenow-Hidemark, Elisabet. 18th Century Textiles: The Anders Berch Collection at the Nordiska 
Museet. (Nordiska Museets Fo ̈rlag: Stockholm, Sweden, 1990): 168-170. 

 
7 Scholars such as Elisabet Stavenow-Hidemark, Hanna Hodacs, Eva I. Andersson, Bjørn Sverre Hol 

Haugen, Mikkel Venborg Pederson, Julia Holm, and Tove Engelhardt Mathaisen are currently conducting 
important and pathbreaking work in Swedish sericulture, silk manufacturing, globalization, and dress in the 
early modern Nordic world.  
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silks. As a result of the political landscape in Sweden, silk textiles were influenced by a host of multicultural 

and multinational exemplars, yet in patterns unique to Sweden and its national identity. 

In the mid-seventeenth century, Sweden began to focus on increasing its merchant fleet in a bid to 

escape dependence on Dutch ships. At the same time, the English Navigation Acts of the 1650s banned the 

Dutch from shipping goods from the Baltic to England, thus reducing the Netherland’s market share in this 

area.8 The introduction of cameralism to Sweden’s domestic policies had a significant effect on the growth of 

Swedish industries.9 Cameralism or kameralismus, was a German economic approach that upheld the strong 

management of a centralized, domestic economy solely for the state's benefit, not for the growth of global 

trade, similar to mercantilism. At the same time,  Sweden experienced the end of absolutism and a loss of 

power as a result of the Great Northern War (1700-1721). As a result, Sweden had to re-navigate its place in 

Europe after the end of its Golden Age. The nation also had to politically explore what its new identity 

looked like – and how domestic industry could play a role. 

Swedish silk manufacturing quickly expanded over a short period of time due to domestic economic 

policies, government support, local demand, and a sense of Swedish nationalism. In 1649 the Swedish state 
                                                

8 Stefan Herfurth, “Swedish Pomerania in the Eighteenth Century: The Development of Frihet in A 
Borderland of the Baltic Sea Region,” in Globalizing Borderlands Studies in Europe and North America, ed. John W. 
I. Lee and Michael North (Omaha, Nebraska: The University of Nebraska Press, 2016): 130. 

 
9 This overview of Swedish economic history and policy draws from Elisabet Stavenow-Hidemark, 

18th Century Textiles: The Anders Berch Collection at the Nordiska Museet (Stockholm, Sweden: Nordiska Museets 
Förlag, 1990); Patrik Winton, “Denmark and Sweden in the European Great Power System, 1720–176,” Revue 
d’histoire Nordique, 2012; Hanna Hodacs, Silk and Tea in the North: Scandinavian Trade and the Market for Asian 
Goods in Eighteenth-Century Europe (London: Palgrave Macmillan UK, 2016); Leos Müller, Consuls, Corsairs, and 
Commerce: The Swedish Consular Service and Long-Distance Shipping, 1720–1815 (Uppsala, Sweden: Acta 
Universitatis Upsaliensis, 2004); Andreas Önnerfors, “Borders and Communities: Was Swedish Pomerania 
Really Swedish,” Nordic History Review 11, no. January 2011: 171–94; John Rice, “Patterns of Swedish Foreign 
Trade in the Late Eighteenth Century,” Geografiska Annaler, Series B, Human Geography, 47, no. 1 (1965): 
86–99; Owe Ronström, “The Forms of Diversity: Folk Art in Multicultural Sweden,” in Swedish Folk Art: All 
Tradition Is Change, ed. Barbro Klein and Mats Widbom (London: N. H. Abrams, 1994), 175–88; Stefan 
Herfurth, “Swedish Pomerania in the Eighteenth Century: The Development of Frihet in A Borderland of 
the Baltic Sea Region,” in Globalizing Borderlands Studies in Europe and North America, ed. John W. I. Lee and 
Michael North (Omaha, Nebraska: The University of Nebraska Press, 2016; Michael North, “Swedish 
Dominance,” in The Baltic: A History (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2015); Pierrick Pourchase, 
“Trade between France and Sweden in the Eighteenth Century,” in Les Échanges Entre La France et l’Europe 
Septentrionale Au XVIIIe Siècle (Paris: PUR, 2016). 
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granted a Dutch silk weaver permission to begin business in Sweden in the hopes that the country could 

adopt more advanced technologies and scale sericulture and textile manufacturing. It appears that the lone 

Dutch silk weaver had a significant influence on the seventeenth-century silk textile industry in Sweden; by 

1690 Stockholm boasted 24 master silk-weavers.10  

Raw silk used for Swedish textile production came from a host of places at varying times: China, 

Persia, Italy, and from mulberry plantations in Skåne in southern Sweden.11 It was imperative that warp silk 

possessed a higher quality than the silk used for the weft due to the warp bearing the strain and weight of the 

loom during the process of weaving. As a result, sourcing the correct silk was of utmost importance to 

maintain a finished textile’s integrity and quality. A pivotal moment in Swedish sericulture was the 

importation of silk-producing mulberry trees by engineer Marten Triewald in 1736. Triewald worked toward 

perfecting and expanding silkworm breeding in Sweden until his death in 1747. At that point, the Crown 

Princess Louvisa Ulrika took it upon herself to ensure the continued flourishing of Swedish sericulture by 

planting trees in the royal gardens of Drottningholm Palace, near Stockholm.12 

The development of a two-party political system in Stockholm greatly influenced the success of the 

Swedish silk industry in the first half of the eighteenth century. Two protoparties, the Hats and the Caps, 

dominated. Both maintained differing policies and approaches concerning diplomatic and domestic issues and 

military strategies. Herfuth summarily describes the distinction: “The ‘hat’ party was oriented to France and 

fought for revenge against the Russian Empire. The ‘cap’ party held the opposite alignment and accepted the 

loss of power by the end of the Great Northern War.”13 Another characteristic of the Hats, which I will 

discuss more fully in just a moment, is that the party desired to bolster Swedish domestic manufacturing. 

With regard to the silk industry, Sweden’s alliance with France during the reign of the Hats encouraged 

                                                
10 Elisabet Stavenow-Hidemark, 18th Century Textiles: The Anders Berch Collection at the Nordiska Museet 

(Stockholm, Sweden: Nordiska Museets Förlag, 1990), 12. 
 
11 Stavenow-Hidemark, 18th Century Textiles, 12. 
 
12 Ibid., 12. 
 
13 Herfurth, “Swedish Pomerania in the Eighteenth Century,” 130. 
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Sweden to leverage and adopt France’s sericulture technology, aesthetics, and design expertise, as the Hats 

strove to advance Sweden’s domestic silkmaking industry.  

Foreign raw silk was imported from China through the English, French, and Dutch East India 

Companies, and when not prohibited, Sweden’s East India Company (SEIC), founded in 1731. The source of 

raw silk shifted based on political changes in Sweden. During the reign of the Hats, raw silk needed to 

supplement domestic production was sourced from France.14 In Trade between France and Sweden in the Eighteenth 

Century, however, historian Pierrick Pourchasse does not mention raw silk as a trade item.15 This is likely 

because silk did not require much room on cargo ships due to its lightweight, airy, and compressible nature. It 

was also relatively inexpensive in relation to the higher-value, documented items of raw materials and ships 

from Sweden that were exported to France (which helped the rapidly expanding French colonial economy), 

and Sweden’s “exceptional” demand for French salt, as well as its penchant for French wine and brandy. 16 

Raw silk exported from France was probably not documented or recorded in ship cargo manifests as a result. 

The Hat party’s connection with France became important for the growth of Sweden’s silk industry.  

In 1739, the Caps were deposed in parliament and the Hats rose to power, which they held until 1765. The 

Hats’ protectionist platform consisted of the encouragement of domestic industries. During this time, Sweden 

imported finished silks from other countries, including China. The general understanding of Chinese silk was 

that it was low-quality and inexpensive, which officials in the Swedish state believed to be a a dangerous 

proposition. These officials thought that Chinese silk’s irresistible low cost would create an economy of 

irresponsible fast-fashion. They were convinced that the cheap, trendy finery from China would incentivize 

consumers to buy more Chinese silks, thus preventing the flourishing of a domestic market. Swedish historian 

Hanna Hodacs suggests that due to discussions such as these, the Swedish government began to seriously 

throw their support behind domestic sericulture and silk manufacturing. As a result of their alignment with 

                                                
14 Stavenow-Hidemark, 18th Century Textiles, 25. 
 
15 Pierrick Pourchase, “Trade between France and Sweden in the Eighteenth Century,” in Les 

Échanges Entre La France et l’Europe Septentrionale Au XVIIIe Siècle (Paris: PUR, 2016), 96. 
 
16 Pourchase, “Trade between France and Sweden,” 96. 
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France, they sent young Swedish engineer and draftsman Jean Eric Rehn to France to learn pattern making 

from French silk textile designers. His training with master pattern makers helped him become recognized as 

the most successful pattern maker in the history of Swedish production.17  

In the year 1740 there were nine silk factories in Stockholm with a small production output. 

However, that began to change rapidly. In 1741, the French silk weaver Bartholomaé Peyron was asked to 

establish a silk factory in the city. Aided by important commissions from the royal court and the execution of 

patterns created by the French-trained Rehn, Peyron’s entry into the Swedish silk industry helped it to scale 

up at a brisk and steady pace up to the years 1761 and 1762, which are viewed as the pinnacle of the Swedish 

silk industry.  

The Hats’ mercantilist goal was to replace mostly Chinese imports with domestic products, ideally 

encouraging Swedish identity in dress, local economic growth, and an equilibrium of trade. Additional policies 

were also enacted to support manufacturing and textile markets. As a result, bans were placed on the 

importation of Chinese silk in 1745-1747 and in 1754. These bans also helped to stimulate domestic 

production.  

As a result of Swedish cameralism, Hodacs indicates that by the mid-eighteenth century the Swedish 

silk industry had “expanded sharply, particularly in Stockholm,” with 790 weavers working 183 looms.18 

Elizabet Stavenow-Hidemark expands these data points and asserts that the Swedish silk weaving industry 

was actually much larger in the mid-eighteenth century. She maintains that at the height of production in 1762 

there were 41 mills in Stockholm with 882 looms and 1,922 workers.19 While it is not clear what accounts for 

this discrepancy between Hodacs and Stavenow-Hidemark, or what metrics or sources were used to quantify 

these figures, those two sets of numbers indicate that an important and prolific silk production industry 

existed in Stockholm in the middle of the eighteenth century. 

                                                
17 Stavenow-Hidemark, 18th Century Textiles, 253. 
 
18 Hanna Hodacs, Silk and Tea in the North: Scandinavian Trade and the Market for Asian Goods in 

Eighteenth-Century Europe (London: Palgrave Macmillan UK, 2016), 118. 
 
19 Stavenow-Hidemark, 18th Century Textiles, 253. 
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Swedish Dyes: Availability of Dye Stuffs Used in Purple Silk Textile in Eighteenth-century Sweden and Conclusions 

The push to produce finished silks domestically included the need for an integrated supply chain to 

successfully manufacture a silk textile end-to-end. Part of this supply chain was the dye required to color raw 

silk. Dye composition plays an important role in discussions of the textile’s origin as dyes can be traced not 

only to global sources, but to specific areas of textile manufacture. As a result, ascertaining dye composition is 

one of the ways to confirm textile provenance.  

The 2018 dye report conducted by the Smithsonian Museum Conservation Institute indicates that 

the source of the yellow dye present in the purple silk textile is highly likely to be weld (Reseda luteola L.). 

There is an ample documented presence of Reseda luteola in eighteenth-century Sweden. Carl Linnaeus, the 

celebrated Swedish botanist, held a particular interest in domestic dyeing in conjunction with the push for 

domestic textile production. He made copious notes on Luteola and more specifically, Reseda luteola. Linneaus 

indicated that weld had initially been purchased from France where it grows prolifically, but that it also grew 

in Sweden, and was cultivated in Sweden annually, and in significant quantities.20 Textile historian Viveka 

Hansen describes that “The hardiest yellow color was achieved with Reseda luteola, which also grew wild in 

poor and dry soils in southern Sweden.”21 Linnaeus documented that Reseda luteola grew wild in a variety of 

areas in Sweden, to include Simrishamn, Landskrona, Gladsax, Simrishamn, Lund, Hälsingborg, and other 

regions of Skåne.22  

When researching in Swedish collections I noted several textile samples with vibrant yellow weft 

threads remarkably similar to those in the pattern of the purple silk. There are two particularly compelling 

examples. One is a Swedish silk satin in the 1744 Adolph Modéer textile sample book (fig. 23).23 The yellow 

                                                
20 Viveka Hansen, Textilia Linnaeana: Global 18th Century Textile Traditions & Trade (London: IK 

Foundation & Company, 2017), 357. 
 
21 Hansen, Textilia Linnaeana, 357. 
 
22 Ibid., 358. 
 
23 This particular textile sample in the 1744 Adolph Modéer sample book at the Nordiska Museet has 

not been assigned an object number by curators. It is located on page 15 of the sample book, the second 
sample from the top in the left-hand colum. For a facsimile of this sample book, and the page on which the 
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silk weft threads are a near exact match to the color tone and vibrancy of the weft floats in the pattern of the 

purple silk. The second, also in the Modéer sample book, is a polychrome droguet liseré in dark plum, purplish 

mauve, white, and the same flaring yellow as the previous example (fig. 24).24 Only dye analysis would provide 

conclusive confirmation. However, the visual similarity and frequency in which this yellow appears in Swedish 

silks is nonetheless striking – and compelling. The yellow weft threads in the purple silk textile, despite their 

age and the overall condition of the textile, have for the most part escaped the level of fading that the purple 

ground experienced. In many areas of the gown, the yellow remains quite vibrant, to include locations of 

significant color loss of the other dyes around it. This is evidence of the color’s hardiness, described by 

Hansen. 

Regarding the primary purple ground of the textile, the dye analysis report states that the “source 

cannot be detected,” but that among the purple fibers, compounds of “lichen, indigotin, and an unknown 

purple were detected.”25 Like other areas in Europe, lichen was extremely common in Sweden, and was found 

indigenously. Hansen identifies common Swedish lichens and notes that dye-lichen and black-shield lichen 

were known to produce a rich, purple-red.26 

On the other hand, indigo would have been imported from a variety of global sources. The origins of 

indigo imported to Sweden could have included Java, Jamaica, Guatemala, Senegal, and Egypt, though 

                                                                                                                                                       
textile appears, see Elisabet Stavenow-Hidemark, Från kläde till silkesflor: textilprover från 1700-talets svenska 
fabriker, ed. Klaus Nyberg (Stockholm, Sweden: Kulturhistoriska Bokförlaget, 2015), 274-275. 

 
24 This particular textile sample in the 1744 Adolph Modéer sample book at the Nordiska Museet has 

not been assigned an object number by curators. It is located on page 12 of the sample book, the last sample 
at the bottom of the left-hand colum. For a facsimile of this sample book, and the page on which the textile 
appears, see Elisabet Stavenow-Hidemark, Från kläde till silkesflor: textilprover från 1700-talets svenska fabriker, ed. 
Klaus Nyberg (Stockholm, Sweden: Kulturhistoriska Bokförlaget, 2015), 268-269. 

 
25 Chika Mori, Mary W. Ballard, and Paula DePriest, “Dye Analysis on a Silk Sample from Mount 

Vernon Belonging to Martha Washington’s Dress Fabric,” 4. Indigotin is a dark blue compound which 
comprises the principal dye in indigo. 

 
26 Hansen, Textilia Linnaeana, 366. 
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Bengali indigo was thought to be of the highest quality.27 It was shipped to Sweden via European ports 

usually already ground into powder, so it did not require a mill. As it was imported, it was very expensive. 

That the presence of a single dyestuff eluded testing indicates that a variety of dyes were used to 

produce the vibrant magenta-purple color. Mixing dyes to create a certain result or shade was a common 

practice. Blending a small quantity of imported indigo, local lichen, and an unidentified source could point to 

the mystery dye being unusual, and perhaps atypical to common European dyes of the period. Dyes 

composed of berries, fruits, plants, and herbs commonly found in fields emerge as possibilities. 

Johan Linder (1678-1724) was a Swedish naturalist and  physician who held a particular interest in 

promoting locally-made, domestically sourced dyes. “It is not surprising that the cameralist-minded Swedish 

naturalists turned to the domestic landscape in order to find substitutes with which to imitate colors made 

from expensive imported dyes.”28 Linder published his findings in the Swedish Art of Dyeing, With Domestic 

Plants, Herbs, Grass, Flower, Leaves, Bark, Roots, Plants, and Minerals in 1720, noting that for blue or purple dyes, 

“Blueberries, juniper berries, elderberries, cherries and plums, as well as moss, nettles, and black alder were 

some of the ingredients listed as alternatives to the goods from Asia and the Atlantic world.”29 These could 

comprise the unknown purple tint, as chemical compounds found in fruits or berries, for example, might not 

have been tested for. Blended with lichen and indigo, this mystery mixture, perhaps created an unstable 

chemical structure, which could account for the fugitive nature of the purple ground in comparison to the 

more colorfast, durable yellow of the Reseda luteola. Though re-dyeing gowns was a practice Martha 

Washington engaged in, it is unlikely that the silk was overdyed at any point in its timeline, as there is no 

evidence of uneven staining, dye absent beneath pleats, or areas which reflect significant change in color.30  

                                                
27 Ibid., 367. 
 
28 Johan Linder, Swedish Art of Dyeing, With Domestic Plants, Herbs, Grass, Flowers, Leaves, Bark, Roots, 

Plants, and Minerals (Stockholm, Sweden, 1720) as discussed in Hanna Hodacs, Silk and Tea in the North: 
Scandinavian Trade and the Market for Asian Goods in Eighteenth-Century Europe (London: Palgrave Macmillan UK, 
2016), 168. 

 
29 Hodacs, Silk and Tea in the North, 169. 
 
30 In a letter to Robert Cary & Company in December 1757, Martha Custis writes, “I have sent a 

night gown to be dide [dyed] of a fashionable couler fitt for me to ware. . .” Martha Custis to Robert Cary & 
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While other countries may have had access to the dyes used to create the threads of the purple silk textile, it is 

important to keep in mind that confirmed dye availability and use in particular manufacturing areas is only 

one of the data points used to help identify a textile’s production location. However, the clear alignment of 

local Swedish dyestuffs and documented, frequently-used imported dyes further encourages the likely 

Swedish provenance of the purple silk textile.  

 

Swedish Silk Selvedges as Idenitifying Characteristics 

 During the second study session of the gown, close examination of the gown revealed that that the 

selvedges of the skirt panels in the purple gown had the consistent presence of holes the length of each 

selvedge, usually half a centimeter apart. Initial conjectures regarding these marks included the possible 

presence of pinning or remaking. However, seams are never sewn directly on the selvedge, as the selvedge 

would show on the face of the textile. The holes additionally were too close together and too frequent to be 

consistent with pin holes. This suggests that the holes must have been produced during manufacturing. The 

marks are not the same as the temple marks in Chinese silks, and none of the English or French silks I have 

examined contains the presence of these pin holes with such regularity. However, instances of pinholes, with 

the same measurements and regularity, abound in the selvedges of extant Swedish silk textiles that I 

examined. An excellent published example of these marks similar to those I viewed in the collection of the 

Nordiska Museet and the Swedish National Archives is a bright yellow Swedish brocaded silk with chenile, 

silver, and gold threads in Stavenow-Hidemark’s Anders Berch Collection.31 According to Stavenow-Hidemark, 

this silk was produced under the direction of Queen Louisa Ulrika, and was designed by Jean Eric Rehn.32 

The selvedges appear similar in width and appearance to those of the purple silk textile, including the regular 

placement of the pin hole marks. The presence of these marks in a finished flat textile before garment 
                                                                                                                                                       
Co, December 1757 in Joseph E. Fields, ed., Worthy Partner: The Papers of Martha Washington (Westport, CT: 
Greenwood Press, 1994), 25. 
 

31 Object #70 in Elisabet Stavenow-Hidemark, 18th Century Textiles: The Anders Berch Collection at the 
Nordiska Museet (Stockholm, Sweden: Nordiska Museets Förlag, 1990), 169. 

 
32 Stavenow-Hidemark, 18th Century Textiles, 168. 
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construction supports my belief that they were not made during the creation of the gown, but are a 

characteristic of the textile, and Swedish textiles in particular. 

 
The Purple Silk Textile: A Diverse Amalgamation of Aesthetic Influences 

The silk’s highly stylized motifs of a striking tripartite grouping of flowers and the zig-zag form are 

highly unusual. Its irregularity allows the argument that this aesthetic element was conceived from a variety of 

aesthetic and cultural influences that connect to the cultivation of Swedish national identity and at the same 

time demonstrate Sweden’s diversity. I assert that due to its expensive and highly desirable weave pattern, 

color palette, and aesthetic elements, the purple silk was likely produced for upper class Swedes who desired a 

domestically produced, intricately woven silk that maintained elements of local, traditional Swedish dress and 

yet telegraphed messages about the wearer’s success, rank, and prosperity. 

The notion of a cohesive, unified Swedish national identity in the early modern period was in part 

crafted by the seventeenth-century Upsala professor Olaus Rudbeck the Elder, who initiated the belief that 

Sweden was the “cradle of civilization,” a notion that was well-received both inside and outside Sweden.33 

This mythology joined two other ideas: that Sweden was also once the lost city of Atlantis, and that, as they 

thought wrongly that Sweden was the ancestral homeland of the Goths, the Goths were actually the 

preservers of culture rather than the annihilators of the Roman Empire.34 These ideas assisted with the 

formation of the ideological framework of later sumptuary laws that prevented not only the consumption of 

foreign goods from a desire to boost the Swedish domestic economy, but also to preserve what was believed 

to be a truly Swedish sartorial identity.  

However, this Swedish notion of the locality of dress was rooted in a very different reality: Sweden 

during the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries was a multicultural country that engaged in intercontinental trade. 

Therefore, it possessed an amalgamation of cultural and visual identities in terms of dress. According to 

                                                
33 Eva I. Andersson, “Foreign Seductions: Sumptuary Laws, Consumption and National Identity in 

Early Modern Sweden,” in Fashionable Encounters Perspectives and Trends in Textile and Dress in the Early Modern 
Nordic World, ed. Tove Engelhardt Mathiassen (London: Oxbow Books, 2014), 25. 

 
34 Andersson, “Foreign Seductions,” 24. 
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Swedish historian Eva Andersson, sixteenth and seventeenth-century Sweden had close ties to Germany. Due 

to its cultural proximity, Swedish national identity and sartorial style were highly influenced by Germany.35 F.J 

Fielden notes that Swedish noblemen wrote their names in German characters and shop signs used German 

more than Swedish.36 As a result of these interactions and cultural diffusion, Swedes dressed similarly to 

Germans. Despite any similarities in fashion, however, Swedish and German clothing customs also had 

distinctions that were recognizable due to a host of other cultural, regional, and aesthetic influences. 

Sweden’s multiculturalism in the eighteenth century was evidenced by the population of the city of 

Stockholm, whose diverse inhabitants “claimed the right to be dressed in the manner of their homelands.”37 

Still, Swedes insisted on a locality of dress. For example, in the eighteenth century, parish meeting protocols 

advised affluent farmers to eschew “foreign luxuries” and maintain “local, traditional dress.”38 Despite such 

insistence, however, Swedes noted and appreciated regional variations and divergences in local costume in 

different areas of Sweden, and appropriated designs from their interactions with the outside world. 

This blend of cultural influences can be traced back to the ways the seventeenth-century Swedish 

political landscape paved the way for cultural transmission in Sweden in the eighteenth century. During the 

seventeenth century, Swedish dominance in the Baltic region fostered cultural importation in terms of art and 

dress. In his chapter on Swedish Dominance in The Baltic: A History, historian Michael North explores the 

influx of European art and Swedish aristocratic consumption during the Thirty Years’ War (1618-1648), 

detailing Sweden’s desire to be seen as an intellectual center of Europe.39 He suggests that these cultural and 

aesthetic influences came mainly from Germany and the Netherlands, but given the visual evidence that I will 

                                                
35 Ibid., 25. 
 
36 F.J. Fielden, “Court Masquerades in Sweden in the Seventeenth Century,” The Modern Language 

Review, Modern Humanities Research Association, 16, no. 1 (1921): 49, 
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discuss below, I assert that cultural and visual exchange and diffusion was much more widespread, and that 

Swedish adaptation of visual exemplars unconsciously sprang from a much more diverse set of regions, 

countries, and traditions.  

As I will explore shortly, the Swedish Crown possessed the dominion of Pomerania, an area situated 

on what is now the Baltic coast of Germany and Poland, from 1630-1815. Pomerania eventually became 

Kashubia, a region in Poland that possesses a strong folk art heritage with visual ancestry in Scandinavian and 

German traditional folk art of the eighteenth century. I will explore this visual hertiage below. Additionally, 

when Sweden allowed foreign trade at certain points in the eighteenth century, Sweden imported Chinese silk 

textiles created for the European market, which had its own unique and distinctive blend of aesthetic 

influences. Michael North reports that Sweden thought its aesthetic reflected their independent identity and 

cultural hegemony.40 However, evidence suggests that what the Swedish considered their traditional, or 

national aesthetic really reflected its diversity and aesthetic impressionability. I will trace these and other 

patterns of visual exchange as amalgamations that suggest Sweden may have believed it was an independent 

identity with cultural hegemony, but visual evidence more accurately reflects its diversity and multicultural 

aesthetic absorption. I will connect this assertion to surviving textiles that maintain a visual language similar to 

the pattern of the purple silk textile, focusing specifically on the central flower element or “daisy” and the 

zigzag or lightning bolt element as two aesthetic motifs that can be traced to a variety of sources, the latter 

particularly to extant Swedish silks. 

 
Swedish Folk Art: Rosemåling and Kurbits  

Tracing folk art in Europe is a bit like trying to catch a handful of water from a firehose. The fluidity 

of exchange and similarity of visual language makes it nearly impossible to trace with any certainty or purity 

the origins of traditional, indigeneous art in a particular country during a specific period of time. Indigenous 

folk art from northern Europe is a rich and prolific gathering of interpreted cultural identity that excerpts, 

transfigures, and refers to a central aesthetic through a collection of conventional forms. Assistant Professor 

                                                
40 North, “Swedish Dominance,” 138. 
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of Ethnology at Stockholm University Owe Ronström notes that Scandinavian folk art in general “is a 

reservoir of styles, forms, and techniques for people to draw on, especially when communicating identity.”41  

 Twentieth-century scholarship maintains that all northern European folk art had ancient influences 

that created similar aesthetic products as have been seen in Central America, China, and New Zealand, which 

demonstrate the same “basic instincts which lie at the root of all art.”42 Other scholarship from this period 

suggests that the documented relations early Sweden had with Asia, to include extant woven textiles, are 

enough evidence to demonstrate that early Swedish decorative art had taken its Scandinavian foundation and 

added to it a “scion from the East.”43 According to historian Jo Ann Moran Cruz, eastern art in Sweden 

appears as early as the sixth century CE.44 

Focusing on the tripartite daisy motif in the purple silk, I will trace similar floral forms in a variety of 

countries and materials. While it is impossible to ascribe hard and fast dates to the inception of certain styles 

or precisely identify when motifs first appeared due to traditional folk art’s fluidity and exchange of visual 

exemplars, we can track the exchange of ideas from surviving artifacts and objects, allowing them to 

communicate general visual shifts over time.  

                                                
41 Owe Ronström, “The Forms of Diversity: Folk Art in Multicultural Sweden,” in Swedish Folk Art: 

All Tradition Is Change, ed. Barbro Klein and Mats Widbom (London: N. H. Abrams, 1994), 176. 
 
42 Malcom Ford, “Scandinavian Peasant Art: Notes on Some Primitive Decorations,” Arts & 
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44 According to historian Joann Moran Cruz, the object is, “a sixth-century Buddha that arrived in 
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Doing so allows us to conclude that not only does the central daisy form have a visual heritage in 

European bizarre silks, it also shares visual DNA with floral forms created in England, Scandinavia, 

Pomerania, Germany, Poland, Hungary, and China (fig. 4). These stylized daisies or other similar flower have 

graced surfaces in paint, stitched thread, and other materials signifying visual overlaps and exchanges with 

these regions, evidence of the global breadth of influences that shaped northern Europe. 

Eighteenth-century Scandinavian and Swedish traditional, or “folk” art in the form of wall art, 

painted furnishings, small objects, and embroidery serve as precursors to the central floral motif of the purple 

silk textile due to the motif’s strong visual genetic link to those found in traditional Swedish art of this time.45  

This aesthetic transmission can be traced in the central motif of the purple silk’s three stylized daisy forms 

with their banded central circles, and small teardrop leaves extending from bending, outlined stems.  

An important recurring aesthetic in Swedish folk art are kurbits. Kurbits translates to the English 

word cucurbits, a plant family consisting of about 965 species that include squash, pumpkin, zucchini, and 

some gourds.46 Kurbits are common motifs in Dalecarlian wall paintings of Dalarna, a region in central 

Sweden. Early Dalecarlian painters received inspiration from a variety of exemplars, and copied mass-

distributed German prints.47 

According to cultural historian Mats Hellspong and material cultural historian Barbro Klein of the 

University of Stockholm, Swedish painters in the early modern period “. . . stylized their motifs...everything 

superfluous was removed.”48 This stylization manifested in the depiction of floral motifs, known to the region 

of Dalarna as rosemåling, which is translated as “rose-painting”. However, Swedes connected kurbits to flower 

painting in general, not just depictions of roses.  

                                                
45 For a full discussion of Swedish folk art, see Barbro Klein and Mats Widbom, eds., Swedish Folk 

Art: All Tradition Is Change (New York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 1994). 
 
46 Diane Edwards, Swedish Folk Art, Volume 1 (Fort Collins, Colorado: Nordic Arts, 2010), 7. 
 
47 Edwards, Swedish Folk Art, Volume 1, 7. 
 
48 Mats Hellspong and Barbro Klein, “Folk Art and Folklife Studies in Sweden,” in Swedish Folk Art: 

All Tradition Is Change, ed. Barbro Klein and Mats Widbom (London: N. H. Abrams, 1994), 33. 
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When painted, kurbits appear as curvilinear leaf shapes with rounded tips. Contemporary American 

Scandinavian folk art painter Diane Edwards identifies kurbits as leaf shapes “often painted half light and half 

dark. The light side is sometimes painted in gold...while the dark side is sometimes dark green and sometimes 

dark blue.”49 Edwards also notes that the way Swedish artists painted the kurbits depended on their schools 

and suggests that Leksand school artists outlined their kurbits in blue (fig. 4).50 The Leksand style of rosemåling 

also hailed from Dalarna, and was popular during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Returning to our 

examination of the purple silk textile, upon inspecting the leaves on the stems of the floral forms, they are 

gently curling, rounded and diminutive, formed by inky bluish purple weft floats outlined in bright yellow, a 

visual match to Edwards’s description of Dalecarlian, Lekland school kurbits.51  

Traditional Scandinavian embroidery began in the Bronze age, as archaeologists have discovered 

sewn decorations on women’s graveclothes from nearly four thousand years ago. In this region of northern 

Europe, stitchery reflected the culture of its makers in relation to their geography and national character, 

whether Swedish, Norwegian or Danish.52 Scandinavian women learned needlework very early, and realized 

the therapeutic value of creating something both attractive and useful; the rhythm [of stitching]. . . described 

by Scandinavian women “as soothing as an old folk song.”53 

Scandinavian folk art, manifested in embroidery stitched by women, was a conduit for the 

preservation of a national aesthetic identity. Rare surviving examples, in the form of embroidered pillowcases 

in museum and private collections also demonstrate a strong presence of exchange and borrowing from 

country to country within Scandinavia and region to region within single nations. For example, a universal 

aesthetic includes floral forms derived from northern Renaissance motifs of flowers protruding from a jar or 
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urn. These objects also serve as evidence of the role women played in shaping, altering, and maintaining 

cultural identity and national heritage.  

 
Swedish Pomerania and Kashubian Folk Art 

In the 1648 Treaty of Westphalia, the Swedish crown was granted among other territories, a portion 

of Pomerania, to include its cities of Settin, Grifswald, and Stralslund, and the islands of Rügen, Usedom, and 

Wolin. Pomerania did not attempt to resist Swedish occupation and simultaneously became a Swedish 

province and a territory in the Holy Roman Empire. Its position as a borderland caused cultural 

overlapping.54 Pomerania and the Kingdom of Sweden exchanged not only culture, but goods, and people, as 

the two regions experienced a consistent flow of migration from one location to the other. While the 

culturally German Pomeranians attempted to assimilate to Swedish rule and make good use of the advantages 

the relationship offered, they “created a Pomeranian identity that was neither German nor purely Swedish.”55 

The Pomeranian titled peers in the House of Pomerania who possessed ethnic lineage in the Kashubian 

people group were individually styled “Dukes of Kashubia.” These individuals relinquished their titles to the 

Swedish crown when the House of Kashubia was taken over. Modern day Poland is home to nearly 500,000 

individuals who consider themselves Kashubian. As a result of the interaction between these regions, Swedish 

Pomerania, Germany, Kashubia, Poland, and Hungary experienced cultural and artistic diffusion. As a result, 

they exchanged and borrowed artistic motifs from one another. One of those motifs is a daisy-like floral form 

that bears great stylistic resemblance to the floral motif of the purple silk textile. 

For example, a watercolor of a Hungarian pattern from an altar cloth in the Reformed Church of 

Miskolc-Avas, dated 1751, features a stylized, petaled daisy with a center made from concentric circles, 
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flanked by scalloped petals, similar to one in the purple silk textile.56 Another example from Hungary is a 

pillow cover from the Csongrád region in Hungary that features the same flower form embroidered in wool.57 

And given that traditional regional art is translated and inherited throughout generations, the same floral form 

is sketched in Design Basics for Swedish Folk Art by Diane Edwards, a modern primer on how to recreate 

traditional painted forms.58 

 
English Worsteds from Norwich, England 

Ironically, Swedish national costume in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries relied on imported 

British worsteds to perpetuate important time-honored national traditions and celebrations. In a sense, 

Swedes appropriated these English patterned woolens to create their own sense of local, cultural identity. 

British merchants who understood the Swedish desire to maintain traditional dress could have produced 

these textiles specifically for the Swedish market, and replicated what they understood to be “Swedish” floral 

motifs, colors, and patterns – with an English translation. 

An excellent example of an Norwich-manufactured item that comprised an eighteenth-century 

Swedish folk costume is in the collection of the Nordiska Museet in Stockholm (fig. 25).59 A sleeveless, front-

lacing woman’s worsted vest is constructed from an orange-red ground textile with undercast ombre-like 

shades of blue, green,  and yellow. A trailing floral pattern is overcast in white threads. The floral design of 

this particular vest, like the purple silk, features a central daisy-like flower with a concentric circle or 

overlapping circles that frame the flower’s center. Softly rounded leaves, reminiscent of the yellow and inky-

blue leaves of the purple textile, form a compelling visual comparison, similar to the purple silk as well. 

                                                
56 “Vászonhímzések motívumai a magyar mintakincsben,” Netfolk: népművészet, hagyományok, 

accessed October 28, 2019, 
http://netfolk.blog.hu/2013/09/22/vaszonhimzesek_motivumai_jer_be_jer_be_edes_rozsam_legy_az_aran
yalmam. 
 

57 “Vászonhímzések motívumai a magyar mintakincsben,” 2019. 
 
58 Edwards, Swedish Folk Art, Volume 1, 5. 
 
59 Object NM.0006264 at the Nordiska Museet, Stockholm, Sweden, vest, eighteenth century, 

collection name: Nordiska museets föremål, https://digitaltmuseum.se/011023084116/livstycke 
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This type of vivid polychrome worsted is relatively stiff; to Swedes it is referred to as “shaded 

brilliants.” This particular worsted was woven in Norwich, England. Norwich worsteds were found in 

Sweden throughout the eighteenth century; excellent examples of Norwich patterned worsteds for traditional, 

national Swedish costumes are included in Anders Berch’s sample collection at the Nordiska Museet. A 

particular worsted sample in this collection bears similarity in terms of color palette and depiction of a daisy 

or petalled flower; a glazed worsted with a purple ground; the overcast threads giving a shaded effect on a 

polychrome woven, dominantly yellow central daisy.60 

Norwich worsteds became fashionable in popular local costume, probably as a replacement for the 

silk that was not allowed to be used by the peasants due to sumptuary legislation enacted in the seventeenth 

century.61 Notwithstanding, these imported woolens were still expensive fabrics and chiefly used for clothing 

worn during holidays and special occasions to include the attire of a bride and groom.  

 
Chinese Silk Patterns and Embroidered Floral Motifs 

In the eighteenth century, the Swedish market was segmented into the middling sort that bought 

cheap Chinese silk while wealthy Swedes purchased Swedish manufactured silk.62 Hanna Hodacs suggests that 

in response, the Swedish silk industry was interested in harnessing the middle market, which possessed a 

voracious appetite for the cheaper Chinese silks. The Swedes did so by copying Chinese silks produced for 

the western market: “European manufacturers and scholars were busy copying, substituting and investigating 

these Asian goods.”63 Interestingly, the Chinese silks were already attempting to emulate European designs: 

“Designs on the Chinese export silk reflected fashion changes originating in Europe.”64 

                                                
60 See object 2p. 17 a., in Elisabet Stavenow-Hidemark, 18th Century Textiles: The Anders Berch Collection 

at the Nordiska Museet (Stockholm, Sweden: Nordiska Museets Fo ̈rlag, 1990), 89. 
 
61 Stavenow-Hidemark, 18th Century Textiles, 89. 
 
62 Hodacs, Silk and Tea in the North, 119. 
 
63 Ibid., 17. 
 
64 Ibid., 100. 
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This back-and-forth exchange and adaptation of western and eastern aesthetics is seen in a vest in the 

collection of the Nordiska Museet. Worn in Sweden as a part of a traditional peasant costume, a reddish pink 

silk satin vest features green silk trim and a lush pattern of Chinese polychrome embroidered floral forms (fig. 

26).65 The embroidery’s attempt at naturalism with trailing vines and heavy flower heads is successfully 

reminiscent of Indian or Dutch chintz prints in terms of how the flowers are rendered and their scale within 

the pattern. On the front of the vest, four highly stylized daisies each with five white petals and a center of 

overlapping circles evokes visual similarities to the daisies in the purple silk.  

Overall, the daisy form in the purple silk is an oft-used grammatical element in a common language 

of visual exchange from a variety of cultural influences converging in Sweden in the eighteenth century. 

Tracing the visual precursors of the tripartite daisy form through comparisons to other extant silk textiles and 

Sweden’s social, political, and economic history simultaneously encourages a more holistic and contextualized 

understanding that helps locate the likely origin of this unique pattern element to the Swedish silk industry. It 

also helps us understand why this motif was used in the silk pattern, as it would have been an element 

common to Swedish multicultural visual vocabularies. 

 
Extant Swedish Silks: An Overview 

Scholar Anders Berch (1711-1774) held a position at Uppsala University in the eighteenth century 

and maintains the distinction of being the first professor of economics in Sweden. In a teaching methodology 

similar to how modern educators might approach integrating material culture into their classrooms as a tactile 

teaching tool, Professor Berch created his Theatrum oechonomico-mechanicum, a collection of machinery models, 

raw materials, and finished and partially-finished products intended to educate his students on multiple 

aspects of European manufacturing, following his own political and economic mercantilist beliefs. Over the 

cabinets that housed his collection, he penned a relevant excerpt from Horace’s Ars poetica that aptly captures 

his tactile teaching methodology: “Less vividly is the mind stirred by what finds entrance through the ears 

                                                
65 Object NM.0115439, Nordiska Museet, Stockholm, Sweden, silk vest, Chinese embroidered silk 

textile, ca. 1750-1800, https://digitaltmuseum.se/011023594014/livstycke 
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than by what is brought before the trusty eyes, and what the spectator can see for himself.”66 This 

assemblage, which he personally curated from 1741 until the year of his death in 1774, includes textile sample 

books comprised of 1,672 examples of woolens, silks, cotton, linen, hemp, ribbons, bobbin lace and 

passementerie in the form of silk fly fringe.67 Out of the 1,672 samples, 331 are examples of silks produced in 

Sweden, England, France, Russia, India, Denmark, and China.68 The Chinese samples presumably came from 

the Swedish East India Company, and it is likely Berch acquired the samples from other countries with 

assistance from friends and contacts in other regions of Europe.69 Of the 331 silk samples, 45 were silks 

produced in Sweden.70  

 
Investigation of  Swedish Textiles at the Nordiska Museet and the Swedish National Archives 

(Riksarkive t) 

In July 2019, I traveled to Stockholm, Sweden, to examine Swedish textiles in the collections of the 

the Nordiska Museet and the Swedish National Archives (Riksarkivet) over a period of two days.71 While I was 

unable to view the Anders Berch collection directly due to its fragility and monumental cultural significance, 

its textiles are thankfully reproduced in part in 18th Century Textiles: The Anders Berch Collection at the Nordiska 

Museet. Ulla-Karin Warberg, curator at the Nordiska Museet in Stockholm, suggested I also examine three 

extant sample books of textiles produced in Sweden in the eighteenth century.72 The first is in the collection 

                                                
66 Stavenow-Hidemark, 18th Century Textiles, 15. 
 
67 Ibid., 21. 
 
68 Ibid., 30. 

 
69 Ibid., 33. 
 
70 Ibid., 30. 
 
71 Curator of the Nordiska Museet, Ulla-Karin Warberg, kindly allowed the author to visit the 

collections in Stockholm, Sweden for a one-day study session on June 26, 2019. 
 
72 Katalog 1744-1746 med kommentarer, Kommerskollegium, Kammarkontoret, Industrivävnadsprover, A-Ö 

(1744), vol. 1, 1 vols. (Stockholm, Sweden, 1744); Kommerskollegium Kammarkontoret Industri-och Vävnadsprover 
1751, vol. 1, 1 vols. (Stockholm, Sweden, 1751); Adolph Modéers, Adolph Modéers Tygprovssamling Från 1766, 
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of the Nordiska Museet, the Katalog över Adolph Modéers texilprovssamling från 1766. It is a sample collection of 

Swedish-manufactured worsted and silks comprising 251 textile samples dated between 1758 and 1775 in a 

book dated 1766. Adolph Modéer (1738–1799) was a Swedish surveyor, economic historian and naturalist. 

Among other topics, he wrote on the history of Sweden's trade. He maintained a particular interest in 

Swedish textiles and in 1766 created a sample book of Swedish manufactured textiles which he collected from 

1758 to 1775. 

The  second and third sample books are in the collection of the Swedish National Archives 

(Riksarkivet) in Stockholm: the Katalog 1744-46, den äldsta provboken, the oldest textile sample in Sweden of its 

kind, a book of mainly worsteds of Swedish manufacture from 1744-46 and the Katalog över industrivavnadprov 

1751, a sample book of textile samples from Swedish industry to include worsteds and silks. Unfortunately 

most of the silks are missing from the pages listed “siden” (silk).73 I examined these two books at the 

Riksarkivet the following day. 

The sample books I examined do not include Swedish silks with a production date earlier than 1744. 

Earlier Swedish silk samples would have been helpful in tracing the progression of designs in Sweden and 

tracing global influence. Of the three sample books I viewed, one contains 451 samples from 28 factories in 

16 Swedish cities, another contains 708 samples from 41 of Stockholm's manufacturers, and the Adolph 

Modéer collection includes 390 samples, 20 pages of which provide samples from eight silk factories in 

Stockholm, and 11 pages contain samples of the capital's woolen production. In total, I examined more than 

1,550 samples of Swedish textile manufacture during my research. 

In addition to my viewing the three textile sample books in Stockholm collections, the facsimile of 

the Anders Berch collection proved invaluable as textile samples within this collection bear striking and 

significant visual similarities to the purple textile. The first textile of note is a purple/mauve and white silk 

                                                                                                                                                       
vol. 1, 1 vols. (Stockholm, Sweden, 1744). 

 
73 Archivist Ulrica Hofverberg at the Swedish National Archives (Riksarkivet) in Stockholm, Sweden 

graciously prepared the two sample books the author studied during the one-day study session on June 27, 
2019. 
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droguet (fig. 27).74 This example, like several other samples in the Berch collection, was pasted onto a playing 

card. It includes an inscription, “No. 30, silk droguet Satiné 2 (Swedish) ells at 6 quarters (1 ½ ell) per day.”75 

The pattern features a lone flower head with five semi-abstracted petals extending from a pronounced 

receptacle76 on a single curvilinear stalk from which thirteen purple/mauve and white leaves bloom. This 

floral construction is similar to an embroidered floral pattern found on a woman’s boned waistcoat 1720-

1750, made in an unidentified European country and constructed from cotton and linen.77  

Based upon my examination of the Anders Berch textile sample no. 30  and other Swedish textiles in 

the Anders Berch collection, this silk sample can be dated 1750 to 1765. Most importantly, this sample 

contains the monochrome diaper patterning, undulating curve, zigzag/lightning bolt in a scale and execution 

almost identical to the purple silk (fig. 28). The motif in the purple silk is more stylized and less gracefully 

rendered than this particular example, which suggests Martha Custis Washington’s silk was an earlier design. 

The silk in the Berch collection is not the only sample that features the same pairing of undulating curve and 

zig-zag/lightning bolt. Two silk fragments of the same pattern from Stockholm manufacturer A. Myrman 

appear in the Berch collection in colorways of cream and blue, and also in the Adolph Modéer textile sample 

book in light green (fig. 29).78 These three samples demonstrate the same pairing of undulating curve and zig-

zag, though even more reductive and sophisticated than the purple/mauve example.  

From my analysis of Swedish silks in the Modéers collection alone, 31 textile samples featured the 

paired undulating curve and zig-zag/lightning bolt motif. Among the hundreds of European silks 

                                                
74 Object 68 (Also No. 30) in Elisabet Stavenow-Hidemark, 18th Century Textiles: The Anders Berch 

Collection at the Nordiska Museet (Stockholm, Sweden: Nordiska Museets Förlag, 1990), 165. 
 
75 Stavenow-Hidemark, 18th Century Textiles, 165. 
 
76 In the anatomy of a flower, a receptacle is the thickened, rounded part of a stem (or pedicel) from 

which the flower organs grow.   
 
77 Object G1971-1566 in the collection of The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, published in Linda 

Baumgarten, What Clothes Reveal: The Language of Clothing in Colonial and Federal America: The Colonial Williamsburg 
Collection (The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation in Association with Yale University Press, 2002), 149. 

 
78 See objects 78a and 78b in Stavenow-Hidemark, 18th Century Textiles, 165. 
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manufactured from 1700 until 1770, I have not found this stylistic element outside of Sweden.79 Such a strong 

aesthetic cohesion and multiple extant examples of this motif help confirm the provenance of the silk as 

Swedish. 

 
Swedish Connections to the Martha Washington Purple Silk Textile and Conclusions 

From the amount of intersecting visual and historical evidence, I believe that the probable origin of 

the purple silk textile is Sweden. There always remains a possibility that the textile’s origin could be from a 

variety of other countries, including some of those I investigated in the first chapter. However, I have not 

encountered strong enough documentary evidence for that to be the case.  

The silk’s bold yellow/magenta-purple colorway, the unique tripartite daisy repeat from multiple 

aesthetic roots, the undulating curve/zig-zag motif found in other Swedish silks, the compact pattern density, 

dye composition, and weave structure all point to a Swedish provenance. Paired with the prolific nature of the 

Swedish silk industry early in the mid-eighteenth century, Sweden’s ability to trade with England, and the 

intersection of the 1740s as a time that signaled great technological and aesthetic change in Swedish 

sericulture and manufacturing, these factors, too, position the silk as Swedish in origin. 

Other than the discovery of several zig-zag and undulating curve motifs in Swedish silks, one of the 

most important confirmations made during my research was accurately assigning the textile’s weave structure. 

The weave of the purple silk is not a tobine as the New Hampshire Historical Society initially indicated. It is a 

droguet liseré. According to Durán Textiles, droguet was primarily used for men’s suits. These fabrics were 

originally woven in Stockholm. Under magnification, I was able to discern that the purple silk has two warps, 

both the same color of (now faded) magenta-purple. The presence of two warps in the same color are 

characteristic of all types of droguet weaves. Additionally, the purple silk has two wefts in two colors. The 

specific type of droguet that has two or more wefts in different colors is called a droguet liseré. In the purple silk, 

the background weft threads, when not floating, are woven into the background. In the same way, droguet liseré 

wefts are woven into the background weft when not floating. The reverse of the purple silk is bound in tabby. 

                                                
79 For a discussion of the textile samples, sources, and documents I reviewed outside of Europe, see 

chapter one. 
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Droguet silks are characteristically bound in tabby. Though a later design, dating to the 1760s due to its lace 

pattern, an excellent example of a droguet liseré is in the Anders Berch collection (fig. 30).80 This droguet liseré is 

the closest to Martha Custis Washington’s silk, as both possess the same weave structure. Fascinatingly, this 

silk also features a purple and yellow color palette, accented by white and green threads. 

Droguet was the most common of all silk weaves in Sweden in the eighteenth century were it was 

manufactured in several different varieties (liseré was one such varietal). In general, the fabric was relatively 

thin, slightly stiff, and due to its smoothness and luminousness, was chiefly used as fabric for men's formal 

suiting. Droguet liseré  was the most expensive silk textile woven in Sweden, its high cost likely due to the 

weaving process and the increased amount of silk needed to create complicated patterns that required 

additional wefts.81 Despite the passage of time, the purple silk textile still maintains a crisp, airy feel when 

handled. The complexity of the weave does not interfere with the silk’s floating lightness, fitting with the 

description of droguet liseré. Despite so much of the color lifting through fading, wear, and perhaps laundering, 

it still maintains a luminous, reflective sheen in raking light. 

 
Dating the Purple Silk Textile:  The “Slow” Progression of Swedish Aesthetic Evolution  

Previous dating of the purple silk textile indicates that it could have been produced anywhere from 

1745 to 1785, signaling that curators and historians have experienced difficulty in accurately placing this silk.82  

The activation of other methodological frameworks and a broader and more inclusive literacy of European 

silks help move past the binary “if not England, then France” dichotomy, and additionally aid in locating a 

more precise and accurate manufacturing date. The documented textiles I consulted, comparisons to other 

European silks of the time, and the intersection of Swedish economic policy and the history of its textile 

industry enables me to place the date of the purple textile’s manufacture in the 1740s to the early 1750s.  

                                                
80 Object 75 in Elisabet Stavenow-Hidemark, 18th Century Textiles: The Anders Berch Collection at the 

Nordiska Museet (Stockholm, Sweden: Nordiska Museets Förlag, 1990), 59. The definitions and characteristics 
of droguet liseré used in this discussion accompany this object, also on pp. 59. 

 
81 Stavenow-Hidemark, 18th Century Textiles, 59. 
 
82 The ascribed or suggested dates for the purple silk textile are as follows: The Mount Vernon 

Ladies’ Association: 1745-1755. Linda Baumgarten: 1755-1765. The New Hampshire Historical Association: 
1770-1785. The Smithsonian: 1750-1759. 
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The progression of the Swedish silk industry in parallel with Swedish textiles’ absorption of French 

influence highlights how the Swedish silk industry’s slow aesthetic evolution and host of cultural and visual 

precursors uniquely influenced Swedish silk designs. As a result, Sweden experienced a slower adaptation of 

naturalistic forms in their silk designs than their western European counterparts. Sweden instead continued to 

visually rely on a host of multi-cultural folk art forms and much-earlier bizarre silk patterns. The results are 

evident in the purple silk textile. While the purple silk is a small suiting pattern with a frequent repeat, which 

was a popular style in French and English textiles, as noted in earlier chapters, it does not derive from the 

same source of influences as do French and English suiting fabrics. The purple silk textile instead maintains a 

heritage of borrowing and transmission from the traditional folk art of Sweden and other countries, as well as 

Asian influences. The crowded, highly-stylized, busy pattern and monochromatic diaper patterning in the 

ground indicates the textile is rooted in much-older bizarre silks. The purple silk is an example of how the 

Swedish silk industry and its silk patterns slowly absorbed French aesthetics beginning in the 1740s and that 

Swedish silk designs did not immediately eschew their aesthetics from previous influences.  

Swedish silks slowly became more elegant and naturalistic from the 1740s onwards. In the surviving 

textile fragments I viewed at the Nordiska Museet and the Swedish National Archives and in my study of 

relevant Swedish silks in the Anders Berch Collection, there is an aesthetic shift apparent in Swedish silks 

beginning in the early 1740s. During this time there was a liminal yet significant movement away from 

heavier, darker patterns and the influence of bizarre silks to balanced and naturalistic floral forms and more 

graceful, lighter color palettes. This evidence intersects with the dates that Frenchman Peyron and French-

trained Rehn were becoming active, and suggests that their business collaboration and shared visual 

sensibilities were the disruptors of the visual status quo and the catalysts of this aesthetic shift. Not only did 

Peyron and Rehn aid in igniting Swedish manufacturing by capturing a market hungry for French-inspired 

fashions popular across most of Europe and increasing output through more advanced mechanical 

technology, they visually realigned the aesthetic identity of Swedish silks.  

As a result, silk designs began to gradually turn away from heavier Dutch-inspired patterns, lingering 

bizarre or Asian influences, or folk-art forms from 1700 to the early 1740s. Another colliding datapoint is that 
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in 1741 the Riksdag (Swedish parliament) taxed all Chinese silk imports at a rate of 15 percent of the auction 

price.83 While an actual ban on Chinese silks was enacted in 1745, the initial tax levied in the same year that 

Peyron was asked to establish a silk factory in Stockholm in 1741 provided the economic runway necessary to 

start the disruption of a domestic market previously hungry for Chinese silks.84 As a result, it helped shape 

consumer preferences toward higher quality, domestically produced French-inspired designs. Certainly, there 

is no single point of cessation in which all Swedish mills simultaneously eschewed older bizarre silk or 

traditional folk art influences to adopt and incorporate French-inspired aesthetics, evident in the purple silk 

textile. This occurred slowly, with textile patterns expressing visual overlaps from a variety of influences. The 

push for a sense a national sartorial pride in all levels of society, particularly those of the upper class, also 

continued to maintain strong footing in Sweden at this time. This likely explains why Swedish silk pattern 

designers were hesitant to fully eschew traditional folk art forms.  

The gradual aesthetic transition is evident in samples in the textile sample books I viewed. The oldest 

sample book I examined at the Swedish National Archives from 1744 is the earliest documented collection of 

Swedish-produced textiles 1744-1746.85 While it mainly contains worsteds, it boasts a page of velvets, some 

linens, and a page of gloriously vibrant woven polychrome silk ribbon produced in Christianstad. The floral 

patterns of the ribbons and the worsteds from Hernösand feature bright, bold colors and heavy florals with 

thick, pointed leaves. One sample of a wool flannel from Malmö features a thickly outlined purple and yellow 

pattern. Unfortunately, the sample is too small to ascertain a sense of scale or repeat, or to conceptualize the 

pattern. Overall, what patterns and colorways can be observed are bolder, larger, and darker than later 

Swedish silks evident in textile sample books. 

                                                
83 Hanna Hodacs, “The Swedish East India Company,” Warwick University (blog), accessed June 30, 

2019, 5, https://cdm21047.contentdm.oclc.org/digital/collection/swedish/id/3256/rec/22. 
 
84 Stavenow-Hidemark, 18th Century Textiles, 253. 
 
85 Katalog 1744-1746 med kommentarer, Kommerskollegium, Kammarkontoret, Industrivävnadsprover, vol. 1, 1 

vols. (Stockholm, Sweden, 1744). 
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In his article “The Forms of Diversity, Folk Art in Multicultural Sweden in Swedish Folk Art: All 

Tradition Is Change”, Owe Ronstöm maintains that “Naturalistic motifs, both flowers and people, have come 

relatively late to Swedish folk art.”86 Why Sweden held onto older, more archaic forms longer than France or 

England is explained by their lengthy aesthetic evolution. Eighteenth-century Swedish adoption of naturalistic 

forms from France occurred at a much slower rate than their Western European counterparts. This certainly 

provides an explanation for the presence of not only a blend of multicultural visual languages in the purple 

textile, but also why the primitive tripartite daisy form was incorporated in a more current style of textile 

pattern intended for fashionable menswear. 

Similarly, Mikkel Venborg Pederson asserts that “Further to the north, the slow adaptation of 

European fashions at large is even more visible, although this time lag narrows down during the Baroque and 

into the eighteenth century.”87 One of the reasons for this lag in adaptation was the lack of widespread 

immersion, and therefore, absorption. While a small amount of French silks did make their way to Sweden in 

the mid-eighteenth century despite the push for a domestic industry, the central consumer of those textiles 

was the royal court.  

Given these findings, there is enough evidence to suggest that the purple silk was likely produced by 

a non-Peyron-influenced mill before the significant spread of French influence in Swedish textiles, which 

aligns to the date of 1740 to the early 1750s, which is the range of dates I ascribe to the purple silk as the 

likely time frame of manufacturing based on available documented evidence. The previous earliest date that 

the textile was assigned, 1745, was given to the three textile fragments in the collection of the Mount Vernon 

Ladies’ Association, which falls within this possible time frame. It is precluded from having any later date due 

to the marked, sharp increase in naturalism and heightened sense of sophistication in Swedish silks as time 

progressed. 

                                                
86 Owe Ronström, “The Forms of Diversity: Folk Art in Multicultural Sweden,” in Swedish Folk Art: 

All Tradition Is Change, ed. Barbro Klein and Mats Widbom (London: N. H. Abrams, 1994.), 31. 
 
87 Mikkel Venborg Pederson, “Prologue,” in Fashionable Encounters: Perspectives and Trends in 

Textile and Dress in the Early Modern Nordic World, ed. Tove Engelhardt Mathiassen (Oxford, England: 
Oxbow Books, 2014), xvi. 
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From the portraiture of Alexander Roslin to the history of the color in Swedish sociocultural 

vocabularies, the color purple and the weave of the pattern suggests that the textile was made for upper class 

or aristocratic Swedes who desired a fashionable domestic textile of extremely high quality. The more 

expensive, complicated droguet liseré weave and bright colorway telegraphed messages of wealth, prestige, and 

success -- and also perhaps a desire to patronize their national industries or proudly communicate their 

identity as a member of the Swedish upper class. This early example of Swedish silk was one of the finest silks 

produced at the time. The textile would certainly have been worthy of exporting and perhaps, relabeling for 

European resale markets. 

 
The Silk Textile Travels to America: From Sweden to the British Colonies 1740-1750s 

Not much work has been conducted on the success of importation bans on foreign silks in England, 

and it is unclear if such can even be accurately quantified or if relevant or necessary records even survive.88 As 

a result, there is an opportunity within textile history and early American scholarship to underscore that 

British America indeed received textiles from nations and territories other than Great Britain through a 

variety of means, that products from other European countries were resold by British merchants for colonial 

markets, and that European markets maintained  covert consumer bases in the colonies of other empires. 

Further inquiry into these topics would confirm the portability of moveable goods, lax British enforcement, 

the black market and rampant smuggling, independent travel, and parcels sent individually from other 

countries. Before I discuss the ways in which it was possible for a Swedish textile to make its way to the 

colony of Virginia, I will provide background on British American and Swedish trade relations in the 

eighteenth century. 

 
Eighteenth-Century Trade Relations Between Britain and Sweden 

                                                
88 William Farrell notes that apart from one article by historian Susan North, there are few studies 

that have been conducted on the illicit textile market. See William Farrell, “Smuggling Silks into Eighteenth-
Century Britain: Geography, Perpetrators, and Consumers,” Journal of British Studies 55, no. 2 (2016): 10, 
https://doi.org/10.1017/jbr.2015.227. See also Susan North, “The Physical Manifestation of an Abstraction: 
A Pair of 1750s Waistcoat Shapes,” Textile History 39, no. 1 (May 2008): 92–104. 
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Sweden never had a colonial empire of note. In the mid-seventeenth century in colonial America, 

Sweden established the colony of New Sweden in the present-day U.S. state of Delaware. Soon after in 1655, 

the Dutch took New Sweden, who then lost it to the English. Sweden’s connections to her population, now 

moving eastward to Pennsylvania, became increasingly limited post 1721.89 Despite its official position of 

neutrality during the American Revolution, Sweden supported the American colonies and her ally, France.90 

Economically, the removal of British dominance and control would open a wealth of possibilities for Swedish 

direct trade with former Carribean and North American colonies.  

During the American Revolution, Sweden, in its desire to maintain the delicate optics of neutrality,  

investigated opportunities for North American colonization through the efforts of a Swedish aristocrat, 

Count Axel Von Ferson, who served as an officer in the French campaign in America. Count Ferson (who 

has often been romantically linked to Queen Marie Antoinette of France), was one of about one hundred 

Swedes who took part in French military efforts for American independence (Müller 176). Count Ferson was 

charged with investigating if any part of North America was ready to be handed over to Sweden.91 Ferson’s 

findings were unfortunately for Sweden, unsuccessful. 

Sweden also never flourished in international transatlantic shipping. Scholar Leo Müller connects the 

dots on why Sweden was unable to push into the small goods and finished luxury item market in former 

British North America. He believes that “Swedish merchants were financially too weak to carry out the 

transatlantic trade on the basis of private merchant enterprises.”92 This acknowledgement of a lack of 

resources to support Swedish transatlantic trade was addressed by a Swedish decree issued on October 31, 

1786. It in part declared Sweden’s acquisition of the French island of St. Barthélemy. Despite the 

establishment of this Swedish colony in the Atlantic, the impact of the Swedish East India company, and its 

                                                
89 Leos Müller, Consuls, Corsairs, and Commerce: The Swedish Consular Service and Long-Distance Shipping, 

1720–1815 (Uppsala, Sweden: Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis, 2004), 176. 
 
90 Müller, Consuls, Corsairs, and Commerce, 175. 
 
91 Ibid., 176. 

 
92 Ibid., 178. 
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volume of trade in North America was insignificant. As a result, North America and its newly independent 

United States did not have noteworthy direct contact with Swedish merchants in the eighteenth century. 

 
The Art of the Possible: Smuggling, the Black Market, Reselling, and Personal Parcels in the Eighteenth Century 

Though Sweden had little direct trade with founding-era America there are manifold plausible – and 

likely – ways a Swedish textile might have found its way to Virginia. Textiles were items of frequent 

recirculation. Silks in particular are lightweight, foldable, and take up little room, able to be easily stuffed in 

crates labeled with other goods. Despite bans on foreign luxury goods and textiles, the ability to import silks 

into England was as pliant as the textiles themselves. Hodacs suggests that “the market for silk textiles in 

Europe was porous,”93 and it was permeable in a few ways. The first was trade. Trade was usually direct with 

London; re-exported foreign silks through London would be quite legal imports in the colonies. While the 

Navigation Acts dictated that British ships alone were able to engage in trade with the colonies, British ships 

were also free to take on goods from other countries.”94 A market of great importance to England was 

northern Europe.95 Sweden benefitted from its relationship with British merchants, as exports to England 

accounted for 27.4 percent of Sweden’s trade from 1751-1800.96  

Robert Cary & Company and John Hanbury and Company were two of the London merchants who 

served as factors for the Custis household when Martha Washington’s first husband Daniel Parke Custis was 

alive. She continued these business relationships after her husband’s death, confidently but politely informing 

John Hanbury that she “think[s] it will be proper to continue [Daniel Parke Custis’s] Account in the same 

                                                
93 Hodacs, Silk and Tea in the North, 116. 
 
94 Natalie Rothstein, “Dutch Silks - An Important but Forgotten Industry of the 18th Century or a 

Hypothesis?,” Oud Holland 79, no. 3 (1964): 158, https://www.jstor.org/stable/42712157. 
 
95 Natalie Rothstein, “Silk in European and American Trade before 1783: A Commodity of 

Commerce or a Frivolous Luxury?” (Textile Society of America Symposium Proceedings, Omaha, Nebraska: 
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manner as if he was living.”97 It is possible that the silk had been sent to England along with other more 

expensive cargo from Sweden and then resold to the Custises through Robert Cary & Company or another 

purchasing agent. It is plausible that when her husband was living, Martha might have requested one of her 

London factors to locate a particular color combination specifically for a suit for her husband. As I will 

discuss in the next chapter, documents demonstrate that Martha Custis Washington clearly favored bold 

purples and yellows.98 Perhaps she thought this combination might be a fashionable choice in the early 1750s 

for him as well. This hypothetical request for a purple and yellow men’s suiting fabric might have led Robert 

Cary to source a silk beyond what he could usually find in English manufacturing, as the colorway was indeed 

unusual. From a legal standpoint this would all be possible, as the importation of foreign silks into England 

was not banned until 1765. 

Another way that moveable goods made their way to the colonies were individual parcels carried 

home by travelers abroad. Natalie Rothstein identified this possibility several decades ago: “It is possible, in 

any case, that some of the eighteenth century silks now found in American collections and which can be 

traced to some family resident in the Colonies in the eighteenth century were imported on such business 

trips.”99 Daniel Custis’s father maintained a consistent correspondence with notable British botanists.100 

Requests for specific items not readily available in the typical shipments of goods might have been made to 

his friends, who were free to ship items to their compatriots in the colonies at will. The fabric might have 

been a present made to the elder Custis gentleman, and upon his death, was bequeathed or given to his son, 

Daniel Parke Custis. As historian William Farrell notes, “Textiles also lent themselves to forms of smuggling 

                                                
97 Martha Dandridge Custis to John Hanbury and Company. August 20, 1757 in Joseph E. Fields, 

ed., Worthy Partner": The Papers of Martha Washington (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1994), 6. 
 
98 Chapter four will also provide a discussion on consumers and consumerism in the American 

colonies. 
 
99 Rothstein, “Dutch Silks,” 158. 
 
100 S.B. Bearss, “John Custis (1678–1749),” Encyclopedia Virginia, May 28, 2014, 

http://www.EncyclopediaVirginia.org/Custis_John_1678-1749. 
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other than landing big cargos. Pieces of cloth could be folded up and hidden inside boxes and packages. 

Individual travelers, therefore, could make ideal ‘smugglers’.”101 

As Farrell suggests, the third way that moveable goods could enter the colonies was the smuggling 

and resale of contraband through the black market, which had increased in eighteenth-century Britain as 

direct taxes on wealth shifted to indirect taxes on consumable items.102 The porosity of the European silk 

trade allowed for the transfer of contraband goods from a wider range of geographies than historiography has 

previously acknowledged.103 In Smuggling Silks into Eighteenth-Century Britain, Geography, Perpetrators, and 

Consumers, Farrell notes that English contraband was comprised of supplying a “middling market from India, 

and a luxury one supplied from France.”104 While Farrell accurately identifies Indian and French textiles as 

being sought-after and fashionable to the British buyer, both the middling sort and the British elite coveted 

Indian printed cottons as evidenced by the textile swatches of Indian cottons Barbara Johnson included in her 

album.105 Farrell’s claim furthermore indicates that the market was solely binary, an example of a fixed and 

inflexible either-or scenario. Farrell asserts that only Indian and French textiles were of interest to the English 

consumer, only French and Indian textiles were contraband, and that French and Indian textiles and small 

accessories were the only sources of new fashions in England. In actuality, the typical preferences of an 

English buyer were more complex than the middle class wanting an Indian cotton or the upper class desiring 

a French silk.  

                                                
101 Farrell, “Smuggling Silks into Eighteenth-Century Britain:,” 11.  
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Britain's unofficial policy of salutary neglect relaxed the enforcement of strict regulations in its North 

American colonies, particularly trade laws imposed on the colonies in the seventeenth century until the 

middle of the eighteenth century. This approach allowed for an economy of smuggling. Smuggling continued 

during the colonies’ boycotts of English goods during the non-importation and non-consumption agreements 

in the 1760s and 1770s. Discussions of smuggling contraband and what was possible to enter the colonies, 

therefore, should reflect the relaxed nature of enforcement and the market’s permeability. 

Even as early as 1715, there are reports of smuggling occurring in English trade. Rothstein indicates 

that in a petition to the Lords of the Treasury drafted by the Court of the Weavers Company of London on 

August 29, 1715, the Weavers “complained that great quantities of foreign wrought silks and other woven 

goods are imported contrary to law and sold in England not only to the loss of H. M. Customs, but also to 

the ‘great injury’ of the trade.”106 William Farrel recounts a rather dramatic scene in which an unfortunate 

porter by the name of Thomas Wetherby left a shipping dock with a small box labelled “Tobacco.”107 

Wetherby, frequently looking over his shoulder (as if that was not suspicious behavior in itself) realized he 

was being followed by a customs officer. When overtaken by the officer, Wetherby first declared that the box 

contained tea. Not one to be lied to, the customs officer demanded Wetherby open the box, which contained 

“£41 of silk mittens and £160 worth of garnets.”108 In addition to the many Wetherby-like tales that no doubt 

took place in the eighteenth century, English travelers frequently had new clothes made when on holiday, or 

brought back pieces of material to construct new garments back home.109 Lengths of fabric, like any luxury 

item, frequently changed hands or were resold in the secondhand market.110 Black market resellers would 
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relabel or repackage items for shipment by merchants.111 It is possible, therefore, that this Swedish textile was 

mislabeled as English. 

A jacket and petticoat dated 1775-1785, now in the collections of Colonial Williamsburg, have a 

provenance from both Scandinavia and Virginia.112 The matching separates are constructed from buff silk and 

are graced with polychrome embroidery in silk threads. The floral embroidery is comprised of a series of 

trailing, thin curvilinear vines supporting a variety of colorful blooms. According to the donor, descendants 

of the original owner are from the Ackerly/Holland family, who hailed from Virginia and Norway. How the 

gown, or this family, arrived in the colonies is not known. However, these extant pieces are prime examples 

that Scandinavian textiles indeed could – and did – make their way to Virginia, suggesting that there were 

paths that could also pertain to Washington’s fabric. 

 
 

The Purple Silk Gown Construction: 1757 to 1780s 

The gown’s construction and alteration history has a powerful link to the embodiment of agency, 

memory, and emotion that is intertwined with the wearing of an object. Given the style of the gown, the 

history of the textile, and Martha Custis Washington’s biographical timeline, evidence suggests that the gown 

was likely originally constructed in July 1757, right after the death of Martha’s first husband Daniel Parke 

Custis. I additionally propose that Martha requested that the gown be fashioned out of suiting fabric 

intended for him, a choice likely motivated by grief, longing, and respectful remembrance.  

A discussion with Dr. Kimberly Alexander yielded the observation that Martha Custis intentionally 

wore a gown made from a men’s suiting fabric in order to visually communicate that she was taking on the 

responsibilities and duties of her late husband and desired to be seen with the same authority – and be given 

the same respect.113 In this context, Martha Custis’s fashion choice of the purple silk can be read as a 

                                                
111 Farrell, “Smuggling Silks, 13. 
 
112 Object 2015-155 A&B in the collection of the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation. 
 
113 The discussion with Dr. Kimberly Alexander took place on October 19, 2019. The idea of Martha 

Custis assuming the identity of her late husband through wearing his suiting fabric was also raised during the 
panel discussion for “A Penchant for Purple: Martha Washington, Snails, and Scandinavian Silks” at 
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performative display of soft power.114 Martha Custis corresponded frequently with London factors, and local 

overseers, attorneys, carpenters, and merchants such as Robert Cary & Company, John Roan, Benjamin 

Waller, George Brett, and Richard Littlepage, respectively, regarding myriad topics to include the sale of 

crops, Daniel Parke Custis’s estate, and plantation supply invoices.115  Despite this compelling idea, there 

might not be enough evidence to support the notion that she wanted to visually project authority to men in 

a transactional setting, particularly since her business interactions with the opposite sex were mainly 

conducted via written correspondence, except perhaps in dealings with her estate managers. Martha Custis’s 

wearing of a men’s suiting fabric might have been for her own benefit, or for the male guests she did interact 

with in a self-initiated visual manifestation that she was “taking on his mantle,” a kind of subsuming of her 

late husband’s identity and duties into her own person and somatic form.116 The assuming, or taking on, of 

Daniel Parke Custis’s dressed identity can be viewed as a kind of a utilitarian masquerade – the woman was 

unmasked, but her identity was shrouded in the guise of another.117 
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Throughout its lifespan, the gown experienced multiple mendings, indicating that it was frequently 

worn. The gown was not put aside, nor was it disassembled and the silk recycled, suggesting that it was 

cherished. It was kept in her active wardrobe as Martha Custis Washington chose to wear the gown 

continually over several decades when she could have easily ceased wearing it in favor of more fashionable 

(and less outlandish or dated) silks, or to preserve it as a relic. However, Martha Washington intentionally 

continued to wear the gown, reshaping it to accommodate the natural changes in her body over the course 

of her life. In the following chapter I will delve into more detail about how emotions and memory likely 

drove Washington’s choices to do so. 

 Ample documented evidence from extant objects and silk fragments demonstrate that Martha Custis 

Washington owned and wore stylish gowns made from fabric in the latest English fashions. She also dressed 

appropriately to her age, role, and situation. However, the purple gown, and the act of wearing it, did not 

always adapt or align to the latest styles. Practically, this was due to the limited quantity of fabric available. 

When considering Martha Custis Washington’s pragmatic inclinations, it was likely that she did not desire 

that the gown be completely remade in later years. A wider scale remaking project might cause the gown to 

lose some of its embodied memory, its connection to a moment in time and perhaps also a topophilic 

association to place, as Martha Washington might have worn the gown in wartime as she traveled with the 

General, far from Virginia and domestic peace -- the stability of home and family. 

 
Gown Style and Alterations: 1757-1780s 

 The gown has been altered several times since its original construction, with the final alteration likely 

occurring in the 1780s. As I noted in the first chapter, the dress is a “closed robe,” which is a one-piece 

women’s gown that was worn in the first half of the eighteenth century. Aileen Ribero holds that this style 

had gone out of fashion by around 1750 but that it experienced a resurgence in popularity in the 1780s.118  
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A gown similar to the purple gown is in the collection of Snowshill in England, and is sketched by 

Nancy Bradfield in Costume in Detail 1730-1930.119 The gown is dated 1740-1750, and is also a closed robe, in 

this case made from a mustard yellow figured silk. The bodices of both gowns are strikingly almost identical. 

They are also constructed in extremely similar manners: both feature a wide decolletage, folding robings that 

meet in a deep “v” at the waist, and back pleats stitched down a l’anglais. The present construction of the 

skirt of the purple gown is created in the same manner as the mustard yellow gown, although unlike the 

purple gown, there is no indication that the mustard yellow gown had been refashioned in later years.  

Closed robes like the mustard yellow gown would have been fashionable in 1740-1750. Skirts during 

the 1750s, however, were not always closed. Another gown, a silk satin open robe in the collection of the 

Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, features a bodice with robings and wide decolletage almost identical to 

both the Snowshill and purple gowns, and is dated 1756.120 This example offers additional evidence of a 

dated bodice that helps support the conclusion that the purple gown has an intital construction date of 1757. 

Linda Baumgarten  believes that Martha’s purple gown was not always a closed robe and there is 

much evidence to support her claim.121 First, it is difficult to believe that Martha would have requested the 

making of a closed robe gown in 1757 (or at any point later) if it was a style that it had not been fashionable 

for almost a decade, or more. Secondly, evidence suggests that the skirt had been remade once, if not several 

times. There is the presence of seam stitching on either selvedge of the center front skirt panel, indicating 

that the skirt had previously existed in a different configuration. The dress has six skirt panels, each differing 

in width. Three panels measure the full selvedge to selvedge of 19.25 inches, with three other panels 

                                                
119 Nancy Bradfield, Costume in Detail, 1730-1930 (Los Angeles: Costume & Fashion Press, 2009), 9, 
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measuring 15.25, 15.25 and 15.50 inches. The narrower width indicates that these panels had been cut during 

the gown’s original construction, or after, perhaps for extra fabric to be used for trim, or much later when 

gown was refashioned to provide material needed for patches evident beneath the armscyes. 

 Had the purple gown originally been constructed as an open robe, to make the skirt “closed” the 

skirt would have been detached from the waist. The skirt circumference would have been redistributed and 

re-pleated with one of the six skirt panels brought around to create a center front panel. It would then have 

been re-pleated. There is obvious evidence of of re-pleating in the existing knife pleats of the skirt. When 

compared to the topstitched center back pleats, the pleats that are stitched down are much narrower than 

the skirt pleats. Wider and shallower skirt pleats might indicate that more waist circumference had been 

needed after the original construction of the gown, demonstrative of “letting out.” This is also consistent 

with evidence that the original pleats were taken out of the bodice lining and fashion fabric and restitched 

just to the bottom edge of the lining, as well as the presence of different colored sewing threads along the 

top edge of the skirt, and elsewhere along this area. By contrast, the inside lining of the silk satin open robe 

at the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation is stitched down neatly on top of the existing pleats, an excellent 

example of original pleating and inside center back lining remaining intact.122 

After examining the multiple threads that were used in the creation of the gown, a pink thread, seen 

in the stitching of the scalloped trim along the robings might have indicated the serpentine scalloped and 

padded trim was added to the gown later, as a way to “freshen” it up in a more current fashion. The pink 

thread is also used in the topstitching of the inside of the center back lining, which would have been the 

thread used when the skirt was re-attached. As trim takes as long as a gown to construct in some cases, the 

punching and scalloping of the trim as it now appears, would have added additional days to a gown that 

could have been created by a competent seamstress in two to three days. If Martha Custis had needed the 

gown quickly for mourning in 1757, trim like this could have always waited to be added later. 

                                                
122 See image of inside lining of object 1985-115, 1-2, The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, in 

Linda Baumgarten, John Watson, and Florine Carr, Costume Close-Up: Clothing Construction and Pattern 1750-
1790 (Hollywood, CA: Costume & Fashion Press, 1999), 12. 
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One potential scenario for the gown is that the dress was initially an open-front gown worn over a 

separate, contrasting petticoat. The skirt was later refashioned in the 1770s, most likely the 1780s, which is 

why the bodice measurements are consistent with extant measurements from gowns and bodices Martha 

Washington wore in her later years. However, most open robe gowns in the 1780s began to have slightly 

higher waistlines as neoclassical aesthetics began to take a firm hold in European and American fashion. The 

bodice of the purple silk gown was not altered to fit this newer trend, and in the 1780s the gown would still 

have required a stomacher, a noticeably outdated style for this decade, particularly when paired with the 

robings, which had not appeared on gowns in a generation. It is likely then that Martha Washington did not 

wear this gown in any formal role as the wife of the general of the Continental Army, or the wife of the 

president of the Constitutional Convention, but kept it for wear in domestic settings with family. 

Another potential scenario for the original construction of the skirt is that it always has been an 

open-front gown with six panels. The dress, as it is presently constructed would only have been repaired, 

hence the presence of multiple threads and multiple sewing hands. Gowns constantly needed to be mended 

and re-sewn, as hand stitching, no matter how competent, never ensured a seam’s total permanence. 

Regarding the bodice, it is difficult to find traces of remaking and refashioning, but that does not 

mean that it has not been altered at some, or multiple, points in its lifetime. Because several key seams are 

hidden beneath the stitched-down lining, it is impossible to see evidence of remaking or letting out in those 

areas. The lining of the bodice, however, does indicate that the bodice had been taken apart and let out, as a 

line of ghost stitch holes sit in parallel to a line of presumably newer and later stitches. The bodice does 

show evidence of piecing, and many areas of hasty stitching in threads of different colors, which signals that 

different hands stitched the gown at different moments. It is likely that while the skirt was being re-pleated 

the bodice also underwent an alteration as well. It is also possible during this time that the robings could 

have been removed and reset to accommodate a wider waistline. 

Most gown bodices of the early to mid eighteenth-century were meant to be worn with stomachers. 

That this gown still maintains an older style of bodice is interesting. Stomachers rapidly fell out of fashion 

for day wear in the 1770s as bodices began to be pinned closed down the center front. Perhaps the alteration 
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of the skirt was a compromise Martha was willing to make without having to sacrifice the integrity of the 

original bodice, and without needing additional material, which was unavailable. As a result, and despite any 

later adjustments, the bodice in its current construction still appears almost an exact match to the bodice of 

the gown at Snowshill, dated 1740-1750.  

The fashioning of the bodice and its visual signifiers, such as robings and stomacher, are key to 

dating the gown’s original construction. The NHHS theorized an original construction date of 1770 to the 

1780s. It is unrealistic that Martha would have constructed a new gown from older material in a bodice style 

that would have been fashionable twenty to thirty years prior, and much out of date in the 1770s and 1780s. 

As such, the construction of the bodice can firmly be dated to the 1750s due to its appearance and how it 

aligns to extant examples from the same decade. 

In the next chapter, I will provide a closer examination of the gown in conjunction with Martha 

Dandridge Custis Washington’s biographical timeline. Tracing the multiple histories of Martha Washington’s 

purple gown is an entrypoint to more deeply understanding her as a human being with emotions, 

preferences, agency, and choices. The result is new knowledge of Martha Washington and a broader sense of 

reality that presses against how she has been inaccurately labeled, revealing aspects of her personhood that 

have been left entirely from the discussion. 
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Chapter Four 

 

Martha Custis Washington’s Biographical Timeline: Emotions, Selfhood, and Embodiment 

 

I am only fond of what comes from the heart.   

—Martha Dandridge Custis Washington 

 

The approach of the present chapter follows Martha Dandridge Custis’s biographical timeline. It 

looks at the factors that shaped her preferences as a young woman with relative economic freedom 

within the complex social system that surrounded her. It will also address how her personal agency to 

continually wear the purple silk gown led to the construction and preservation of a familial and domestic 

identity. This chapter will also explore Martha’s developmental years (1731 to 1750), which trace her 

childhood to her first marriage. Around the time the textile would have arrived in Virginia from (1740 to 

1755), Martha’s character and choices were already shaped by the multiple intersecting influences that 

surrounded her and the identifiers assigned to her. Martha married Daniel Parke Custis in 1750, and 

quickly became the mother to four children, two of whom did not survive much past infancy. I assert 

that she requested the gown to be made in 1757 and in 1770 throughout the 1780s she continued to 

wear it. I will also graft into the timeline of the purple silk textile into the discussion of Martha 

Washington’s biography so that the two timelines can intersect and dialogue with one another. 

 
Becoming Martha Dandridge: Influences 1731-1750 

As young Martha Dandridge experienced her childhood and early teenage years, across an ocean 

the purple silk textile was being carefully designed, the weld that colored the flaring yellow threads 

picked from wild fields and dried, the silk threads floating in a concoction of dyes that would create the 

bold magenta-purple and inky blue. The silk would have been fastened to the draw loom and as she 
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grew, so too did the silk as the pattern inched along the stretch of the loom. As she continued to mature 

into a young woman, the finished fabric was packaged and sold, and was on its way to the shores of 

Virginia. 

Martha Dandridge was born in New Kent County on June 2, 173, between noon and one 

o’clock at Chestnut Grove in Virginia, a vast plantation of nearly 500 acres.1 The house was a two-

chimney, five-over-four, hipped-roof colonial that unfortunately was lost to a fire in 1926.2 The eldest 

child and eldest daughter of John Dandridge (1700-1756) and Frances Jones (1710-1785) of New Kent 

County, Martha Dandridge’s introduction to fashion and a wider, more worldly culture than her rural 

neighbors would have provided came from the city of Williamsburg. The twenty-five mile ride from her 

childhood home of Chestnut Grove to Williamsburg was a day’s journey by carriage. To a young girl 

living isolated in the country, only ever interacting with limited society at local country house parties and 

at church at St. Peter’s Parish, Williamsburg would have been the great and exciting metropolis.  

Until 1779, Williamsburg was the capital of Virginia and the seat of its government. The courts 

and the House of Burgesses were in session twice yearly in the Spring and the Fall. During these highly-

anticipated seasons, everything in Williamsburg sprang into life and the city teemed with nearly 3,000 

people.3 Landed Virginians who owned extensive land and plantations, like the Custises, would have also 

owned impressive homes in Williamsburg. Servants and enslaved workers unshuttered these homes and 

prepared for the arrivals of  the landholding families who came for the government sessions and stayed 

to enjoy the assembly balls and dances. It was an exciting spectacle for both men and women, a season 

of delights.  Dances and assemblies were held at the Wetherburn and Raleigh Taverns, for which hopeful 

attendees had to secure raffle tickets to enter. Theatregoers could attend performances at the 

                                                
1 Helen Bryan, Martha Washington: First Lady of Liberty (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2002), 15. 
 
2 Five-over-four” or “five-over-four and a door” indicates the typical Georgian plan for home 

construction in British America of five windows on the second floor over four windows and a door on the 
first floor. 

 
3 Mary Wiseman, Martha Washington: Character Interpretation in Public History and Women’s Experience in the 

Eighteenth Century, Phone Conversation, June 12, 2019. 
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Williamsburg playhouse built in 1716 near the palace green, offering highly elaborate and technologically 

advanced staging that used machinery, skilled artistry, and even pyrotechnics.4  

Shops in Williamsburg would have been brimming with life and social and communal activity.5 

Storefronts bursted with curated displays to tempt the senses and empty the pocketbook: 6 imported 

painted porcelain from as far as Canton, linen from the Netherlands, floral silks from Spitalfields in 

London, wool hose from Scotland, rainbows of fluttering ribbons, scented Chinese Hyson tea, and 

dizzying, perfumed assortments of spices and sundries from across the globe that included “Coffee and 

chocolates, fine Lemmons, Anchovies, Candied ginger, Red Port, Mountain Wine. . .”7 Items such as 

these, to include parcels of choice drugs and medicines like “Spanish Fly, Candied ginger, Epsom Salt, 

and Shavings of Hartshorn,” arrived regularly by ship and were announced in the Virginia Gazette.8 Along 

with newspapers, broadsides advertising goods were also used as marketing materials. A storekeeper’s 

broadside by Tarpley, Thompson & Company in Williamsburg, Virginia, was elegantly engraved and 
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Mellon Centre, 2008), 195-7. 
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printed in England in 1760-30, and indicates the refined delights James Tarpley’s store on Duke of 

Gloucester Street would have contained: teacups, coffeepots, candlesticks, shoes, stockings, wallpaper, 

and ladies’ hats trimmed with ribbons.9 With goods such as these, customers were encouraged to adopt a 

more refined style of life. Richard Bushman notes, “Stocked with fashionable items flowing in from 

Europe, shops shaped the desires of consumers, not for goods alone but for a new social activity.”10 

As for Martha Dandridge, she was no stranger to Williamsburg and its society. Her maternal 

grandfather, The Reverend Roland Jones, served as the first rector of Bruton Parish; his remains still rest 

in front of the church altar. Her father, John Dandridge, though not of extreme wealth, was well-known 

as the clerk of the court, a position he held for 25 years. As a result, everyone knew him and his family. It 

was likely that John would have taken his young children with him on trips into Williamsburg, and 

Martha, charged with keeping her younger siblings in order, would have been immersed in Williamsburg 

culture and society.11 

 A trip into town would have included attending services at Bruton Parish where she and her 

family would have been welcomed by parishioners, the vestry, and clergy, her grandfather’s name 

memorialized in stone and visible to all. She would glimpse beautiful ladies stepping out of carriages in 

front of the Governor’s Palace, adorned in richly woven silks, trims, and laces.  

Not only did shopkeepers know how to message their wares with tantalizing advertisements, 

they knew how to tempt customers with alluring, sensory displays. 12  Martha Dandridge would have 

                                                
9 Cary Carson, Face Value: The Consumer Revolution and the Colonizing of America (Charlottesville, 

Virginia: The University Press of Virginia, 2017), 151. 
 
10 Richard L. Bushman, “Shopping and Advertising in Colonial America,” in Of Consuming Interests: 

The Style of Life in the Eighteenth Century (Perspectives on the American Revolution), ed. Cary Carson, Ronald 
Hoffman, and Peter J. Albert (Charlottesville, Virginia: University of Virginia Press, 1994), 235. 

 
11 Helen Bryan, Martha Washington: First Lady of Liberty (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2002), 

15. 
 

12 The history of the senses, and sensorial shopping tactics in eighteenth-century Britain and America, 
are areas that, at the time of the writing of this thesis, are experiencing a surge of scholarly engagement. 
Historian Will Tullet specializes in the history of the senses and has a recent publication on olefactible 
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been beckoned inside stores by artful arrangements of the latest fashions displayed in shop windows. 

Once inside, she would be invited to run her fingers over samples of damasks, linens, and printed 

cottons, the air full of perfumes and scented powders.13  Proximity and access to imported goods shaped 

her personal preferences and developed her material literacy. There, in Williamsburg, she would begin to 

understand and discern taste and quality in luxury items. Such an exposure likely honed Dandridge’s 

natural powers of observation and emotional intelligence, providing her with a visual and social 

understanding of all types of society.  

Martha Dandridge married Daniel Parke Custis in 1750, just as Williamsburg itself was flowering 

socially. That same year, construction plans were underway for a formal ballroom at the Governor’s 

Palace, which was completed in 1752, and another playhouse was erected near the capitol in 1751.14 

While Dandridge’s family was likely aware that she was jumping tiers of society, we do not know how 

she felt when she married John Custis, as letters or documents survive from this era of her life.  

 

 

                                                                                                                                                       
experiences in the eighteenth century and the history of smell. See William Tullett, Smell in Eighteenth-Century 
England: A Social Sense, The Past and Present Book Series (Oxford, England: Oxford University Press, 2019), 
15. Historian Serena Dyer published a call for papers in June 2019 for a forthcoming edited work entitled A 
Sensory History of Retail and Consumption Since 1700, which explores how the senses are key to the practice and 
experience of shopping. 

 
13 William Tullet points out that eighteenth-century writers were conscious of the effects of writing 

down a scent. See William Tullett, Smell in Eighteenth-Century England: A Social Sense, The Past and Present 
Book Series (Oxford, England: Oxford University Press, 2019), 15. Similarly, shopkeepers who advertised in 
newspapers were concious of the items they listed, and the scents they conjured in readers’ minds, just as they 
were conscious of customers’ visual, tactile, and olefactory in-store experiences. 

 
14 Jane F. Hansen, “Theatre in Colonial Virginia,” The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, nod, 

https://www.history.org/history/teaching/enewsletter/volume4/april06/theatre.cfm. For more on colonial 
American entertainments, particularly the consumption of theatricals, see Cynthia Adams Hoover, “Music 
and Theater in the Lives of Eighteenth-Century Americans,” in Of Consuming Interests: The Style of Life in the 
Eighteenth Century (Perspectives on the American Revolution), ed. Cary Carson, Ronald Hoffman, and Peter J. Albert 
(Charlottesville, Virginia: University of Virginia Press, 1994), 307–53. For a digital reconstruction of a colonial 
American theater and its floorplan (the David Douglas Theater, Williamsburg, Virginia, c. 1772), see Cary 
Carson, Face Value: The Consumer Revolution and the Colonizing of America (Charlottesville, Virginia: The 
University Press of Virginia, 2017), 18-19. 
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The Roles of Shopkeeper and Consumer, Proxy Shopping, and Shopping as a Social 

Construct in Colonial America 

“Fashionable consumption,” Cary Carson notes in Face Value: The Consumer Revolution and the 

Colonizing of America, “was no formulaic ritual.”15 Rather than ritual, Carson suggests that the social 

behavior that fashionable women and men exhibited beginning as early as the seventeenth century could 

be understood instead as performance.16 If fashion was performance, then the players must have had an 

audience, those who provided the “props,” and other “players” who engaged in this communal drama 

with them. Carson elaborates: 

Gentility was a manner sought after and acquired only with diligent application. Its validity was 
certified by open demonstration. It was theater. Consequently, it needed settings, costumes, 
props, and, not least of all, audiences. Those audiences were full of admiring, aspiring imitators. 
Often they say only what was virual, missing the genuine refinements of thought and character 
underneath.17 

 
Jennifer Van Horn maintains that the objects used during such performative displays played 

crucial roles in creating cohesion in colonial societies; consumers who assembled similar objects (and by 

extension, who wore certain things,) formed communities through their shared tastes.18  The 

performance was also competitive – Carson describes it “a contest among neighbors.”19 It was also 

extremely instructive. Family and friends created the first ring of an individual’s shopping network, 

                                                
15 Cary Carson, Face Value: The Consumer Revolution and the Colonizing of America (Charlottesville, 

Virginia: The University Press of Virginia, 2017), 187. 
 
16 Carson, Face Value, 94. 
 
17 Ibid., 33. 
 
18 Jennifer Van Horn, The Power of Objects in Eighteenth-Century British America (Chapel Hill, North 

Carolina: The University of North Carolina Press, 2018), 9. 
 
19 Carson, Face Value, 35. 
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providing judgments about quality and style of items.20 Women shared their intention to purchase items 

with one another, asking for advice on quality and style before and after transactions.  

In a 1772  letter, Martha Washington bypassed her London factors Robert Cary & Co., and 

wrote directly to a London milliner, Mrs. S. Thorpe, regarding an order of lace she received from her. 

Washington was not pleased. She wrote, “When, if you had ever sent a Tippet & Cap w. ye othr. things I 

shd still have thot them Dr. – These things have been shewn to sevl. Ladies who are accustomd to such 

kind of Importns, & all agree, that they are most extravagantly high chargd. . . .if you cant afford to sell a 

much bettr bargn. In thse, that yo. did in ye last I shd hope yt Mr. Cary will try elsewhere,. . .”21 In this 

letter, Washington used the opinion of the group of ladies she consulted to indicate she was educated in 

goods and could easily discern quality and value, and that she also ran in circles of other genteel, 

materially-literate women, a group on which she could also exert her influence and sway where, and to 

whom, they paid custom. 

Women (and men) also wrote extensively about shopping to their contacts, thus creating 

common understanding about trends and goods.22 They passed on local commentary and offered advice 

on the latest styles. From Philadelphia, on June 8, 1789, Martha Washington wrote to her niece, Fanny 

Bassett Washington, “As no other kind of cushing are worne hear but the crape cushing, or the Hair 

draped like one I did not send one for  you – all the genteel people say Crape cushing is not proper to 

                                                
20 Ellen Hartigan-O’Connor, The Ties That Buy: Women and Commerce in Revolutionary America 

(Philadelphia: The University of Pennsylvania Press, 2009), 131. 
 
21 Martha Washington to Mrs. S. Thorpe, July 15, 1772, in Joseph E. Fields, ed., Worthy Partner: The 

Papers of Martha Washington (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1994), 151. A “tippet” is another word for a 
tucker, which is a ruffle of lace usually worn around the edge of a gown neckline. 

 
22 Hartigan-O’Connor, The Ties That Buy, 133. Men commonly did the shopping as well as women. 

Throughout his papers, George Washington places copious orders from local merchants and his London 
factors as per Martha Washington’s specific requests (acting her her proxy), as well as his own. Such 
purchases demonstrate the Washingtons’ collective tastes, material literacy, and preferences. For an example 
of the kind of purchases Washington requested early in his marriage to Martha Washington, see Invoice of 
Sunday Goods to be Shipped by Robert Cary Esqr. & Company for the use of George Washington, 
September 1759, in Joseph E. Fields, ed., Worthy Partner: The Papers of Martha Washington (Westport, CT: 
Greenwood Press, 1994), 86-89. 
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send to you – but I think in the country where you cannot have a hair dresser they will do very well-”.23 

Martha Washington’s letter indicates that though she listened to her “genteel” friends enough to pass 

along their counsel, she had her own advice to give.  

Individuals in the eighteenth century not only supplied advice to friends and family, but also 

actively shopped for one another, which can be termed “proxy shopping.”24 Bushman indicates that 

shoppers needed to share a “common sense of ‘value’ with their proxies.25 Clare Walsh suggests that a 

consumer’s social network was the most important influence on a woman’s shopping behavior.26 Daniel 

Miller notes that even impulse purchases were socially situated.27 

 Walsh describes the efforts of proxy shoppers: “Proxy shoppers had to devote the same time, 

effort, and consideration as they might in shopping for themselves, in a way that could never be 

expected of servants or agents. The proxy shopper, in particular, had to think herself or himself in the 

                                                
23 Martha Washington to Fanny Bassett Washington, June 8, 1789, in in Joseph E. Fields, ed., Worthy 

Partner: The Papers of Martha Washington (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1994), 215. “Crape cushing” can be 
translated to a type of head covering similar to a turban, usually constructed by winding a long piece of cloth 
around one’s head, a popular style for headwear in the 1780s and 1790s. Crape is a type of light, transparent 
fabric made of raw silk, which would have been ideal for wrapping and securing in the hair. For more on 
crape, see Florence M. Montgomery, Textiles in America: 1650-1870: A Dictionary Based on Original Documents, 
Prints and Paintings, Commercial Records, American Merchants’ Papers, Shopkeepers’ Advertisements, and Pattern Books 
with Original Swatches of Cloth (London: W. W. Norton, 1984), 207-209. 

 
24 Claire Walsh, “Shops, Shopping, and the Art of Decision Making in Eighteenth-Century England,” 

in Gender, Taste, and Material Culture in Britain and North America, 1700-1830 (Studies in British Art), ed. John 
Styles and Amanda Vickery (London: Paul Mellon Centre, 2008), 170. 

 
25 Richard L. Bushman, “Shopping and Advertising in Colonial America,” in Of Consuming Interests: 

The Style of Life in the Eighteenth Century (Perspectives on the American Revolution), ed. Cary Carson, Ronald 
Hoffman, and Peter J. Albert (Charlottesville, Virginia: University of Virginia Press, 1994), 250. 

 
26 Walsh, “Shops, Shopping,” 169. 
 
27 Daniel Miller, A Theory of Shopping (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1998) quoted in Claire 

Walsh, “Shops, Shopping, and the Art of Decision Making in Eighteenth-Century England,” in Gender, Taste, 
and Material Culture in Britain and North America, 1700-1830 (Studies in British Art), ed. John Styles and Amanda 
Vickery (London: Paul Mellon Centre, 2008), 169. 
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skin of the person commissioning a purchase, intimately understanding the person’s likes, dislikes, and 

requirements, and a good proxy shopper also was a highly valued social connection.”28  

Martha Washington engaged proxies for her own purchases, and served as a proxy to others. On 

January 14, 1774, Washington wrote to Elizabeth Ramsay, the daughter of William Ramsay, the first 

mayor of the city of Alexandria, Virginia, who was close friends with George Washington.29 In this letter, 

Washington wrote that she would be “much obliged” to Miss Ramsay if she would inquire in Alexandria 

if there was “black & white [illegible] lustring,” and a “handsom plain black sateen cloak I had rather not 

have a lace on it if with one with a [illegible] or gimp is to be had. . .”30 

 Washington also served as a proxy for friends and family members. On August 3, 1794, Martha 

Washington wrote to her niece Fanny Bassett Washington, “. . .I have got your silk done Mr Palmer has 

not brought your shoes home yet I hope to have them all done and sent with the mattress by the Packet 

that brought the bacon and other things sent from mount vernon.”31 Proxy shopping differed from what 

Clare Walsh terms “correspondence shopping,” which was carrried out by factors, agents, tradespeople, 

or servants.32 Similar to proxy shoppers, factors such as the Washingtons’ agent Robert Cary & Co., had 

to possess literacy in their clients’ tastes, but also needed to know where to source goods that would 

match expectations and requirements. Historian Ellen Hartigan O’Connor points out that “Like women 

                                                
28 Walsh, “Shops, Shopping,” 170. 
 
29 Fields, Worthy Partner, 154. 
 
30 Martha Washington to Elizabeth Ramsay, January 14, 1774 in Joseph E. Fields, ed., Worthy Partner: 

The Papers of Martha Washington (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1994), 154. 
 
31 Martha Washington to Fanny Bassett Washington, August 3, 1794 in Joseph E. Fields, ed., Worthy 

Partner: The Papers of Martha Washington (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1994), 154. 
 
32 Walsh, “Shops, Shopping,” 170. 
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writing to friends and relatives, merchants made very specific requests about goods, insisting that only 

certain colors of fabric and grades of wine were acceptable.”33 

Larger networks of influence included those who provided the goods: shopkeepers and 

merchants. Shopkeepers were expected to play the dual role of purveyor and advisor. Regarding the 

multiple roles of the tradesman, Richard Bushman indicates that, 

 The shopkeeper had to apprise his customers of the latest London fashions that his goods were 
meant to represent. He was the one in touch with the polite world, and he was expected to know 
what was best for his customers. Yet his role, as described in the advertisements, was to comply 
with the customer’s commands. . . .The shopkeeper was both tutor and servant.34  

 
According to Sheryllynne Haggerty, a sense of morality permeated business culture in the 

eighteenth-century British Atlantic.35 Shopkeepers’ reputations within an active community were crucial 

to the success of both cross-Atlantic and local business networks.36 The relationship of trust that was 

cultivated between shopkeeper and client proposed mutual benefit. However, unscrupulous tradespeople 

and over-trusting clients were realities, and the role of “tradesperson as tutor” could give the latitude to 

lead unwaring customers astray. As a result, savvy clients like Martha Washington stayed on their toes 

and looked out for shopkeepers and merchants who sold inferior goods, overcharged, or inflated or 

misrepresented the level of desirability or fashionableness of the goods they sold. As Washington’s 

interactions suggest, communal networks of friends and family members served as checks and balances 

against shopkeepers, and advised one another based on their experiences with goods, services, and what 

they understood to be tasteful, fashionable, or of quality and value.  

 

                                                
33 Hartigan-O’Connor, The Ties That Buy, 134. 
 
34 Bushman, “Shopping and Advertising in Colonial America,” 250. 
 
35 Sheryllynne Haggerty, “Reputation,” in Business Culture in the British Atlantic, 1750-1816 (Liverpool, 

England: Liverpool University Press, 2012), 101. 
 
36 Haggerty, “Reputation,” 98-102. 
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Personal Objects: Agency, Selfhood, and Emotion 

The social, cultural, and familial landscape of Martha Dandridge Custis’s childhood and young 

adulthood, as well as consumer practices, help contextualize our understanding of her multiple identities, 

construction of selfhood, and influences within that landscape.  This investigation allows us to better 

understand how her purple silk gown not only communicates her self-assigned identity in a break from 

what was considered normative, but also provides evidence of her feelings and a deeper knowledge of 

what she cherished through the objects she chose to preserve. Martha Custis Washington’s purple silk 

gown is, as Greg Dening calls it, a “text of self” – a way in which Custis Washington’s identity was 

inscribed in the narrative told by a material object.37  It can also be read as what Janet Hoskins 

powerfully calls a “surrogate self.”38 Sophie Woodward connects biography and agency in Looking Good: 

Feeling Right - Aesthetics of the Self . Clothing, she notes, “draws out facets of [one’s] self and biography. . 

.”39 Clothing can also serve as a portal to emotions. In Tangible Things: Making History Through Objects, 

Laurel Thatcher-Ulrich et al. writes, “Tangible things open doors to human feelings, emotions, and states 

of being that would otherwise disappear with their owners.40  

Objects are often preserved because of the emotions attached to them. Scottish philosopher 

Thomas Reid, in his Essays on the Intellectual Powers of Man, published in 1815, states that, “The analogy 

                                                
37 Greg Dening, “Introduction: In Search of a Metaphor,” in Through A Glass Darkly: Reflections on 

Personal Identity in Early America, ed. Ronald Hoffman, Mechal Sobel, and Fredrika J. Teute (Chapel Hill, North 
Carolina: The University of North Carolina Press, 1997), 5. 

 
38 Janet Hoskins, Biographical Objects: How Things Tell the Stories of People’s Lives (London: Routledge, 

1998), 7. 
 
39 Sophie Woodward, “Looking Good: Feeling Right - Aesthetics of the Self,” in Clothing as Material 

Culture, ed. Susanne Küchler and Daniel Miller (London: Berg Press, 2010), 21–38. 
 
40 Laurel Thatcher-Ulrich et al., Tangible Things: Making History through Objects (Oxford, England: 

Oxford University Press, 2015), 171. 
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between memory and a repository, and between remembering and retaining, is obvious and is to be 

found in all languages; it being natural to express the operations of the mind by images taken from things 

material.”41 This connection of remembering as a repeated action and the physical retention of material-

based memory links objects to emotions. When a person interacts with a certain object in their 

possession over time, the person’s identity becomes aligned with that object. We keep things because 

they might have belonged to a person we valued and in turn, we value the object associated with them. 

Objects hold an embodied sense of haptic nearness. It is the unconscious notion that the presence of the 

person who once owned or interacted with an object might, to some degree, still be embodied within it. 

The history of emotion, or emotionology, is a relatively new discipline.42 It hinges upon what 

emotions are, and that there must be some level of a diachronic effect on how emotions are approached 

and examined. This diachronic effect relates to the development and evolution of what emotions mean, 

how they are experienced, and what things are done in their name. Emotions drive choices, purchases, 

and connections to other humans. When positive emotions are linked to objects, objects can become 

vessels of memory and therefore, sentimentality. This sense of emotional significance when applied to an 

object ultimately creates value and ensures, to some degree, the object’s preservation. A range of human 

emotion can be experienced through the objects we choose to keep, carry with us, and pass down to 

future generations.  

As emotions are personal, it is difficult for material culture scholars to determine the emotion 

that an object might have held without an understanding of the user/owner/wearer’s biographical 

timeline, and sometimes even then such knowledge eludes them. Nonetheless, emotion plays a vital role 

                                                
41 Thomas Reid, Essays on the Intellectual Powers of Man, 3 vols. (GALE Ecco, Print Editions, 2018). 
 
42 Historian Barbara H. Rosenwein provides a brief history of emotionology in “Worrying about 

Emotions in History,” The American Historical Review 107, no. 3 (2002): 821–25, 
https://doi.org/10.1086/532498. 
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in the creation and preservation of this particular gown from the time it was taken north and preserved 

in New England in the mid-nineteenth century to how we reflect on the object today. 

 
Emotion and Martha Custis: Experiencing Loss: 1750-1757 

As the purple silk textile was making its way to the shores of Virginia, Martha Dandridge Custis 

experienced the uncertainties of pregnancy, the physical stress of delivery, and the joyful exhaustion of 

motherhood intermingled with a crushing string of loss. For the majority of the 1750s she underwent 

ebbing seasons of joy, sadness, and change in rapid succession. She married Daniel Parke Custis in 1750 

when she was nineteen years old. She was twenty to twenty five years-old when she gave birth to her 

four children in 1751, 1753, 1754, and 1756. The deaths of two of her children occurred in 1754 when 

she was 23 years old and in 1757 when she was 26. She lost her father in 1756, and her husband in 1757.  

By 1757, Custis was no stranger to the ache of loss. The poise with which she handled the death 

of her husband captured the attention of attorney Robert Carter Nicholas, the Burgess for  York County 

and the Treasurer of the Colony of Virginia. “It gave me no small pleasure,” he wrote from Williamsburg 

on August 7, 1757, “to hear with how great Christian patience and resignation you submitted to your late 

misfortune; the example is rare, though a duty incumbent upon us all; and therefore I can not help 

esteeming it a peculiar happiness when I meet with it.”43 Nicholas’s compliment on Custis’s character 

and forbearance underscores her religious education, and how she used it to anchor herself in times of 

significant personal grief. While a societal expectation, there is no indication that her religiosity would 

have been for public performance. Instead, Nicholas’s comments suggest that a sincere adherence to 

religious faith, which he saw in Custis’s response, might have been rare. Martha Custis would continue to 

employ the religious education she was provided when she was young throughout her adult life. 

                                                
43 Robert Carter Nicholas to Martha Dandridge Custis, August 7, 1757 in Joseph E. Fields, ed., 

Worthy Partner: The Papers of Martha Washington (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1994), 3. 
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Daniel Parke Custis died on July 8, 1757. On August 31, 1757, just weeks after his death, local 

Virginia seamstress Elizabeth Vaughan invoiced Martha for the alteration of one gown, the making of a 

pair of sleeves, and the making of two other gowns.44 The invoice indicates that Martha had placed the 

order for the two gowns on July 9, 1757, the day after her husband died. Rather than wait months for 

new gowns from her London factors, as would have been the usual practice in the Custis household, 

local seamstresses provided clients what London could not: quick production speed and the ability to 

physically and personally interact with customers in the creation of bespoke clothing.  

Martha Custis chose Elizabeth Vaughan to quickly make up new gowns for mourning. Not 

much is known about New Kent County dressmaker Elizabeth Vaughan beyond Joseph Fields’ mention 

of her as “a neighborhood seamstress, called in to hurriedly alter gowns and sew mourning clothes for 

Martha.” 45 Her proximity would no doubt encourage a collaborative end product, one that not only was 

a potential expression of the client’s tastes, but also one that held the imprimatur of the wearer, 

something not always possible when an order for a finished gown was placed through factors overseas. 

No evidence remains of any interaction between these two women, whether Vaughan had draped a new 

fitting toile for the gowns on Custis in person, if the gowns were based on either an existing toile or a 

gown that Martha might have sent Vaughan to serve as a pattern. 46 It is highly probable that Custis 

supplied the fabric for the gowns, as the invoice is for “the making of” clothing items -- Vaughan’s labor 

                                                
44 Elizabeth Vaughan to Martha Custis. 31 August 1757 in Joseph E. Fields, ed., Worthy Partner: The 

Papers of Martha Washington (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1994), 8. 
 
45 Joseph E. Fields, ed., Worthy Partner: The Papers of Martha Washington (Westport, CT: Greenwood 

Press, 1994), 8. The court records of New Kent County, Virginia, were consumed by fire in 1787, which 
present a major impediment to learning more about Elizabeth Vaughan. See “County Microfilm Results : 
New Kent County,” accessed October 30, 2019, 
http://www.lva.virginia.gov/public/local/results_all.asp?CountyID=VA191. 

 
46 A fitting toile was created as a result of the draping process. To create a fitting toile, material was 

draped over the client, and the dressmaker (or mantua-maker) would create a custom pattern directly on the 
individual’s body by marking and cutting out the pattern pieces for bodice and sleeves. For a woman, this was 
done over her undergarments, generally her shift and stays. From these pieces, a gown would be cut out of 
fashion fabric, and constructed by hand. 
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as a gownmaker only, and does not indicate a charge for the sourcing of materials or the materials 

themselves. 

Whether the women interacted during a fitting session, other personal meeting, or in now-lost 

correspondence in the days after Martha Custis first requested the commission on July 9, 1757, these 

gowns, ordered by Custis during the first hours of a very great loss, would be styled to her personal taste: 

her likes and dislikes in fit and length, whether or not she would be wearing a pocket hoop or panniers,47 

as well as her desire for certain design elements, such as what type of trim she wanted around the 

neckline and sleeves. Her wishes would be particular – appropriate to the new season of life in which she 

found herself mourning – and also likely aligned to the sentiments she was feeling. 

In the Vaughan invoice, Custis ordered the making of two gowns. These gowns would be for a 

protracted period of mourning as a widow. While it was likely she already had gowns for mourning given 

the number of deaths the family had recently endured, Custis requested two new ones. Of the two she 

ordered, at least one of them would be black, as was the style for mourning wear. The other, we can only 

postulate from extrapolating known documentation and colliding data points. Filling in narrative and 

biographical timelines with too much conjecture is certainly dangerous. But it is difficult to dismiss the 

intersection of so much evidence. And given the evidence, it is hard to dismiss the high probability that 

the textile Martha provided Elizabeth Vaughan was a silk that had been intended for her husband, the 

purple silk droguet liseré. 

                                                
47 In December 1757, Martha Custis wrote to Robert Cary & Co. regarding an order for new gowns, 

and notes that she will not be wearing a hoop with them: “I won't have my gown made to my stays as I had a 
hoop last year. I have no occasion for one now.” In the mid-eighteenth century, wider hoops (pannier in 
French) were usually worn for more formal evening occasions. Now that she was a widow, she understood 
that she would not be entertaining with the same frequency, nor likely participating in society events at the 
scale to which she was accustomed when her husband was alive. Her noting the lack of a need for a formal 
hoop is pragmatic in her directing the making of gowns, however, there is an element of wistfulness and 
sadness to it as well. See Martha Dandridge Custis to Robert Cary & Co., December 1757 in Joseph E. Fields, 
ed., Worthy Partner: The Papers of Martha Washington (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1994), 25. 
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This period of extreme loss would be a likely cause for sentimentality, which might account for 

Martha wearing a gown made out of an older, outdated silk that was intended for a man’s suit. This 

action would have been in concert with what we know about her. There would be little reason for 

Martha to have made a gown out of a men’s suiting material when her husband was still alive. It was not 

the fashion, and she had great access to the finest on-trend luxury goods, demonstrated by an invoice 

from papers of Daniel Parke Custis, titled “Invoice-Book & A Memorandum of Sundry drafts of 

Merch[an]ts of Great Britain.” This invoice includes “one p[ai]r of neat stone sleave Buttons set in 

Gold” and “a Velvet Hat for Mrs Custis.”48 Robert Cary & Company billed Daniel Parke in 1753 for “A 

p[ai]r [of] Silver Shoe Buckles for a Lady,” “A Chasd Gold Lady’s Watch Chain,” and “An Egg Trinket 

& a heart D[itt]o.”49 These items confirm that it was within her power to be a self-styled lady of means. 

It also indicates her husband’s happy willingness to decorate his wife in the latest expensive baubles from 

London. A men’s suiting silk would really have had no place in her wardrobe during this time. 

In January 1758, six months after the death of her husband and six months after her order for 

“two new gowns” from Elizabeth Vaughan, Custis placed a detailed order to Robert Cary & Co. for 

“one Genteel suite of cloths for my self to be grave but not Extravagent nor to be mourning.” 50 

Martha’s detailed requests for gowns also reflected her agency as a widow to purchase quality goods of 

taste from fashionable London. It is unlikely that the purple gown was one of the gowns eventually sent 

from this December order. As specific as she was, she did not indicate color preference or that the textile 

                                                
48 Daniel Parke Custis, “Daniel Parke Custis’ Memorandum Book, 1749–57,” The Lee Family Papers, 

The Virginia Museum of History and Culture, accessed June 30, 2019, http://gwpapers.virginia.edu/cents-
and-sensibility1-martha-washingtons-financial-papers/. 

 
49 Robert Cary, “Bill from Robert Cary & Co. to Daniel Parke Custis,” The George Washington Papers 

Project, The University of Virginia, January 9, 1753, http://gwpapers.virginia.edu/cents-and-sensibility1-martha-
washingtons-financial-papers/. 

 
50 Martha Dandridge Custis to Robert Cary & Co. January 1758 in Joseph E. Fields, ed., Worthy 

Partner: The Papers of Martha Washington (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1994), 25. 
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should be a small print or pattern, or a men’s suiting textile. Martha’s careful instructions – “grave but 

not Extravagent” – indicate how important hitting the right note was in terms of her wardrobe, and the 

messages it would send as a young widow. She also wished to signal that she was coming out of public 

mourning by ensuring that what she received would be sedate and tasteful, but not full mourning. Custis 

also trusted her factors’ judgement that this brief description was enough intstruction, and that they 

would understand her wishes. It is doubtful that Cary & Co. would interpret her requests and 

intentionally create a gown for her out of suiting fabric intended for a man, in a textile pattern that would 

have been fashionable several years ago. Additionally, a man’s suit would have generally required less 

material than a woman’s gown, which could explain why the gown was constructed without a matching 

petticoat and was later fashioned into a closed-front gown, which required less yardage than earlier styles.  

While mourning the death of a husband, a widow’s body was a public space, a monument to her 

husband that was meant to be seen, engaged, and visited. Historian Susan Stabile suggests that the 

architectural tenant of proportion in Georgian buildings was similar to the eighteenth-century social 

prescription for decorum, and that both governed public human and architectural surfaces.51 As Martha 

Custis prepared her body for the continued public performance of mourning months after the death of 

her husband, she also wished to fashion herself as a member of the Virginia gentry. Such refinement 

would have reflected sober composure and projected decency and duty. As there is a significant 

connection between the precise crafting of public places and the decorum governing the public widow’s 

body, lines from British architect Robert Morris are relevant: “Rules well appropriate will ever please, 

and proper Dress, is plac'd with Ease.”52 

 

                                                
51 Susan M. Stabile, Memory’s Daughters: The Material Culture of Remembrance in Eighteenth-Century America 

(Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2004), 25. 
 
52 Robert Morris, as quoted in Susan M. Stabile, Memory’s Daughters: The Material Culture of Remembrance 

in Eighteenth-Century America (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2004), 29. 
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The Widow Custis Orders New Gowns Made: The Mode in 1757 

Examining the timeline of the gown in conjunction with Martha Washington’s timeline, the 

purple silk textile certainly predated her adulthood, due to its pattern. It would have been fashionable for 

men’s suiting when she was a small child or a young teenager, the textile falling out of fashion for 

menswear around the time of the passing of Daniel Parke Custis. In the first chapter I introduced the 

fashionable English gowns owned and worn by Washington’s socioeconomic and regional peers, her 

sister and fellow Virginian Elizabeth Dandridge Aylett Henley53 and affluent South Carolinian planter 

Eliza Lucas Pinckney.54 

According to the date curators assigned to the Pinckney gown, Eliza Lucas Pinckney would have 

been twenty-eight to thirty-eight years old when she would have worn the gown in 1750-1760. Martha 

Dandridge Custis Washington would have been nineteen to twenty-nine years-old during this same 

decade. The gown would have been considered fashionable and appropriate for the ages of both women, 

as would the gown Washington’s sister wore in the 1770s, which was made from a silk dated 1750. These 

two gowns serve as examples of what was normative, and what was fashionable for silks and gown styles 

of this time.  

Much surviving evidence suggests Washington indeed owned and wore fashionable English silks 

as a young woman. A needlecase in the collection of the Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association is comprised 

of silk fragments that were said to be excerpted from Washington’s gowns by her granddaughter (fig 

                                                
53 Object G1975-340, 1-2, Gown and Petticoat, Spitalfields, England, gown worn in Virginia by 

Elizabeth Dandridge Aylett Henley, silk textile ca. 1750, remodeled ca. 1770. Silk brocaded with silk, bodice 
lined with linen, trimmings padded with cotton, gift of Mrs. R. Keith Kane and daughters, Mrs. James H. 
Scott, Jr., Mrs. Lockhart B. McGuire, Mrs. Timothy W. Childs, and Mrs. N. Beverly Tucker, Jr., The Colonial 
Williamsburg Foundation. 

 
54 “Conservation Complete for the Eliza Lucas Pinckney Gown,” The Charleston Museum in South 

Carolina, 2018, https://www.charlestonmuseum.org/news-events/conservation-complete-for-the-eliza-lucas-
pinckney-gown/. It should be noted that the Eliza Lucas Pinckney gown is not catalogued in The Charleston 
Museum online collections. 
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31).55 These silks boast lovely colors in soft pastels and vivid pops of deep blue calmed by gentle 

perriwinkles, greens, and pinks in naturalistic, larger-format florals, which were on-trend from 1750 to 

the end of the 1760s. A few of these silks possess a lighter ground. Art and material culture historian 

Zara Anishanslin notes that these floral silks featured in the needlecase are English, and that Martha 

Custis Washington’s “taste for flowers influced her fashionable consumption patterns.”56 That Martha 

Washington indeed had fashionable silks, knew what fashionable silks were, and had access to 

fashionable silks of the time further underscores that Washington’s relationship with the purple silk 

textile is uniquely complex and intersectional in terms of personal choice, emotion, and agency. 

 
Martha Custis Washington’s Penchant for Purple 

While the purple silk men’s suiting fabric was likely not originally purchased for Martha Custis, 

there is a possibility that she might have had a hand in selecting it for her husband. As I will discuss 

below, even from a small sample of remaining objects and records, a pattern of personal preference 

surfaces: throughout her life Martha favored bold purples, magentas and burgundies paired with yellows 

and golds in her wardrobe and how she chose to fashion her home. For clothing, this color combination 

would have been almost garish in its prime, unapologetically bold; beautiful though wholly unusual and 

atypical to what her social and regional peers were wearing at the same time. There are no known 

surviving British American colonists’ gowns that feature purple-and-yellow as the dominant colors, as 

the colorway, based on surviving evidence, would have been non-normative in the British American 

colonies. While we cannot say that this color combination belongs exclusively to Washington, it does 

indeed emerge as a style wholly her own. The color combination becomes a part of her identity and gives 

                                                
55 Object W-588, The Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association, sewing case, constructed 1800-1840; silk 

textiles ca. 1750-1770, silk, wool, metallic threads 
56 Zara Anishanslin, “Fashion Statements: Finding Women’s Voices in a Global Narrative in 

Flowered Silk,” Mount Vernon Magazine, Fall 2019, 29. 
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us an insight into her visual preferences, and what she wished to self-assign and place on her body as 

representative, personalized coverings. 

In January 1758, six months after the death of Daniel Parke Custis, Martha Custis ordered “2 

Drisdon worked handkerchiefs one (illegible) of plain lavender”57 from her English factor, Robert Cary 

& Company. This is the earliest record we have of her purchasing an accessory in a shade of purple. A 

year later in 1759, and blessed with a happy occasion, Washington’s continued appreciation for these 

jewel-tones is evident in various accounts of the wedding gown and petticoat that she wore when she 

married Colonel George Washington on January 6, 1759. According to material culture historian 

Kimberly Alexander, she wore an English yellow-gold silk brocade gown, accompanied by a cream or 

white silk petticoat, embroidered with silver thread. 58 

To complement the yellow gown, she paired her gloriously glittering purple silk wedding shoes 

(fig. 32).59 These shoes are equivalent to today’s most daring and exclusive haute couture stilettos.60 Crafted 

from lush purple silk and couched with sterling silver braid and spangles, these heels were no doubt 

show-stopping as they peeped seductively from beneath her shimmering cream silk petticoat. According 

to Alexander, who cites a similar pair of shoes in the collections of the Victoria & Albert Museum, “it 

becomes clear that the closest parallel to her shoes are court shoes.”61 It is possible that these spectacular 

                                                
57 Martha Dandridge Custis to Robert Cary & Co. January 1758 in Joseph E. Fields, ed., Worthy 

Partner: The Papers of Martha Washington (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1994), 25. 
 
58 Kimberly S. Alexander, Treasures Afoot: Shoe Stories from the Georgian Era (Baltimore: The Johns 

Hopkins Press, 2018), 59. 
 
59 Object W-2667/A-B, The Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association, Martha Custis Washington's 

wedding shoes, worn on her marriage to George Washington on January 6, 1759. Silk, linen, leather, metallic 
lace and sequins, and wood. I examined and photographed these shoes, in Mount Vernon’s collections 
storage, in 2015. 

 
60 Cynthia E. Chin, “Shoe Shopping with Martha Washington,” MountVernon.Org, The Mount Vernon 

Ladies’ Association, 2015, https://www.mountvernon.org/george-washington/colonial-life-today/shoe-
shopping-with-martha-washington. 

 
61 Alexander, Treasures Afoot, 63. 
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purple silk shoes were from Martha’s first marriage, and that she re-wore them. Due to the amount of 

wear visible inside the shoe, at the bottom of the leather the toe box, it appears that she wore them 

often. Nonetheless, these surviving shoes demonstrate her taste and appreciation for this type of 

incredibly elite, fashionable, and aristocratic footwear. 

Martha’s penchant for purple continued. Years later in 1772, after her marriage, Colonel 

Washington sent Robert Cary & Co. an invoice of goods to be shipped “for the use of George 

Washington.”62 Along with detailed requests for items that serve the running of the estate, he carefully 

described orders for Martha’s accessories and millinery items such as, “handsome Caps of Minionet 

Lace…”, “A Blew Sattin Bonnett”, and “fine Ivory Combs”. The General is specific when he places an 

order for “Womens - 6 pr of White Kid Mitts, 2 pr of Purple Do. . .”63 These purple leather mitts were 

likely ordered to complement existing garments in Washington’s wardrobe, and were perhaps even worn 

with the purple silk gown (which at that time might have seen a few alterations), creating a striking 

ensemble in which the deep purple would visually dominate her frame in multiple textures – from soft, 

dyed leather to the light-reflecting silk – along her shoulders, to her wrists and hands, and down to the 

tips of her shoes. 

Two other purple items in the collection of the Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association ascribed to 

Martha Washington have been passed down through her family line. A purple silk dress fragment, said to 

have been cut from one of Martha Washington’s gowns, is in the collection of the Mount Vernon 

Ladies’ Association.64 Dated 1780-1800 and possibly made in France or England, the fragment is nearly a 

                                                                                                                                                       
 
62 George Washington, “Enclosure: Invoice to Robert Cary & Company, 15 July 1772,” in The Papers 

of George Washington, ed. W.W. Abbott and Dorothy Twohig, vol. 9, Colonial Series (The University Press of 
Virginia, 1994), 64–67. Many warm thanks to Dr. Kimberly Alexander for sharing this discovery and 
document with me as she was working on her own research. 

 
63 Ibid., 64–67.  
 
64 Object W-2980, Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association, purple silk satin dress fragment. 
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foot square fragment of silk satin. The Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association records indicate that the 

fragment was given to Martha’s granddaughter, Eleanor (Nelly) Parke Custis Lewis. Eleanor’s grand-

children and great-grandchildren presented it to Mount Vernon in 1986. Another purple textile, in the 

form of a 108-inch uncut silk satin ribbon is purported to have belonged to Martha Washington, but its 

provenance has not been confirmed.65  

How one decorates their home is an extension of self-fashioning; a decorated interior space can 

be viewed as an extension of the decorated self.66 While a tome could be written (and has) about the 

Washingtons’ taste and how they chose to ornament and furnish Mount Vernon,one particular example 

out of the very few surviving Washington-created objects emerges as particularly compelling. 67 With a 

dozen handsewn needlepoint chair cushions, Martha Washington chose to extend her favorite color 

palette into the interior space of Mount Vernon with her own skilled needlework.  

It took Washington thirty-six years to complete twelve shell patterned chair cushions in bold 

shades of purple-burgundy and gold (fig. 33).68 In 1766, she placed the order for the materials from 

Philipp Bell, a London upholsterer, and according to Mount Vernon, likely designed the repeating 

                                                
65 Object # W-2685A, the Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association, silk ribbon, 3.75 inches wide. 

According to Mount Vernon, the piece of ribbon is listed as item #418 on the Peter Family List of Mount 
Vernon relics and is described as “piece of purple satin ribbon.” The Peter family donated it to Mount 
Vernon in 1975. 

 
66 For more about eighteenth-century decorated spaces as an extension of performative self-

fashioning, see Mimi Hellman, “Interior Motives: Seduction by Decoration in Eighteenth-Century France,” in 
Dangerous Liaisons: Fashion and Furniture in the Eighteenth Century (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press for the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, 2006), 15–23. 

 
67 See Joseph Manca, George Washington’s Eye: Landscape, Architecture, and Design at Mount Vernon 

(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2012); Cadou, Carol Borchert. The George Washington Collection: 
Fine and Decorative Arts at Mount Vernon (New York: Hudson Hills Press, 2006); Robert F. Dalzell and Lee 
Baldwin Dalzell, George Washington’s Mount Vernon : At Home in Revolutionary America, First edition (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1998). 

 
68 Object W-2990, chair cushion, 1765-1802, Martha Washington (maker); Philip Bell, London 

(supplier). Wool, silk, linen, The Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association. This particular object is one of eleven 
suriving chair cushions, and was selected for its vibrant coloring, which has survived, unlike some of the 
other cushions within the set that experienced color loss or fading. 
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pattern herself.69 When finished, the cushions graced the seats of Windsor chairs found in the Little 

Parlor at Mount Vernon. By the time she completed them, the popular fashion in the early to mid-

eighteenth century for bold, dark jewel-toned colors and Baroque shell motifs had given way to lighter 

textiles and smaller-scale patterns in softer color palettes.  

Still a project she cared about decades later, and rather concerned about their condition, Martha 

wrote to Fanny Bassett about the chair cushions in 1794 from Philadelphia, wishing to have them sent to 

her at the Presidents’ house from Mount Vernon so that she could complete them: “when the President 

comes down I beg you will get the key of my closet if you have not get it and send me the two bags that 

has worked chear Bottoms in, as I intend to have them made into something if they are not spoiled and 

Eaten up with the moth if you have the key – I shall be obliged to you to send them in the first vessel 

that comes hear. . . ” 70 Thankfully for Washington, the unfinished chair cushions had not been damaged 

in storage at Mount Vernon, and she was able to finally finish stitching them. Even from a small sample 

of sources regarding what remains of Washington’s clothing and needlework, the purple-burgundy and 

yellow-gold color combination, and her love of purple in particular, emerges as a style preference 

uniquely her own.  

 
Britishness v. Cultivating Selfhood in Early Americans’ Sartorial Choices 

The previous chapter investigated the purple silk textile’s likely Swedish provenance. It also 

discussed how the purchasing accessibility of non-British goods in the North American colonies is non-

linear. Evidence suggests the possibility that a host of European goods entered the British American 

                                                
69 Martha Washington might have had a genetic predisposition to a natural artistic proclivity and 

creative eye for draftsmanship and design, as she was descended from a line of English painter-stainers. She 
may have simply been a talented artist in her own right. Other needlework in the collection of the Mount 
Vernon Ladies’ Association attributed to Martha Washington demonstrates that she was exceptionally 
talented. 

70 Martha Washington to Fanny Bassett Washington, June 2, 1794 in Joseph E. Fields, ed., Worthy 
Partner: The Papers of Martha Washington (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1994), 267. 
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colonies by the independent travel of individuals, salutary neglect of British regulations, and a successful 

smuggling economy. 

The contemplation of a standardized colonial “taste” is particularly relevant here, as modern 

historiography on this subject is rooted in the late-twentieth century idea that in general, Americans 

wanted to be English through the bodily presentation of appearing English, and thus prepared their 

bodies for this visual association through the voracious consumption of London fashions.71  

While more recent academic work by T.H. Breen rehearses the notion that colonists were trying 

hard to be English in America, other contemporary scholarship asserts that colonial American 

“anglicanization” is much more complex.72 Applicable to portraits as a form of self-fashioning, 

Margaretta Lovell notes that Breen’s belief of an embedded British aesthetic in North American 

portraiture,”. . . misunderstands eightenth-century useage on both  sides of the Atlantic concerning [T. 

H. Breen’s] key concept of visual ‘likeness’. . .  Clearly, concepts of personal and cultural identity in the 

early modern period differ from those we extrapolate from our own culture.”73 Cary Carson notes that 

“Anglicanization can be equated too simplistically with the process of becoming more English.”74 

Jennifer Van Horn identifies local or regional norms that were also at play in material practices of British 

America. She points out that consumers in Charleston, South Carolina “deviated from both established 

                                                
71 In Cary Carson, Face Value: The Consumer Revolution and the Colonizing of America (Charlottesville, 

Virginia: The University Press of Virginia, 2017), Carson traces the origin of the notion of colonial 
American’s categorical desire to be, and appear, British to the work of historians Jack P. Greene, James A. 
Henretta, and Timothy H. Breen. See Jack P. Greene, Pursuits of Happiness: The Social Development of Early 
Modern British Colonies and the Formation of American Culture (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina 
Press, 1988), 174-175; James A. Henretta, “Wealth and Social Structure,” in Colonial British America: Essays in 
the New History of the Early Modern Era, ed. Jack P. Greene and J. R. Pole (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1983) 279-81; and Timothy Hall Breen, The Marketplace of Revolution: How Consumer Politics 
Shaped American Independence (London: Oxford University Press, 2004), 172. 

 
72 Breen, The Marketplace of Revolution, 172. 
 
73 Margaretta M. Lovell, Art in a Season of Revolution: Painters, Artisans, and Patrons in Early America 

(Philadelphia: The University of Pennsylvania Press, 2007), 78. 
 
74 Carson, Face Value, 195. 
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British norms. . .and the local aesthetics developed by other provinicial American elites.”75 Kate 

Haulman suggests that even as early as 1760, colonists’ self-fashioning became politicized as it mixed 

with new political ideas and social influence.76  

Zara Anishanslin maintains that the eighteenth-century textile trade itself “contradicts the 

commonly accepted narrative of emulative Anglicanization driving colonial consumption. . . .Colonists 

had a discreet—and distinctive—experience in the imperial marketplace.”77 While historian Will Farrell 

takes stock in the notion of an emergence of distinctly British goods, a notion he believes, “is 

complemented by two related historiographies: the creation of ‘Britishness’ as a patriotic, Protestant 

identity, and the emergence of Britain as an imperial power,78 this does not mean that colonists were 

necessarily purchasing, or desired, the same goods. Anishanslin asserts that,  

eighteenth-century Americans did not simply use fashionable goods to ape British refinement, 
nor did British producers of these goods think their transatlantic customers so simple. Colonial 
consumers. . .theirs was a distinctively American consumerism. . . . Britons made goods that they 
knew would satisfy particular consumer demands in America, while colonists expressed their 
own emerging identity through their retail interest in things like portraits, clothing, decorative 
arts, even architecture.79  

 
Additionally, climate had a role to play in colonial Americans’ material choices. Historian Rhys 

Isaac suggests that adaptation to conditions in the colony of Virginia, particularly climate and weather 

patterns, was responsible for “opening a rift between the colony and its parent society.”80 

                                                
75 Jennifer Van Horn, The Power of Objects in Eighteenth-Century British America (Chapel Hill, North 

Carolina: The University of North Carolina Press, 2018), 20-21. 
 
76 Kate Haulman, The Politics of Fashion in Eighteenth Century America (Chapel Hill, North Carolina: The 

University of North Carolina Press, 2011), 7. 
 
77 Zara Anishanslin, Portrait of a Woman in Silk: Hidden Histories of the British Atlantic World (Chapel Hill: 

University of North Carolina Press, 2009), 15. 
 
78 William Farrell, “Smuggling Silks into Eighteenth-Century Britain: Geography, Perpetrators, and 

Consumers,” Journal of British Studies 55, no. 2 (2016): 5. 
 
79 Anishanslin, Portrait of a Woman in Silk, 14. 
 
80 Rhys Isaac, The Transformation of Virginia, 1740-1790 (Chapel Hill: The Omohundro Institute of 

Early American History and Culture and the University of North Carolina Press, 1999), 44. 
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In this uniquely North American consumerism, politics, local dress, climate, and a discrete 

colonial American identity played interconnected roles in determining what British Americans wore. 

While following, having access to, and wearing British fashions was indeed normative in British 

colonists’ clothing choices, as documents both textile and text attest, it was certainly not the rule. 

Individual choices and preference played a considerable role as well. Regarding personal self-fashioning 

within social constructs, a caution from historian Annette Gordon-Reed is relevant: “When you write 

about individuals, you use what you know of them. You should not use the sociology of the group to 

answer questions about one person’s life.”81 Personal preference for color, individual taste, the textile’s 

use, the age of the wearer, her/his/their personality, the condition in which they found themselves, and 

what a particular textile signified and communicated personally or publicly would have been primary 

factors in a consumer’s selection of textiles, whether legally or illegally sourced. 

The notion of a unified Britishness undermines the individuality of people and their personal 

agency. Myriad emotions, choices, events and decisions familial, economic, and personal play a role into 

what people throughout time have chosen to put on their bodies as coverings necessary for as 

descriptive of themselves, goverened by the access that surrounds or limits them. While they might have 

received goods largely from England, these items were globally sourced, as indicated by the type of 

sundry goods advertised in the Virginia Gazette. Eighteenth-century North America is no different. In 

making the assumption that colonists were holistically motivated by the same central factor without 

accounting for deviations in situation or individuality, access, or the desire to exercise (the very American 

spirit) of displaying one’s own personality, or personal preference, discounts the agency that individuals 

had as purchasers and self-fashioners of their own identity. I will continue to explore this idea more as it 

relates to Martha Custis’s distinctive and unique choice to create a gown out of the purple silk, which 

                                                
81 Annette Gordon-Reed, @agordonreed, “When You Write about Individuals, You Use What You 

Know of Them. You Should Not Use the Sociology of the Group to Answer Questions about One Person’s 
Life.,” Twitter, August 27, 2019, https://twitter.com/agordonreed/status/1166419450440159232. 
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was very much motivated by multiple factors in her life in conjunction with what Americans had access 

to at the time. 

 
Martha Washington Continues to Wear the Gown, and Alters it, 1770-1780 

Emotions play a role in what we choose to wear and choose to keep and preserve – true today, 

and also true in the eighteenth century. Martha Washington chose to not give away the purple gown, or 

cut it up to reuse the material or give the material to others as tokens of remembrance. To Washington, I 

argue, this gown was already a token. Over the course of most of her adult life, Martha Washington 

chose to keep the gown on her own body and near her person. The gown has significant evidence of 

constant wearing and several areas of repeated mending and alteration, which took place over four to 

five decades of her life. As she owned other gowns and could have easily ordered the making of new 

garments in the latest fashion and in the best materials, she chose to continually wear the purple gown.  

To understand why, we can look further at the timeline of her life as well as the events that 

shaped her domestic environment and the political landscape of the founding-era United States. 

Historian Susan Stabile’s work on women and emotion in early America connects the feminine sphere to 

objects and the emotions they conjure. In Memory’s Daughters: The Material Culture of Remembrance in 

Eighteenth-Century America, Stabile notes that “Objects do not inherently provoke association; humans 

project meaning onto them. Breathing life into inanimate objects, women externalized and physically 

preserved their fleeting memories.”82 

Wearing a garment from another time created out of fabric that was intended for someone else 

would materialize and legitimize Custis Washington’s private and outward feelings of grief and longing. 

When she was a young widow, she likely wished to embody a space that her late husband was meant to, 

as the suiting fabric was intended for him. Akin to wearing a shirt from one’s husband, partner, 

                                                
82 Stabile, Memory’s Daughters, 32. 
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boyfriend, or spouse, Martha Custis’s proposed wearing of her husband’s unused suiting silk is a type of 

proximal “oneness.” A somatic connection exists between the body and memory. It is akin to inscribing 

someone on you, carrying a part of them with you, keeping them close when their absence is most 

palpably felt. The textile was worn frequently, and perhaps to Custis it was as if a part of him and the 

children they lost still accompanied her in her everyday life, lending credence to the universality of the 

notion that you do not move on without someone, but with them. 

When she was older and still wearing the now-altered gown, perhaps she did so in an 

unconscious or conscious refusal to simply commit her previous life to memory. Perhaps for her, 

wearing the gown restored a domestic world where her four children are all alive, a world without the 

threat of war or without the threat of losing another husband, child, or grandchild, a dear niece or a 

sister. Mapping onto the gown memories from young adulthood, Martha’s embodied presence in the 

gown breathed life into her recollections. Her physical activation of the gown in a sense kept the 

domestic sphere of her youth alive, and with it, those who had passed on without her. With each 

wearing, she may have re-lived these memories with a kind of bravery, an acknowledgement that she had 

the fortitude to face reality and engage it head on. As she eased into the twilight of her life, her frequent 

wearing of the gown in domestic spaces may have been a private, quiet declaration that she would never 

forget. Martha herself said it best: “I am only fond of what comes from the heart.”83 

 
Seeing Martha Custis Washington in the Gown: Her Embodied Presence 

When a body is removed from clothing, the body’s negative space remains. In this discussion, 

Martha Custis Washingtons’s body will not be evaluated or commented upon to gauge attractiveness by 

any standard or lens, but to understand the physical space she occupied in an effort to move closer to 

                                                
83 John Styles confirms that in the eighteenth-century, the heart was literally believed to be the seat of 

the emotions. See John Styles, “Objects of Emotion: The London Foundling Hospital Tokens 1741-60,” in 
Writing Material Culture History, ed. Anne Gerritsen and Giorgio Riello (New York: Bloomsbury, 2015), 168. 
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“seeing” her corporal form and to understand how she might have moved in and interacted with the 

gown as she wore it. This approach, to include the measurements taken from the gown, are a direct 

result of my desire to understand her within the gown, understand the gown as a type of bodily 

integument or extension, and how the gown moved with her, activated by her somatic form. From a full 

set of measurements taken of the gown, the gown is roughly equivalent of the modern size range 12-

14.84 This determination of the gown’s size does not concern itself with how Martha Washington’s body 

compares to standards of attractiveness for modern bodies, or the viewer or reader’s own, but provides a 

sense of size for a modern understanding, as descriptions of sizes in inches are not immediately visually 

helpful. These measurements are consistent with what is known as Washington’s “brown gown” in the 

collection of the Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association, which was worn in the 1790s. 85 The consistent 

sizing between her clothing during her later years further confirms that it was remade and worn later in 

her life. 

Cultural historian Bjørn Sverre Hol Haugen has conducted fascinating work on the presence and 

absence of bodies in clothing. “The bodies are missing and can never be replaced either with tissue paper 

or tailor’s dummies,” he notes, “The materiality of clothes gives us, however, a vague feeling of the 

bodies to which they belonged.”86 Haugen’s phenomenological approach concentrates on the study of 

consciousness and the objects of direct experience. He emphasizes that the wearing of clothes causes a 

separation of the physical from the sense of being. This separate and distinct duality of physical body 

                                                
84 This conclusion was arrived at through measurements taken of the purple silk gown in August 

2019, and compared with several modern women’s clothing charts from a variety of contemporary designers 
and vendors. 

 
85 Object W-1523, The Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association, English, silk satin, 1790-1800 Eliza Parke 

Custis Law (1776-1832) preserved it with a handwritten note identifying it as “a favorite gown of my dear 
Grandmother Mrs. Washington.” See https://www.mountvernon.org/preservation/collections-
holdings/browse-the-museum-collections/object/w-1523/ 

 
86 Bjørn Sverre Hol Haugen, “Reflections on Dress Practices and How to Get to Know the Past,” in 

Fashionable Encounters Perspectives and Trends in Textile and Dress in the Early Modern Nordic World, ed. Tove 
Engelhardt Mathiassen (London: Oxbow Books, 2014), 121. 
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and mental consciousness is erased and is replaced by a mutual dependence, an understanding that the 

body is not in time or space, but inhabits it. Haugen advances this position by saying that clothing and 

clothes are extensions of the human body.87 In a sense, a multiplicity exists between body and clothes, or 

as Haugen describes, an “entanglement” where there are no longer distinctions made; the parts are now 

the whole.88  

Adding proprioception to Haugen’s phenomenological approach, activating the “experience-

near” lens of replication serves as an entry point into emotionology by providing haptic understanding of 

what a wearer of an original gown might have felt like through proprioception, which is the sense of one’s 

embodied presence. As I expressed in the second chapter, my knowledge as a maker and wearer of 

historic clothing replications enables me to speak with a different language of understanding in which 

other methodologies can not. This somatic understanding, an example of the “somatic turn” in praxis, 

enables, breathes embodiment and embodied presence into objects during curatorial observation.  

For example, the pocket slits on Martha’s gown, located on either side of her skirt, are worn and 

frayed. The condition of this location would have been noted on a curatorial report, but a report would 

likely stop there. A haptic, somatic, and embodied understanding of Martha activating the gown and how 

gowns were worn in their historical context allows us to see that the pocket’s edges are worn due to 

frequent use. Pockets would have been worn separately from the gown and were tied around a woman’s 

waist. The slits in the gown provided access to these pockets. In The Pocket, A Hidden History of Women’s 

Lives 1660-1900, Barbara Burman and Ariane Fennetaux note that, “Pockets may seem obscure now, but 

when restored to our attention they oen up a nexus of historical questions, ranging from women’s 

domesticity and work to agency, from possession to financial independence, from consumer practices to 

                                                
87 Haugen, “Reflections on Dress Practices,” 122. 
 
88 Ibid., 122. 
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privacy. Far from being insignificant, they offer a disconcertingly fruitful insight into women’s lives in 

the past.”89 

The condition of the pocket slits of Cutis Washington’s gown demonstrates that she was 

constantly sliding her hands inside her pockets, reaching for items like letters, keys, a handkerchief, a 

thimble or a needle case, which might have been tucked inside. She did so habitually and with great 

frequency, which is why those areas of the textile exhibits stress and deterioration. This worn area 

demonstrates Martha was active and busy, and kept objects close to her that she and her household 

needed for everyday living. The dress’s pocket slits and separate hanging pockets also provided a sense 

of agency and privacy. There Martha would have been able to tuck away secret or personal objects as 

well. She could place whatever she wanted within the private, protect space of her pockets -- and from 

the condition of this area, did so often.  

 Similarly, the folded edge that comprises the hem circumference of the gown is worn and frayed 

in a very similar manner to the pocket slits (fig. 34). The condition of this area allows us to understand 

that the gown made frequent contact with the floor or other hard surfaces. The gown’s hem would have 

swept against the floor and come in contact with rose head, L- or T-shaped nails forged by blacksmiths, 

which often would pop out from the wooden boards due to the natural shifting and settling of the house 

or other structure. The hem might have gotten caught on these nails, or the skirt trailed over pebbles on 

her way to an outbuilding or the kitchen. It may have been trapped beneath the leg of a chair and pulled, 

or rasped by the sharp pikes of the tongue or chape of a paste or silver shoe buckle.  

The presence of wear in this area, an observation that would usually be included in a curatorial 

condition report, becomes more than just an area of documentation. When tied to the perspective of 

embodied experience, and activated by the somatic form of the wearer in the culture or native “habitat” 

                                                
89 Ariane Fennetaux and Barbara Burman, The Pocket: A Hidden History of Women’s Lives, 1660–1900 

(New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2019), 11. 
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in which it was worn, the static object becomes connected to to the dynamic location and wearing 

conditions, transforming it from a summarized observation into a human narrative. 

Cleanliness was an important mark of gentility in early America. Richard Bushman states that, 

“Clean hands and greaseless clothes were aspects of bringing the body to perfection through careful 

discipline.”90 This careful discipline also extended to the care of garments made from expensive textiles. 

As Carol Berkin articulates, “Cleanliness became a mark of urban sophistication, and even when servants 

or slaves performed the unpleasant tasks of scouring, laundering, and polishing, the burden of ensuring 

an attractive domestic environment fell squarely upon their mistresses.”91 

 When wearing a garment, a natural exchange occurs between clothing and clothed – the transfer 

of bodily soils. Sweat stains present in the bottom of the armscye beneath the arms and soiling near the 

neckline are physical markers of Custis Washington’s presence within the gown, deposits of her 

corporeal form and evidence of her movement within the gown and her inhabiting, filling, and activating 

it (fig. 35). Soiling around the neckline of the bodice indicates that she may have not worn the gown with 

a neckerchief every time, and this part of her gown made direct and consistent contact with her skin. 

Shifts were worn underneath garments mainly to keep dress textiles free from odors and wetness, and to 

preserve the costly exterior fashion fabrics. An average woman would own two or more shifts to rotate 

from washing and airing out to active wear.92 Women would use their shifts as sleeping shirts or 

nightgowns in the evening and during the day wear a pair of stays on top of the shift. The shift would 

help keep her skin from coming in contact with her gown lining. From the stains and marks apparent 

                                                
90 Richard L. Bushman, The Refinement of America: Persons, Houses, Cities (New York: Vintage Books, 

1993), 64. 
 
91 Carol Berkin, Revolutionary Mothers: Women and the Struggle for America’s Independence (New York: 

Vintage Books, 2005), 7. 
 
92 For more about linen garments as a means for filth removal and the cycle of laundering, see 

Kathleen M. Brown, Foul Bodies: Cleanliness in Early America (Society and the Sexes in the Modern World) (New 
Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2011), 26-27; for fresh or clean white linen with connections to civility and 
gentility, see pp. 30-31.  
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along the top of the bodice, we can interpret that Custis Washington’s shift usually sat lower than this 

particular area of her neckline, either by design, or by the act of pulling the shift downwards after the 

stays had been laced. 

 Any physical skin cells, hair particles, sweat molecules, and dirt that are possibly present in the 

gown at a microscopic level are evidence of Custis Washington’s somatic form, the very presence of her 

body interacting with the gown, and the gown interacting with her. Her bodily secretions made in 

response to temperature, a woman’s natural cycle, menopause, sickness, weather, and cleanliness of her 

external conditions, even perhaps bathing habits have become imbued into the gown itself, melding with 

it, “entangled,” as Haugen puts it. With the presence of this evidence, the gown ceases to be a mere 

covering or integument. It becomes a physical container and vessel of the remains of her corporeal body 

and the reality of her inhabiting it. The gown also served as an extension of her private body. 

As there is evidence of Martha Custis Washington in the gown, there is also evidence of others 

in the gown as well. In the next chapter, I will continue investigating the presence of others in the textile 

and finished gown in an effort to validate and humanize those individuals and their narratives that have 

been underrepresented or previously unexamined, particularly the enslaved seamstresses who mended, 

altered, and cared for Martha Custis Washington’s purple silk gown. 
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Chapter Five 

 

Martha Washington’s Gown and Human Dignity 

 

Homo sum, humani nihil a me alienum puto. 

—Terence 

 
 

Beginning with the Italian philosopher Pico della Mirandola’s oration On the Dignity of Man 

(1486), the equal dignity of every person is a topic that has underscored centuries of discussions on 

human values, and human rights in the early modern period, as equal personal dignity is perceived to be 

the basis for human rights.1 Mirandola believed that human beings can master their own lives, choosing 

to shape, control, and alter it. This freedom of choice constitutes the dignity of the human being. While 

it is beyond the scope of this fifth and final chapter to fully investigate the concept and exercise of 

human dignity throughout the early modern period, it will touch upon the philosophical frameworks 

which underpin my premise that objects are conduits of human dignity. It will discuss human dignity 

through the lens of material objects and will demonstrate how objects are connected to personal agency. 

Where agency exists there is freedom. And where there is freedom, the presence of human dignity is 

affirmed.  

My discussion here draws its foundation primarily from the work of political theorist George 

Kateb, whose writing on the ethical dimensions of the individual in a constitutional democracy is 

particularly relevant to my present discussion on early America and the broader eighteenth-century 

                                                
1 George Kateb, Human Dignity (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2011): 1. 
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landscape.2 Much of Kateb’s work draws upon and extrapolates the work of Mirandola and of German 

Enlightenment philosopher Immanuel Kant.  

Kant’s position on human dignity is founded upon the uniquely human capacity to act morally. 

Kant believes that we treat people with the respect they deserve when we treat them as ends and not 

merely as means. They deserve respect as ends because as moral agents they are capable of respecting the 

moral law. According to Kateb, Kant ties respect for the moral law in one’s actions and respect for 

persons as ends in our dealings with them into an unbreakable knot.3 While Kant sets a moral framework 

for undersanding the worth inherent in every human, my position is not dependent on humans acting 

morally. It also does not demand the existence of a moral law.  

Additionally, my position on human dignity runs counter to two common perspectives within 

human dignity dialogues: first, that only those who act morally can be granted dignity, and secondly, that 

the concept of human dignity is dangerous, as it unleashes a sense of human pride, which leads to the 

disastrous devastation of the environment and the extermination, exclusion, or disenfranchisement of 

other human beings who might either be seen as a threat or do not hold similar ideals or beliefs. I instead 

agree with Kateb’s position on dignity’s inherent universality: 

I must try to show that the idea of human dignity adds something necessary to the theory of 
human rights; that though human history is a slaughter- bench, the scene of uninterrupted 
crimes and atrocities, human dignity must be affirmed, even the dignity of those who assault the 
dignity of others through wrongdoing, and thereby injure their own dignity also, implausible as 
that notion may seem.4  

 
As I noted in earlier chapters, an object does not hold one meaning, nor does it hold meaning to 

only one person. As a result, interdisciplinary frameworks and diverse lines of inquiry have shaped my 

                                                
2 See George Kateb, Human Dignity (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2011) for his discussion of 

human dignity and constitutional democracies. 
 
3 Kateb, Human Dignity, 14. 
 
4 Kateb, Human Dignity, 5. 
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examination of the purple silk gown. In previous chapters, an understanding of economic ecosystems 

and supply chains in cooperation with object-based inquiry help achieve the goal of speaking the 

language of multiple paradigms simultaneously. Doing so enables multiple conclusions to simultaneously 

coexist. Their coexistence ushers in a greater sense of reality, which results from allowing 

incommensurable paradigms the ability to articulate their own perceptions in collamation.  

For example, applying the work of George Kateb, and political and social ethics as a whole, to 

material culture or art historical studies would be wholly aberrative to these disciplines, as these fields 

focus on describing or explaining the visual or material within a historical, social, or cultural context and 

do not primarily concern themselves with evaluating or making ethical or values-based statements.  

Human dignity itself is an unfamiliar discussion point in the field of material culture in general -- 

an ironic fact as objects are often the only evidence left of human life and human struggle. However, as 

evidenced by this discussion, the transdisciplinary approach to understanding human dignity within 

objects enables us to read the purple textile as a product of Swedish cameralism, national identity, and 

cultural appropriation. In a similar way, the intersectionality of women’s work, agency, and female 

human enslavement in the British colonies plays a later role as the textile became a finished gown. It is 

this second half of the story, and the individuals who are a part of that narrative, that I will attempt to 

put forward and name in this chapter. If the gown had been examined only using traditional curatorial 

and art historical lenses, we might know more about the measurements of the gown and how the gown 

was constructed, but we would not have moved closer to locating its precise country of origin, or, as I 

will momentarily, recognize and call out the other individuals whose lives and hands it also documents 

and preserves. 

 
Objects and Human Dignity 

The contextualization and material description of the purple silk gown offers insights into lived 

experience through material culture, which in itself an important human value. The gown itself is an 

embodiment of Martha Custis Washington’s values and the time period in which she lived. 
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I will return to the “experience near” and “experience distant” methodologies discussed in the 

second chapter by explaining how their inclusion in material culture studies supports the flourishing of 

human dignity. Human dignity is the fundamental basis for value claims in a unified view of what counts 

as reality. Freedom is the ability to inhabit and speak the language of multiple paradigms simultaneously. 

If you speak about freedom, you are speaking about a story that has human beings and human existence 

as its primary concern. A human being’s agency to choose how to define herself is an example of 

freedom, and therefore, human dignity. 

Humans have created and interacted with objects since the emergence of mankind, before 

written culture. Artifacts are often the most important, and at times only means of accessing and 

understanding human activity. Objects provide proof of the intelligence and daily lives of our ancestors 

and help us to understand what they used, what they valued, and how and where they assigned meaning. 

Our interactions with objects, and the objects themselves, are rapidly changing. Objects sophisticate as 

human, cultural, and technological evolution advances. As a result, human interaction with and valuation 

of objects do as well. As history progresses, objects become increasingly multi-layered and complex, and 

reject being merely utilitarian or hyper-personalized, characterized by one individual alone. It would be a 

mistake to neatly categorize objects as purely utilitarian or solely sentimental, as the interaction and value 

assigned by Person A onto Object X might not be the same as Person B’s interaction with and value 

assigned to the same object. I will employ Martha Washington’s gown as an example in praxis in just a 

moment. 

Human dignity flourishes when human beings have the agency to assign and define the purpose 

and place of a specific object in their lives and/or choose to allow an object to communicate their 

identity and personal value statements. Dignity lies in having the sovereign capacity to apply your 

meaning, if any, and what that meaning is. Dignity can either be maintained or lost, because one is free. 

A person must make a judgment call on how she interprets the human situation, and what will count in 

the end (if anything). The presumption of universal human dignity is to participate in that struggle. 
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Individuals are responsible for their participation, and the way they live is their response. The dignity lies 

within a person’s willingness to make a choice in which they are held responsible. And as the judge, they 

have freedom of conscience, which is theirs, and theirs alone. It is the human being, not the object, 

which has the agency of choice. However, an object is a conduit of that agency.  

 
Martha Washington and Personal Agency 

I maintain that this applies to a person’s interpretation of her own worldview to the same degree 

it applies to her conscious self-fashioning. After the passing of her first husband, Martha Washington 

made deliberate choices regarding how she interpreted the situation in which she found herself, and her 

place in understanding and responding to her human condition. From the initial choice she made to 

commission the gown after Daniel Parke Custis’s death, to her wearing it, the object allowed her the 

freedom to communicate who she was, what she felt, and what she valued to the greater social 

ecosystem of Virginia planters. Her freedom allowed her to telegraph her personal affinity and penchant 

for bold colors that defied the societal norms established by her peers. It allowed her to acknowledge 

that her body was a public and private space to signal grief and grieving. It enabled her to establish 

herself as a genteel widow of means and standing. In so doing, she possessed the agency and capacity to 

identify and define herself, her values, and her meaning, through a single object: her purple silk gown. 

This was her worldview and her perspective, and her gown was an embodiment of her self-assigned 

identity and values. The object was her vehicle of communication, and therefore, an expression of her 

agency and responsibility to place herself inside that worldview.  

As our participation with objects change over time, so did Martha’s interaction and relationship 

with the purple silk gown. Over time, the gown took on different meanings and served different semiotic 

roles as her understanding of her human condition changed. Though she wore it consistently over a 

period of many decades, it ceased to prepare her body for public mourning of a recent death. Though we 

cannot know precisely how Martha felt when wearing this dress in her later years, throughout the 

decades and the life events she experienced, the object would have become more personal than public. 
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When worn during the Revolutionary War, it likely became tied topophilically to Virginia, to her homes 

there, to her children lost and yet to be lost, to the fondness she felt for what came “from the heart.” 

The object changed meaning again when Martha passed away and the gown was given to her grandson, 

Washington Parke Custis as one of her belongings. At that time, the gown took on new meaning and 

became solely associated with her. The gown likely contained a powerful message about his grandmother 

for Washington Parke, as it did not meet the same fate that so many of the other gowns she owned, 

which were cut up and disseminated as mementos. One wonders if Washy experienced the embodied 

presence of his grandmother within the gown -- similar to the embodied presence that his grandmother 

felt about his grandfather when wearing silk that had been meant for him. These multi-generational 

layers of embodiment continue to demonstrate agency and choice. Martha’s descendants apparently 

viewed the gown as an embodiment of her self-assigned identity and values, which to them, was well 

worth preserving untouched. Their worldview was to preserve and venerate her memory; the intact gown 

served as evidence of their choice. 

As objects are remnants or artifacts of human dignity, due to the choices individuals might have 

made concerning those objects, it should be the goal of the material culture historian to unearth, as much 

as possible, the primary source’s emotional, semiotic, topophilic, embodied, and somatic connection 

between person and artifact (“experience-near”) but also to endeavor to understand that objects possess 

timelines themselves, and are subject to alteration, devaluation, revaluation, and disposal over time 

(“experience-distant”). It also should be the goal of the material culture historian to unearth the layered 

narratives of an object. Though one person may be known for his/her/their use and possession of an 

artifact as the primary individual associated with it, an ecosystem of sources and makers are responsible 

for creating and shaping the objects in our material lives. It is our responsibility, therefore, to tell those 

stories as well in order to dignify those who might not have had an equal voice, but whose stories equally 

deserve to be told. 
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Envoicing the Gown’s Ecosystem 

As there is evidence of Martha in the gown, there is also evidence of others in the gown as well. 

I will first briefly outline the end-to-end ecosystem of the gown from raw materials to finished textile as 

a way to continue the timeline structure employed in the previous two chapters and provide the 

necessary context to the final portion of my discussion. The examination of material ecosystems enables 

us to glean new knowledge that might validate and humanize the individuals and their narratives that 

have been underrepresented or previously unexamined. While there might not be any evidence remaining 

of the lives or the exact sources of materials, products, technologies, or other aspects of a finished 

object’s supply chain, many human lives were in part responsible for the production or wearing of an 

object. Their involvement colored and influenced the object as a result. 

When applied to the purple silk gown, this gives the makers of the textile a voice alongside that 

of Martha Washington -- even though we might never know who they were as specific individuals. 

Rather than solely focus on her as the wearer and owner of the gown, which is important to moving 

closer to Martha Washington’s lived experience, we also must reach into the text of the textile itself for 

more evidence of the gown’s makers. Doing so allows us to not only examine the life of Martha 

Washington more holistically and with the intention of moving closer to her truth, it also acknowledges, 

as much as we can know, the experiences of the individuals responsible for the gown’s creation and 

preservation.   

In brief, the supply chain of the purple silk gown consists of the owners of the silk mill, the 

designers of the silk pattern, those who cultivated the raw silk, shipped the raw silk, delivered the raw silk 

to the dyers, the dyers themselves, those who cultivated and harvested the weld, indigo, and unknown 

dyes; those who sold and delivered the dyed silk to the textile factory via small ship or cart, those who 

set up and cared for the looms, the weavers, those who sold the finished silk, those who shipped the silk 

or took the silk with them to British North America, and those who delivered it to the Custises’ door. 

This brief description of the number of individuals and the intellectual and manual labor it required to 
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produce the textile, and the type of transport and materials involved are only approximate. This end-to-

end supply chain also took place over an estimated five countries on three different continents, truly a 

global exchange of materials, labor, culture, and ideas. 

Additional hands were responsible for creating the garment that Martha Custis first wore in 

1757. As noted previously, Elizabeth Vaughan was the likely maker of the original gown. Unfortunately, 

surviving records only indicate that she was a local seamstress in New Kent County, reminding us that 

we are severely limited in what we can know or understand about the lives, complex motivations, or 

choices of each individual who “touched” the silk. We do, however, know that this ecosystem relied on 

the forced manual labor of enslaved seamstresses. Their presence in the gown is visible and tangible. 

Their lives and personal narratives, however, are not. 

Using the embodied presence of these women within the gown, the women whose hand stitched 

work is physically evident in the purple silk gown are recognized, called out, and “seen”: the known and 

unknown enslaved seamstresses at Mount Vernon who altered and mended it. The stitches these women 

made in the gown with their own hands in captive labor, sewn over a period of several decades, serve as 

material evidence of their lack of agency, an embodied microcosm of slavery itself. This same material 

evidence responsible for documenting these womens’ lack of choice and free will also has the power to 

move toward validating and legitimizing them, using perhaps the only surviving evidence we have of 

their captive work. These stitches are more than what holds the gown together -- they serve as a physical, 

self-made monument to their contributions and the greater narrative of their lives. These stitches serve 

as a painful personal marking, evidence of their inherent dignity. 

 
Martha Washington as a Slave Owner, Enslaver, and Woman in Early America 

As slavery underwrote the material Atlantic world of the eighteenth century, the lives and 

struggles of the enslaved are owed respectful inclusion in its historiography. Likewise, any use of 

terminology referring to institutional slavery and enslaved persons in early America should be carefully 
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and thoughtfully approached.5 While this dissertation focuses on materiality and objects, the multi-strand 

nature of the methodologies that I employ touch upon a global understanding of textiles and artifacts 

and the inter-continental supply chain that brought them to the Washingtons’ door. Therefore, it is 

necessary to recognize, examine, and dignify the intersectionality of slavery and gender, and those within 

these categories, in eighteenth-century early America. 

Accordingly, I acknowledge the complexity and difficulty of Martha Washington’s position as an 

enslaver due to women’s limited legal property rights within the construct of white male-dominated 

American colonies and early republic.6 Blindly constructing declarations as to Martha Washington’s 

culpability and involvement in the instutition of slavery without also discussing the position of women in 

eighteenth-century British America dismisses the intersectionality of being a married woman with 

restricted and/or limited rights in a patriarchal slave-owning society. Due to coverture, a carry-over from 

British common law, the legal identity of a married woman in early America was absorbed into her 

husband’s. All the property that she may have owned prior to the marriage now belonged solely to him. 

As a result, married women were often invisible in the eyes of the law – as are many of their histories. 

Therefore, in order to maintain the dignity of women’s lost or diminished identities and envoice 

them, it is necessary to underscore that female slave owners/enslavers within the context of eighteenth-

                                                
5 For terminology regarding slavery and the enslaved, I consulted P. Gabrielle Foreman and et al., 

“Writing about ‘Slavery’? This Might Help,” Community-Sourced Document, Google Docs, 2019, 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1A4TEdDgYslX-
hlKezLodMIM71My3KTN0zxRv0IQTOQs/edit?usp=drive_web&ouid=102748711255949916857&usp=e
mbed_facebook. 

 
6 For further reading on the Washingtons and slavery, see: Mary V. Thompson, The Only Unavoidable 

Subject of Regret: George Washington and Slavery (Charlottesville, Virginia: The University Press of Virginia, 2019); 
Henry Wiencek, An Imperfect God: George Washington, His Slaves, and the Creation of America (New York: Farrar, 
Straus and Giroux, 2004); Scott Casper, Sarah Johnson’s Mount Vernon: The Forgotten History of an American Shrine 
(New York: Hill and Wang, 2008). See also the catalogue for Lives Bound Together, Schoelwer, Susan, ed. Lives 
Bound Together: Slavery at George Washington’s Mount Vernon. Mount Vernon, Virginia: The Mount Vernon 
Ladies’ Association, 2016. 
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century British and founding-era America is a deeply complex topic.7 As a result of women’s limited legal 

position during this time, there is difficulty in accurately identifying Martha’s position and engagement 

with slavery, as she did not consciously make the initial decision to enter into or participate in the 

systemic enslavement of people herself; nor she did she have the personal agency or freedom within the 

law to abolish her participation in it.  

George Washington’s 1799 will provided exacting instructions for the emancipation of the 123 

enslaved people who worked on Mount Vernon’s farms, which he intended to occur after Martha’s 

death. However, Martha Washington did not wait long to free these individuals. Heeding the advice of 

others, and likely out of concern for her safety, Martha Washington chose to sign a deed of manumission 

for her deceased husband's enslaved workers in December 1800. According to the abstracts of the 

Fairfax County court records these people, once property, became free on January 1, 1801.  

Interestingly, Martha owned one enslaved person outright herself -- a mulatto man named Elijah 

or Elish, as he was also known. According to Martha Washington’s March 1802 will, written just before 

her death in May, she had purchased Elijah from the son of John and Catherine Washington of King 

County, Virginia. The will states her intention to bequeath Elijah to George Washington Parke Custis: “I 

give to my grandson...my Mullatto Man Elijah that I bought of W. Butler Washington to him and his 

Heirs forever.”8 Her motivation for purchasing this man when she had already had access to the 

appropriated labor, knowledge, and skills of the Custis dower slaves and the enslaved workers from her 

late husband, George Washington, is not known. 

There is no indication that Martha Washington possessed the requisite education, interest in, or 

exposure to female abolitionists, friends, or religious teachers who might have encouraged her to 
                                                

7 That stated, it is this same complexity that begs a full and thoughtful investigation of the 
Washingtons’ relationship with the enslaved population, and a careful study of primary and secondary source 
documents to know more about the individuals that we know served as seamstresses at Mount Vernon in the 
eighteenth century. This line of inquiry will be conducted in the next phase of my research. 

 
8 The Last Will and Testament of Martha Washington, 1802, in Joseph E. Fields, ed., Worthy Partner: 

The Papers of Martha Washington (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1994), 406. 
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advance into the position of emancipation. According to the law, Martha could not free the Custis dower 

slaves, as they belonged to her grandchildren. While Martha Washington’s relationship with the legal 

ramifications of slavery was complicated, difficult to interpret, and at times limited, she indeed reaped 

the benefits of the entire global economy of human enslavement.9 From the food on her table to the 

clothes she wore, she benefitted from the forced labor of captive workers. She did not, and perhaps 

could not, envision a life of any other economic reality.  

Overall, caution is required when attempting to preserve the dignity of captive workers and 

families while also acknowledging the limited legal and social agency of eighteenth-century enslaver’s 

wives. This approach is directly informed by Kateb’s position of a universal human dignity that is 

indifferent to an individual’s morality or choices. Likewise, I work with the orientation that “the dignity 

of every individual is equal to that of every other; which is to say that every human being has a status 

equal to that of all others.”10 This ensures that dignity is given in equal measure to each individual 

discussed in the ecosystem, independent of what we know or do not know about them, their conduct, or 

circumstances. It is an intersectional discussion, and therefore should be handled with the requisite 

respect. 

 

The Evidence of the Enslaved Women Who Altered and Mended the Gown 

Mount Vernon’s research historian Mary Thompson recounts, “In the late morning or early 

afternoon, [Mrs. Washington] often gathered a group of young female slaves in her bedroom and taught 

                                                
9 Martha Dandridge Custis Washington’s half-sister, Ann Dandridge, was the daughter of Martha 

Dandridge’s father John Dandridge and a mixed-race enslaved woman. Ann came to live at Mount Vernon 
when Martha Custis married George Washington in 1759. Wiencek notes that Ann Dandridge possibly joined 
Martha Washington’s group of seamstresses. See Henry Wiencek, An Imperfect God: George Washington, His 
Slaves, and the Creation of America (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2004), 84-86, 282-283. 
 

10 Kateb, Human Dignity, 5.  
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them how to sew or supervised older enslaved women as they knitted, sewed, or cut out clothing.”11 

During this time, Martha would have assigned the mending of clothing to be worked on throughout the 

day, providing instructions on how to best carry out patching, darning, refreshing and strengthening key 

seams, letting out and taking in. Thompson describes Martha Washington’s relationship with the 

enslaved workers as warmer than that of her husband’s, who was seen as stern and distant with the 

captive workers on the estate. “Martha Washington,” Thompson asserts, “did favors for and tried to 

help the enslaved people she knew best . . . [she] developed especially close ties with the maids and 

seamstresses with whom she spent many hours, while either teaching them to sew or working on sewing 

projects together.12  

In addition to seven or more unknown seamstresses who worked on Mansion House Farm 

between 1755 to 1799, there are approximately thirteen known seamstresses at Mansion House, the 

central farm of George Washington’s five farms and the location for the Mount Vernon Mansion.13 

These women, and perhaps their small daughters, would have been present at Mrs. Washington’s 

morning sewing gatherings, part of the intimate group that Thompson recounts. From farm records and 

diary accounts, we know at least a few of the names of these women.14 Mount Vernon’s online Slavery 

                                                
11 Mary V. Thompson, The Only Unavoidable Subject of Regret: George Washington and Slavery 

(Charlottesville, Virginia: The University Press of Virginia, 2019), 39. 
 
12 Thompson, The Only Unavoidable Subject of Regret, 39. 
 
13 Mount Vernon’s online Slavery Database, hosted by The Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association and 

managed by Mount Vernon curator Jessie MacLeod, provides a respository of names of the enslaved 
individuals who lived and worked on Mount Vernon’s five farms. The database is searchable by 
occupation/skill, with data sourced from primary source documents, including farm reports, letters, and 
ledgers, such as a list George Washington composed in 1799 of the enslaved workers he rented from his 
neighbor, Mrs. French. The public online version of the database does not indicate the specific original 
documents from which the data is sourced. Additional, more in-depth research will be conducted on these 
enslaved seamstresses on as my work on this topic continues. See: “Mount Vernon Slavery Database” (The 
Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association / George Washington’s Mount Vernon, n.d.), 
https://www.mountvernon.org/george-washington/slavery/slavery-database. 

 
14 The range of dates after the names of the enslaved seamstresses indicate the range of dates in 

which they appear in primary source documents at Mount Vernon.  
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Database, created and made public as a part of the exhibition Lives Bound Toegther, indicates that Betty 

came to Mount Vernon when the Washingtons were first married and served as a house maid and 

seamstress, as well as the two children she shared with indentured English tailor Andrew Judge, 

daughters Oney and Delphy.15 Oney (Ona) Judge was a self-liberated mixed-race fugitive from slavery 

when she was in Philadelphia with the Washingtons.16 Records additionally indicate that Lucy worked at 

Ferry Plantation (later Union Farm) in the 1790s. Other documents name those who worked primarily as 

seamstresses in the Mansion. They are: Clio A. (1755), Dolshy A. (1780s), Charlotte A. (1781-1799), 

Caroline A. (1787-1798), Betty M. (unknown), Betty Davis (1791-1798), Anna A. or Alla A. (1798), Alce 

F. (1786-1787), and Alce C. (1797-1799).17 In addition to this list, Caroline Branham (or Brannum) was 

also a seamstress and housemaid as well. Of these individuals, Charlotte and Caroline emerge as the two 

enslaved seamstresses who frequent the greatest number of records to include Martha Washington’s 

personal correspondence. Charlotte in particular appears in many of Martha Washington’s letters. 

On January 16, 1793, farm manager Anthony Whiting provided George Washington with an 

unapologetic “behavioral report” on  Charlotte. According to his account, Charlotte had become 

“insolent with him and he had whipped her with a hickory switch he used for a riding crop.”18 

Additionally he recounted that the hired gardener’s wife who had been supervising the seamstresses in 

Martha Washington’s absence had sent some work to Charlotte. She reported that Charlotte refused to 

                                                
15 See the catalogue for Lives Bound Together, Schoelwer, Susan, ed. Lives Bound Together: Slavery at George 

Washington’s Mount Vernon. Mount Vernon, Virginia: The Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association, 2016. The 
exhibition runs from October 1, 2016 to September 20, 2020 in the Museum and Education Center at George 
Washington’s Mount Vernon, and is curated by Jessie MacLeod. 

 
16 See historian Erica Dunbar Armstrong’s groundbreaking work on Oney (Ona) Judge: Erica 

Armstrong Dunbar, Never Caught: The Washingtons’ Relentless Pursuit of Their Runaway Slave, Ona Judge (New York: 
37Ink, 2018). 

 
17 “Alce” is likely an alternate spelling of “Alice.” 
 
18 Anthony Whiting to George Washington, 16 January 1753 as quoted in Thompson, The Only 

Unavoidable Subject, 55. 
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do it and sent the work back.19 At this point, farm manager Whiting whipped Charlotte again. 

Afterwards, he insisted to Washington that Charlotte had not done any work since, due to a story she 

(allegedly) fabricated as she was “under a pretence of her finger receiving a blow & was Swelld.”20 

Charlotte was incensed at the treatment she received and threatened Whiting that she would notify Mrs. 

Washington of his treatment, which was contrary to George Washington’s practice on the estate. 

Martha Washington often mentioned Charlotte, or “Charlot” (as she spelled the name) in her 

letters to family. Writing from Philadelphia on on June 8, 1789, she pens a request to her niece Fanny 

Bassett Washington to have her black lace apron sent to her in Philadelphia from Mount Vernon, and 

her black handkerchief as well. She notes that if the handkerchief cannot be located in the drawer, 

“Charlot knows where it is to be found.”21 On June 5, 1791, Washington writes to Fanny: “I sent by 

Hercules some rufles for my little Boys bosom which I beg you will make Charlot hem. . .” 22 

Apparently, Washington was not pleased with the condition of the ruffles when they were returned to 

her. She writes again to Fanny on August 29th,  

I wish you’d had them whiped23 - it was but little more trouble for Charlot, they cannot be sewed 
onto the wristbands till they are whiped - she is so indolent that she will doe nothing but what 
she is told she knows how work should be done, - I cannot find how it is possible for her and 
Caroline to be althogether taken up with making the peoples clothes - if you suffer them to go 
on so idele they will in a little time doe nothing but work for themselves - . . . .24  
 

                                                
19 Thompson, The Only Unavoidable Subject, 55. 
 
20 Ibid., 55. 

 
21 Martha Washington to Fanny Bassett Washington, July 1789 in Joseph E. Fields, ed., Worthy 

Partner: The Papers of Martha Washington (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1994), 217. 
 
22 Martha Washington to Fanny Bassett Washington, 5 January 1791 in Joseph E. Fields, ed., Worthy 

Partner: The Papers of Martha Washington (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1994), 231. 
 
23 “Whiped” (sic)  means “whip-stitched.” 
 
24 Martha Washington to Fanny Bassett Washington, 29 August 1791 in in Joseph E. Fields, ed., 

Worthy Partner: The Papers of Martha Washington (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1994), 233. 
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Two years later in 1973, Martha Washington directed Fanny to oversee Charlotte’s making of 

clothes for the enslaved workers in the Mansion: “The President says that the linnin may be got for the 

House people - having the Cutting out of the winter cloths for the people that Charlot may set about 

making them. . . .”25 In Philadelphia in January 1794,  Martha Washington took notice of work reports 

that relayed the news that Charlotte had been ill for a few days. She responded, asking that the doctor be 

called to take care of her.26  

Returning to the purple silk gown, the presence of stitches made by enslaved seamstresses, 

possibly even Charlotte and Caroline, are apparent over much of the gown bodice and skirt pleats, 

embodied evidence of their lives, existence, work, and the condition in which they found themselves.27 

Some stitches appear orderly on first glance due to their small size yet they are irregular, darting, poking 

sideways one stitch and vertically the next. Other stitches are large and crooked, almost too large to be 

effective at tacking anything down (fig. 36).  

Viewing these stitches knowing who made them is sobering, akin to viewing a memorial site. 

The physical presence of the stitches made by these these women, created with their own hands and 

bodies, are stitched imprints made by captive workers, women who did not possess agency or freedom 

except by the unassailable, inalienable virtue of being a human with an inherent sense of dignity. Each 

mark they made with needle and thread are chilling reminders that captives made these stitches and were 

forced to complete this work. It causes a hush in the viewer, the need for a moment of silence and 

reflection, for remebrance and quiet. Part of the awe consists in the immediacy and intimacy of the 

stitches they made. We often take for granted the monumental homes and buildings erected with 

enslaved labor. These minute stitches, however, do not follow an architectural blueprint. The individual 

                                                
25 Martha Washington to Fanny Bassett Washington 4 August 1791 in Joseph E. Fields, ed., Worthy 

Partner: The Papers of Martha Washington (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1994), 233. 
 
26 Thompson, The Only Unavoidable Subject, 40. 
 
27 Additional proposed study of the gown in 2020 will attempt to discern distinct stitching patterns 

and colors of thread that may point to the individual hands of makers.  
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motions of physical work do not become absorbed into a finished product, but stand out against the 

neater stitches of the bodice’s original construction. The women themselves chose when to plunge the 

needle, and where – small, personal marks that they could control, symbolic of their agency, stripped 

from them – and taken back. 

Perhaps these stitches were stitches of resistance – stitches of tiredness, or sadness, or longing, 

or sickness. Perhaps these stitches might have been the only way these women were able to subliminally 

communicate how they felt to their enslaver or mistress, their only way to comment or protest. Their 

mistress would wear their commentary, their stitched signals on her body. These personal comments and 

signals are added to the gown’s timeline and become just as much a part of the gown as Martha 

Washington’s bodily soils. When read together, the dress is an embodiment of multiple hands with 

differeing levels of personal freedom and agency; it is an embodiment of the institution of slavery itself. 

When Martha Washington wore the gown, she was wearing the stories, emotions, and preferences of her 

enslaved workers, not just her own. 

 

Conclusion 

 
 This research investigated a single object, Martha Custis’s Washington’s purple silk gown, in the 

collection of the New Hampshire Historical Society. The study set out to examine the gown as a 

biographical object, subject to its own timeline of experiences in a nexus of manufacturers, makers, and 

wearers. It also set out to determine the origin of the silk textile, and provide more accurate dates for 

manufacturing, gown construction, and wearing. In general, results show that the silk textile was 

manufactured in Stockholm, Sweden in 1740-1750, the gown was likely originally made in 1757, and 

was worn by Martha Custis Washington throughout her life, with alterations occuring 1770-1780. 

The present research employed interdisciplinary methodologies in order to prove that objects are 

conduits of human dignity, a topic not often discussed in material culture writing. The results are 

significant in two respects: first, that through the activation of normally discordant lenses, we can move 
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closer to understanding Martha Custis Washington’s lived experience and motivations to wear the 

gown. As a result, we can know more about how the gown served as a conduit of her personal agency 

and reflected the choices she made in response to her worldview and the new condition in which she 

found herself. An important finding to emerge in this study is that the biographical timeline of the 

gown, and the biographical timeline of Martha Custis Washington, intersect to reveal that she likely 

requested the making of the gown the day after her husband, Daniel Parke Custis, died. Emotion, 

agency, memory, and the performative, public mourning practices of the eighteenth century contributed 

to her motivation in placing this commission, but those motivations changed over time as she wore the 

gown in future decades. Through textual evidence, this study also demonstrated that Martha Custis 

Washington’s wearing of the purple silk gown broke with what was considered normative self-

fashioning of elite eighteenth-century females in the early American south. 

Secondly, the study aimed to understand the multiple meaningfulnesses of the gown over time, 

and the meanings it held for those associated with it. This was conducted in an effort to dignify and 

recognize the underrepresented individuals who were never identified in earlier discussions of the 

purple silk gown. An important finding to emerge, based upon palpable, visual evidence gleaned from 

the activation of “experience-near” lenses, identifies that the gown’s network of makers and wearers 

included enslaved women who served the Washingtons as seamstresses. The participation of these 

women in the making and preservation of the gown through their hand-sewed stitches offers tangible 

evidence of their existence, captive labor, and the limited exertion of their personal agency. 

As a whole, these findings add to, and refine, the body of knowledge regarding Martha Custis 

Washington’s sartorial choices. It expands what is known about the aesthetic hertiage of eighteenth-

century Swedish silk designs, and more accurately characterizes the scale and importance of the Swedish 

textile and sericulture industry. It confirms previous findings on the permeability of Atlantic trade and 

contributes to our understanding of material culture and fashion historiography’s current “embodied 
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turn” through the identification of evidence signalling we are currently anticipating a “somatic turn,” 

which incorporates a reliance on proprioception and phenomenological approaches.  

However, the findings of this particular study are limited in several ways. The most significant is 

what is known about Mount Vernon’s enslaved seamstresses. Further research should be done to 

investigate, as much as possible given the lack of general documentation, the lives of these individuals 

through surviving farm accounts, ledgers, and letters in the collection of the Mount Vernon Ladies’ 

Association, as well as secondary source accounts. Future studies should also be conducted to 

investigate and analyze the treatments of Marth Custis Washington in public history and academic 

works, juxtaposing them against historiographical trends from the mid-nineteenth century to present. 

Another topic for further study includes the semiotics of the color purple and its associations with 

mourning and royalty in England in the eighteenth century, which necessarily includes the definition of 

the color purple as it was understood in the eighteenth-century British Atlantic. Further work on 

dressing women to project masculine identities or the subsuming of male identities by eighteenth-

century women is also an area that begs a richer, fuller understanding.  

The findings presented here encourage future researchers to approach objects with the goal of 

unearthing the human narratives embedded in them: the complex, often global networks of individuals 

who contributed to an artifact’s conception, making, use, and preservation. Doing so moves the 

discipline past a reliance on phases of investigation, or an overemphasis on the stories of major 

historical figures. Rather, a focus on the threads of human dignity embodied within things frees us to 

experience the small, still voices powerfully and persistently embedded within, unearthed through 

haptic, somatic approaches – and made louder. 

 



Fig. 1�
�

Pincushion of  Garment Fabric Fragments 
Silk, Overall (diameter x depth): 1 3/8 in. x 1/16 in. (3.49 cm x 0.16 cm) 

Design repeat height: 2 1/4 in. (5.72 cm) 
Gift of  Elizabeth and Margaret Norton, 1927 

W-970 
The Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association 

Figures 
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Fig. 2�
�

Gown Fragment�
Silk, 1 13/16 in. x 4 1/4 in. (4.6 cm x 10.8 cm)�

 Design repeat: 2 1/4 in. (5.72 cm),�
Gift of Mrs. Osborne O. Ashworth, 1988�

W-3249�
The Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association
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Fig. 3�
�

Dress Fragment�
Silk, Overall (H x W): 3 3/4 in. x 2 1/8 in. (9.53 cm x 5.4 cm)�

Design Repeat: 2 1/4 in. (5.72 cm)�
Gift of Miss Chapman, 1890�

W-544/C�
The Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association
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Fig. 4�
�
�

Pattern Repeat of the Purple Silk Textile�
Photo by Cynthia Chin
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Fig. 5�
�

Detail of Weave Structure and Pattern of the Purple Silk�
Photo by Cynthia Chin
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Fig. 6�
�
�

Robe à l'anglaise, Gown Back, Areas of Fading�
Photo by Cynthia Chin
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Fig. 7�
�

Area of Gown Beneath Neckline Trim Demarcating Original Color/Color Loss�
Photo by Cynthia Chin
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Fig. 8�
�

Areas of Repair to Gown Inside Armscye�
Photo by Dr. Kimberly Alexander
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Fig. 9�
�

Closed Robe Front, Gown Bodice with Robings�
Photo by Cynthia Chin
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Fig. 10�
�

Gown Back, View of Back Pleats with Attached Skirt�
Photo by Cynthia Chin
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Fig. 11�
�

View of Inside Center Back and Skirt Pleats�
 Attached on Top of Lining�

 Photo by Kimberly Alexander
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Fig. 12�
�

Design for Woven Silk from the Leman Album�
James Leman, The Victoria & Albert Museum, London.�

Pencil, pen and ink and watercolour on laid paper.�
Spitalfields, London, England, 1708�

Object E.1861:60-1991
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Fig. 13�
�

Tobine Design�
Anna Maria Garthwaite�

Spitalfields, London, England, 1747�
Pencil and watercolors on paper�
The Victoria & Albert Museum
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Fig. 14�
�

Man’s Waistcoat, 1730-1750�
Europe, Silk velvet uncut and voided, buckram, silk, linen, linen thread, nineteen buttons.�

The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation
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Fig. 15�
�

Silk Gown Worn in North Carolina by Eliza Lucas Pinckney�
1750-1760�

Silk from Spitalfields, London, England�
Made in England, Worn in America�

The Charleston Museum in South Carolina 
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Fig. 16�
�

Gown worn in Virginia by Elizabeth Dandridge Aylett Henley �
Silk textile ca. 1750, remodeled ca. 1770.�

Gown and Petticoat, Spitalfields, England�
Silk brocaded with silk, bodice lined with linen, trimmings padded with cotton�

Gift of Mrs. R. Keith Kane and daughters, Mrs. James H. Scott, Jr., Mrs. Lockhart B. McGuire, 
Mrs. Timothy W. Childs, and Mrs. N. Beverly Tucker, Jr.�

Object G1975-340, 1-2�
The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation
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Fig. 17�
�

Louis-Joseph de Montcalm-Gozon, Marquis de Montcalm (1712-1759)�
Jean-Marc Nattier, ca. 1743-1755�

Pastel on paper�
Object FT-35.76�

Fort Ticonderoga Collections
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Fig. 18�
�

Baron Thure Leonard Klinkowström�
Alexander Roslin, 1758�

Oil on canvas�
Object AI 498�

Sinebrychoffin Taideomuseo, Helsinki
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Fig. 19�
�
�

Vladimir Borisovich Golitsyn �
Alexander Roslin, 1762 �

Oil on canvas�
Object MM 11161�

Malmö Konstmuseum�
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Fig. 20�
�

Jean Eric Rehn�
Alexander Roslin, 1756 �

Oil on canvas�
Object MNGrh 4153�

Swedish National Portrait Gallery
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Fig. 21�
�

Droguet liseré �
Silk textile, Swedish production, ca. 1750�

Theatrum oechonomico-mechanicum (Anders Berch Collection)�
Object NM.0017648B:27�

Nordiska Museet, Stockholm, Sweden
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Fig. 22�
�

Swedish Silk�
Manufactured by J.A. Meurman, Stockholm, Sweden, 1772 �

Theatrum oechonomico-mechanicum (Anders Berch Collection)�
Object NM.0017648B:342 �

Nordiska Museet, Stockholm, Sweden�
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Fig. 23�
�

Swedish Silk, 1744�
Adolph Modéer Sample Book, Page 15 	
Nordiska Museet, Stockholm, Sweden�

Photo by Andrew Kirk
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Fig. 24�
�

Swedish Silk, 1744�
Adolph Modéer Sample Book, Page 12 	
Nordiska Museet, Stockholm, Sweden�

Photo by Andrew Kirk
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Fig. 25�
�

Woman’s Silk Vest�
Silk, linen�

Worn in Sweden, silk textile from Norwich, England�
ca. 1750-1770�

Object NM.0006264�
 Nordiska Museet, Stockholm, Sweden
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Fig. 26�
�

Woman’s Silk Vest�
Silk, linen�

Worn in Sweden, Chinese silk textile and embroidery�
ca. 1750-1800  �

Object NM.0115439�
Nordiska Museet, Stockholm, Sweden
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Fig. 27�
�

Droguet liseré �
Silk textile, Swedish production, ca. 1750-60�

Theatrum oechonomico-mechanicum (Anders Berch Collection)�
Object NM.0017648B:68�

Nordiska Museet, Stockholm, Sweden
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Fig. 28�
�

Comparison of Purple Silk Textile’s Design Elements to Swedish droguet liseré  Silk
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Fig. 29�
�

Swedish Silk�
Manufactured by A. Meurman, Stockholm, Sweden�

Adolph Modéer Sample Book, Page 13	
Nordiska Museet, Stockholm, Sweden�

Photo by Andrew Kirk
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Fig. 30�
�

Droguet liseré �
Silk textile, Swedish production, ca. 1760s�

Theatrum oechonomico-mechanicum (Anders Berch Collection)�
Object NM.0017648B:675�

Nordiska Museet, Stockholm, Sweden
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Fig. 31�
�

Needle Case Constructed from Martha Washington’s Gown Fragments�
Constructed in America in 1800-1840; silk textiles from England, ca. 1750-1770�

Silk, wool, metallic threads�
Overall: 4 5/8 in. x 18 1/2 in. (11.76 cm x 46.99 cm)�

Bequest of Marie Worthington Conrad Lehr in memory of her brother Charles Angelo Conrad, 
1915�

W-588�
The Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association
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Fig. 32 
 
 

Purple Silk Shoes Belonging to Martha Custis Washington 
England, c. 1750-1759 

Silk, linen, leather, metallic lace, thread, metal spangles, wood 
Overall: 4 11/16 in. x 3 in. x 9 1/4 in. (11.89 cm x 7.62 cm x 23.5 cm) 

Purchase, 1975 
Object W-2667/A-B  

The Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association 
Photo by Cynthia Chin 
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Fig. 33 
 
 

Chair Cushion 
1765-1802 

Martha Washington (maker); Philip Bell, London (supplier) 
Wool, silk, linen 

Overall: 2 7/8 in. x 19 in. x 16 3/8 in. (7.32 cm x 48.26 cm x 41.61 cm) 
Gift of  Mr. and Mrs. Ralph G. Newman, 1984 

Object W-2990 
The Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association 
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Fig. 34�
�

Hem of Purple Silk Gown Indicating Wear�
Photo by Cynthia Chin
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Fig. 35�
�

Soiling in the Armscye of Martha Washington’s Gown�
Photo by Cynthia Chin
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Fig. 36�
�

Detail of Stitches Made by Enslaved Seamstresses�
Photo by Cynthia Chin
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